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The Eastern Kentucky Univereity experi< ^'
;/yurgrowth continued through the uppj^
ence .. . yaluable time spent in class, wilii ^cl^^ears with a series of ups, downs, and
friends, studying in the Bavine. As we come in-betweens. We aced classes, failed tests,
to the end of another year, we realize the made new friends, lost old ones. Through
Eastern experience is made up of many our victories and defeats, we grew stronger
small experiences which, together, form emotionally and intellectually as we; pre^
lasting memories. pared ourselves for life's challenges.
As freshmen, we took our first giant steps At the finish line, we donned our caps and
toward independence. No longer were our g0^s and proudly stood on the threshold,
parents around to make sure we studied, ate ready to join the more than 60,000 others
-
ri^t orit^i^e i^i>n j^e.jrh^at was thergo who made the journey before us. It was at^^
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i ';;.6>ur real tei$t came, however, wh^'.Vi^-^f^i^ng the past few years, the Easte|4
''fafced those major decisions without the Ejcperience has given us the confideiJc^
helpful guidance we had grownysO: ^0911$- intellect, and ambition to go any^v^re^d
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STUDENT
LIFE
Back To School
By: Missy Farmer
Evei-y student dreads it. Every student hates it. It's not finals; it's
moving in. Students carrying, boxes, crates, suitcases, garbage bags
and small appliances are a common scene at the beginning ofevery
new school year.
Many students have a long drive to the campus. Tired and
hungry and anxious to see their friends, students must overcome
other hassles when they reach campus. The first and foremost
among these are finding a parking place in a properly designated
area. Students spend hours looking, finally give up and park
wherever they can find a space, risking a citation. Checking into
the dorm also can be a major problem, with long lines just to fill out
a registration card and receive a dorm key.
Lugging, tugging, and wrestling with belongings follows, and
students again face long lines, waiting for the infamous elevators.
It is at this point that many students feel like giving up and going
home.
At registration the lines continue. Many students, realizing they
really don't want to take Nuclear Science 605, have to drop/add.
The waiting continues to validate and pick up ID's, buy books, and
to check on financial aid. And classes start tomorrow.
Students learn to cany as much as possible.
Photos by J. Warner
Two students begin the long process of moving in.
Everyone helps with moving in.
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Students wait in a long line for car registration.
A statue reminds students to show their ID. A worker takes a break in the Keen Johnson Building.
Photos by C. Woodson
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RICHMOND MALL
by Missy Farmer
EKU students and local residents were invited to "Come Be
Dazzled" in early September with the opening of the new
Richmond Mall on the Eastern By-Pass. Those who participated
were not disappointed.
The 37-store, 34,000-square-foot mall not only provides a
convenient place for students to shop, it also offers a variety of
employment opportunities.
"It's really a nice mall," said Renae Stickley, a freshman from
Arcanum, Ohio, "and I like shopping here."
A 10-day grand opening featured live musical entertainment,
exhibits, fashion shov/s, and other special activities.
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Scott Holdsworth, a physical education major, checks out
the sweatshirts in the Foot Locker.
Julie Faddis, a J.C. Penny employee, waits on John Winkle, Rob
Smith, and Jeff Winkle.
T.J. Cinnamon's employee Scott Carson, a music merchandis-
ing major from Glenview, III., sets up a display.
Photos by P. Weddle
Campus Connection employee Joni Deison waits on a customer.
Benae Stickley, an undeclared freshman from Arcanum, Ohio takes
advantage. of one of the mall's shops.
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EKU THEATRE
PRESENTS
James Goldman's
A Lion In Winter
The Lion in Winter, a play, is based on actual historical
occurrences dealing with the political maneuverings between
King Phillip of France and King Henry 11 of England.
The play takes place during Christmas, in the year 1183, at
Henry s castle in Chinon, France.
During this fictitious Christmas Court, Henry is contemplat-
ing which ofhis three sons will be his heir. He is also planning to I>> • soliloquy. King Henry direatens Queen Eleanor.
leave his wife. Queen Eleanor, for the young Princess ofFrance
and her dowry.
Although the facts are consistent with history, Goldman
admitts that "the characterand passions ofthe people in the play
are fictitious."
The play also suggests that history is a game in which the
outcome is accidental due to the uncontrollable collision of
motives.
King Henry cautionf King Philip of FVance about plotting war against England.
Queen Eleanor consoles Alals when she is rcjjected by King
Henry.
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lie cast of the lion In Winter takes a final bow.
Photo by C Woodson
Director: Dan Bobinette
Set and Lighting Designer: Keith Johnson
Costume Designer: Je£Fery Dill
Special Consultant: Todd Berling
1
CAST
Heniy II, King of Englandi Buzz Comelison
Alaii, a Vnadk Prinoessi FBtrida Smtth Johns
Jolm, tbe youngest son> Michael J. Soig
Geoffinejr, the middle soni D. Scott McGoffln
BIchard lionhent, the eldest sont Wes Shofiier
Eleanoiv Henry's wife: Linda Lisle Hensley
PUDip, King of Fhmcet Leonard C Brown
Sccvantss Charles B. Uster, Bene Kelso
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First Strcfl, Rkliiiinnd. kriiliuU
A Taste Of
First Street
Hi'iaiiM' injinv l'niM'rsit> stu-
dents It"a\t' (U) l'ricla>s to lii'ad
home for tlif weekend, rluirsda>
nights ha\e bee<>nie the ninht t«>
parf>.
Ineludin^ the reeentl\ opened
bv r. Wnfi<!<;n
Ta/wells. (here are 10 establish-
ments in the downtown area that
eater to the different interests of
the students. Whether it's live
hands, old time roek-and-roll, top
10 danee nuisie, or just a plaee to
handout, students ean find about
any type of entertainment that
suits their taste.
Other attraetions inelude
danee floors, pool tables, wide
sereen televisions, and live eome
dy.
After a long week of elasscs,
downtown Kiehmond provides a
weleome relief for many stressed
out students.
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students cut-a-rug on the) I890's.
Snooting pool is a common activity at lu/well s.
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EKU Experiences Jackie's Dream
by Missy Farmer
On July 22, Jackie Humphrey captured the U.S. Olympic
Track and Field Trials' 100-meter hurdles with a time of
12.88 seconds to become the first U.S. Olympian in the
University's history.
In the first round of the Olympic 100-meter hurdles she
finished fourth in 13.24 seconds and advanced to the second
round later in the day. In the second round, she ran a 13.25
to finish sixth and qualified for the semi-finals. In both races
she started well, but hit the first hurdle. Humphrey hoped
to do better in the semi-finals and qualify for the final, but
again she hit the first hurdle and finished seventh with a
time of 13.59 seconds.
Humphrey is a firm believer in positive thinking. "I have
a poster on my wall that says "I believe in myself. " I also
have a button I wear all the time. It's a pin with a Martin
Luther King quote that says "I have a dream." "They inspire
me, " she said. g
Though Humphrey didn't capture a medal she is notl
discouraged. "The entire experience was just tremendous ^
and it has made me more determined to train hard and be"
back in the Olympics in 1992," Humphrey said.
"t
Humphrey shows great concentration as she jumps yet another
hurdle.
Supporters presented Humphrey with a T-shirt after she returned
from the Olympic Trials.
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With the American flag waving in the background, Humphrey
shows her Olympic warm-up suit.
Photo by C. Woodson
Humphrey signs autographs for her fans.
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Kristi Jenkins lays out a weekly edition of FYI.
Below: Charlie Bolton, Amy Caudill, and JefF Newton enter Progress
news copy on the Macintosh computers.
Above: News Director
Amy Boldt and Produc-
tion Director Floyd Bell
make up part of WDMC's
management team.
3 Opp. Right: David Pierce
^ and Kevin Newman set up
S a camera for EKU TV.
o Far Right: Setting the
_g reels at WEKU, is Tom
PM Ford.
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EKU NEWS
How Students Get It
by Julie Clark
For many students, getting local, state, and national news is
as easy as turning on their radio or TV. But when it comes to
campus news only a few organizations deliver news that is
designed specifically for EKU students.
Many students look forward to Thursdays to receive their
weekly copy of the Eastern Progress. The Progress deals
primarily with campus news and some local news.
WDMC radio is the University's "Campus Connection."
WDMC informs its listeners of campus happenings and also
provides a variety of formats. Steve Mead, a broadcast major,
and DJ for WDMC, described his job as "thrills, frills of great
fun."
For Your Information (FYI) is a weekly publication pro-
duced by the Division of Public Information. Kristi Jenkins,
editor said,"In just one quick little newsletter you can find out
what is going on for the entire week."
The Eastern Progress, WDMC, and the FYI are each
entirely stafiFed by students and one faculty adviser. They
provide an excellent opportunity for students to gain hands-on
experience. Amy Caudill, editor of the Eastern Progress said,
"I have learned more working here than in any ofmy classes."
Many Eastern student's are also active at the WEKU radio
and television stations.
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Photo bv C. Woodson
THE CAMPUS BEAUTIFUL
Eastern Kentucky University
is proud of its 83-year-oId "Cam-
pus Beautiful." Here is why . . .
26
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HOMECOMING
1988
Parade Begins Festivities.
"Movie Madness" was the theme
for this year's homecoming parade,
and all events took a title centering
on the theme.
Road Runner was the name given
to the annual 5k run which led the
parade Saturday morning before
the homecoming game. William
Sampson won first place with a
time of 15:44.90.
The parade included floats made
by various university organiza-
tions. Construction on the floats
began Sunday, Oct. 9 at the Old
Tobacco Warehouse.
The Enterprise: Voice to Victory
by Theta Chi and Pi Beta Phi won
first place for originality for the
second consecutive year. Night-
mare At EKU by Lambda Chi and
Chi Omega won first place for
beauty.
Selling balloons for charity is a tradition during the parade.
hoto by C. Woodso
University drummers provide a beat lor the parade. Lambda C:hi Alphas ride dow
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Photo by C. Woodson
The Colonel rushes to the goal post on the KDT's and SAE's float.
The Clolonel and cheerleaders are on the rode to \ict(M-v.
Photo In M. NiKdii
The characters ol V\'i/ard o
Student Life ^9 ^c
Photos by C. Woodson
Homecoming
Queen
Homecoming Queen 1988 is
Vivian Santelices. The 20-year-
old pre-med/biology major
represented the Chi Omega
Sorority. Santelices is a mem-
ber of the university's Biology
Club and the Panhellenic Cab-
inet Director.
Santelices says she is glad to
have been involved in the
homecoming court no matter
what the outcome. "Win or
lose, it was still an experi-
ence," she said.
Top: Vivian Santelices is escorted onto the field by her
brother Glen.
Above: Vivian Santelices waves with a smile during the
Homecoming parade.
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First Runner Up Second Runner Up
Kim Barber represents Phi Delta Lee Ann Napier represents American
Theta. Marketing Association.
The sixteen finalists pose for a picture in front of the Blanton House.
Student Life 3
1
FINALISTS
Karen Abernathy
Lambda Chi Alpha
Michelle Bollinger
Interfraternity Council
Martha Chandler
Alpha Delta Pi
Monice Covington
Zeta Phi Beta
Lisa Davenport
Keene Hall
Denise Doming
Panhellenic Council
Kim Fields
Clay Hall
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Charolotte HighfiU
Sigma Chi
Cheri Hoff
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Sherri Lamkin
Sigma Tau Pi
TifiFany Patrick
Kappa Alpha Theta
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Judy Simpson
Kappa Delta Tau
Lisa Ann Thompson
Kappa Delta
I
Left: Field commander Julie Stuard directs the band during the homecoming game.
Below: On the trumpet and the horn are Deanna Burnell and Sharron Pointer.
Above: The hill provides a good view of the game lor fans.
Right: Eastern graduate Paul Love made his 16th homecoming this year. He is
member of the class of 1948.
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Colonels Defeat Golden Eagles 14-7
More than 18,000 fans watch-
ed and cheered as the Colonels
won their 5th consecutive Home-
coming game, defeating the Ten-
nessee Tech. Golden Eagles
14-17.
The Colonels got off to a quick
start by scoring within the first
minute and a half of the game.
Quarterback Lorenzo Fields
led his team 61 yards with Elroy
Harris making the last one-yard
run for the first touchdown.
Harris's 40th touchdown set a
new Ohio Valley Conference re-
cord for career touchdowns.
Two plays later the Colonels
lost their quarterback and their
passing game when Fields was
r^-'-t.
By Beth Ntiiiks
sacked by a Tennessee Tech line- After an unsuccessful field goal
backer. This sack further injured attempt, the fourth quarter came
his leg which had been giving to an end with the Colonels
him problems all season. Jeff emerging victorious.
Gillium replaced Fields.
Although the Colonels contin-
ued to gain yards on the ground,
fumbles and unsuccessful field
goal attempts ended the first
half.
An interception by Colonel de- '
fensive end Tim Tomaszewski ('(^
sent Tennessee Tech.'s backup "^
quarterback to the sidelines and
brought starting quarterback
y
Thomas DeBow back into the I
game. D^Bow led the Eagles to
their first and only touchdown
on a seven-play drive. L
Photos hv C WddclMiii
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Making the Headlines in 1989 . . .
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ight: The Democrats went to Atlanta in the summer of 19SS,
id decided on Michael Dukakis, the governcn- of Nlassa-
lusetts, to be its candidate for President of the United States.
V decided to pick Lh)yd Bentsen, a senator from Texas, as his
nning mate.
pposite: \'ice President Geoi-ge Bush, after sening for eight
ars in the Ronald Reagan administraticm, got the expected
id at the Republican National Convention in New Orleans in
esummer of 1988. His choice for running mate was unexpec-
d—Sen. Dan Quayle of Indiana. The public opinion polls
owed that the inexperienced 41-ycar-old senator was not a
ipular choice. The Republicans, however, won the November
L'ction.
l.elt: President Ronald Reagan and So-
\ iel I .cader Mikhail (Gorbachev worked
lor sexcral vcars to bring the Iwii coun-
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Left: The siininier of 1988 was hit with the worst drouKhl in many >eais. ThiDughout
the midwest, farmers watehed helplessly as their crops went di->. Aho\e: The 1988
Summer Olympics in Seoul, South Korea opened with a dramatic and da/zling
ceremony. A colorful, three-hour spectacle mixing ancient Korean rituals w ith space-
aj;e technoIoj;y kicked off 16 days of athlectic competition.
Right: Hurricane Gilhert rose out of the Carri-
hean like a giant wind storm in late September.
By the time it lost its hurricane status over
northeastern Mexico, it had killed more than
.300 people, left hundreds of thousands home-
less and caused billions of dollars in damage to
the (-arribean, C-entral .\merica, .Mexico and
the United States.
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Right: The stars ol the 1988 Siinimcr
Olympics, clockwise from top: diver Gre}^
l.oiiganis; track and field star Carl Lewis
and F'lorence Griffith Joyner; and swim-
mer Matt Biondi.
Ab()\e: Canadian Ben Johnstni, left, looks o\erat arch i"i\al (.'.
Summer Olympics at Seoul, S<iuth Korea. Johnson won the
anabolic steroid was found in his s\stem.
race in the 1988
iter ti'aces ol an
.Student LifcJia :
Above: It was one of the bij; miiniaKes ol'the year. Ileavyweinlil boxer Miki
Tvsdn man ied actress Hobiii C^ivens. But the stormy maniuHf ol the 22-yeai
old rich boxer and tlie 2.'i-year-old beauliliil actress lasted less than a year
Sbe tiled (oi divorce. But alter beiiiK accused ol uiari-\ iiiK "Iron Man" lor bi
money, Ms. (iivens said she wouldn't take a dime.
l.ell: (;relcheu lOli/abeth Carlson erupted in tears as her name "as an
uouiued as Miss America 1989. The 22vear-old Miss Minnesota, win
M^^^w^''
ic (.(ninti^ in tlic
irklaiid. TIk- most
Hi^hl: Forest fires spread lhroiij;hoiit the western pari ol tl e counti-> he
summer oi I9SS, desticn inji millions oi aci'es oi national park nd he
liea\ily damaued was Yellowstone National Park.
Above: Thonsands ofpeople who had died of AIDS were inemoriali/cd in October
with cennonies centered on a hutie <inilt that was made lioni friends and lamilv
whales were (rapped i
the world c (ni\eii:ed i
rl ol i;o(k1 will. Kit
o sa\ e two ( lalilorn
an thiee weeks. New
d Bai i"(iw. Alaska, to
Aho\e: The Woild Series heloni^ed to the I .os Ani^eles Dodjiei's. The Dodjiers
cantnred then si\
Studen
MONSTER
BASH
by Amy Samtnons
What are these,
So wither'd and so
wild in their attire;
That look not like
the inhabitants o'
th' earth.
And yet are on 't?
—Shakespeare: Macbeth
Follow the yellow brick road! No, just follow the
sidewalk to the Keene Johnson building, that's
where you would find Dorothy, the Cowardly
Lion, the Tin Man, the Scarecrow, and even Toto
traipsing around the ball room. If you look hard
enough you might even see Quasimoto, and
Skullface. These characters were first prize win-
ners for most original, crowd choice, best overall,
and scariest respectively, at the annual Monster
Bash held Halloween night.
In its 10th year, the Bash was sponsored by the
RHA Association. The event raised $100 to help
support the United-Way and also helped students
relieve mid-term pressures. Three hundred uni-
versity students participated in the event.
The band Paradox rocked the night away but
they weren't the only entertainment. The winners
in the lip sync contest performed hits to the Beach
Boys, Guns N' Roses, Lionel Ritchie, and 50's
Dance music.
clowning around at the Moi
Michelle Norris and Ann Mattingly enjoy each others company at the Bash.
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Hearts were niade to give away
On Valentine's good day;
Wrap them up in dainty white,
Send them off the thirteenth night,
Any kind of heart that's handy —
Hearts of lace, and hearts of candy.
Hearts all trimmed with ribbons fine
Send for good St. Valentine.
Hearts were made to give away
On Valentine's dear day.
—Annette Wynne
Photo h> C. VVoodso
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HUMMEL PLANETARIUM
I'liolo \t\ ('. XNckkIsom
EKU's Hummel Planetarium is
finally available for use after a
nine year wait. An out-of-court
settlement by the University
against Spritz, Inc. forced correc-
tion of faulty equipment that
brought state-of-the-art technol-
ogy to EKU's space theatre.
The planetarium is one of the
largest in the United States. The
space Voyagers system's star ball
can project scenes up to 100
B> Both Minks
times the earth's distance from
the sun onto a huge dome which
has a diameter of 20.6 meters.
The multi-media center, with
its sophisticated hardware and
innovative computer software
programs, provides for the cre-
ation of various space scenes
which may be viewed from dif-
ferent perspectives.
According to Jack Fletcher,
planetarium director, the facility
is used for instruction, public
showings, plays, and other
events.
H u m m el Planetarium is
named for Arnin D. Hummel, a
former faculty member and
physicist.
Student Liife^

GHOSTLY EXPERIENCES
who says there's no such
thing as a ghost?
By day, Pearl Buchanan
Theatre is a classroom and
rehearsal stage. By night,
the dark and lonely stage
becomes home to the ghost
of the Blue Lady.
According to the Division
of Public Information, there
are two versions of the
ghost's origin.
Years ago a University stu-
dent was cast as the lead in
Hedda Gabler. In this
Henrik Ibsen play the fe-
male lead commits suicide.
One version suggests that
the woman became so ob-
sessed with suicide after the
numerous rehearsals that
she hanged herself in the
Keen Johnson bell tower.
She was wearing the same
blue dress she would have
worn during performances.
The other version says the
woman never made it to the
opening performance be-
cause she was struck and
killed by a car on her way to
the theatre. Again, she was
wearing the blue dress at the
time of her death.
The fall of the year is
when the Blue Lady is seen
most often, said Roma Ped-
neau, an EKU alumna.
"In the fall of 1975 I was
walking in front of the Pow-
ell Building with a group of
By Beth Minks
friends. We noticed there
was a blue light hovering
around the bell tower. I was
fascinated, " she said, "with
the fact that someone could
be so enthralled about the
theatre life that her ghost
would come back."
The Blue Lady is not a
wicked or hostile ghost. Ac-
cording to a 1974 Eastern
Progress story, the Blue
Lady has been quite helpful
on occasion.
Several years ago a thea-
tre student was looking
through a pile ofwood in the
prop room of Pearl
Buchanan Theatre. She toss-
ed several pieces of the
wood behind her while
searching for a particular
piece. Once she found it, she
turned and the wood had
been stacked neatly into a
pile.
On another occasion the
theatre had flooded during a
University vacation. When
the students returned to
campus the mess had been
cleaned up. However, none
of the custodians admitted
to having cleaned the thea-
tre during the vacation.
Whether she is a good
ghost or a bad one, many
people are still frightened
by her.
Mike Nelson, student pho-
tographer for the Division
of Public Information, was
in Pearl Buchanan Theatre
putting away the cameras
and other equipment he had
used to take pictures with
earlier that fall evening.
"I didn't see the Blue
Lady's ghost that night, but I
didn't exactly feel like I was
alone either, " said Nelson.
"That was the fastest I'd
ever packed the photo
equipment. I wanted to get
out of there, " he said, "and
fast."
For centuries thespiaris
have been fond of saying
"the show must go on."
And so it does for the
ghost of the Blue Lady. The
next time you're walking
near Pearl Buchanan Theat-
re on a dark fall night you
may be the next witness of
the Blue Lady's ghost.
Photo by C. Woodson
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BORN YESTERDAY
The stage crew spent many long hours working on the set.
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Arlington
by Missy Farmer
Arlington, a furnished three-story Georgian-style
mansion, and the 1 5 acres of land surrounding it, was
a gift to the University from W. Arnold Hanger, in
memory of his parents, Col. and Mrs. Nancy B.
Hanger. The Eastern Kentucky University Founda-
tion purchased the remaining 166 acres of land on
the estate.
The Arlington Mansion, located one-half mile west
of the University, was built in 1814 by Captain
William Arnold, Hanger's grandfather. The mansion
has been improved and remodeled over the years.
Arlington offers a swimming pool with regulation
lanes for competitive swimming and a separate deep-
water pool for springboard diving. For children,
there is a wading pool and a playground adjoining the
pool area. Six lighted tennis courts and an IS-hole
golf course are located on the grounds
Arlington is the site for many social activities. The
mansion contains a fine dining room, game room,
and areas for private dining. A barn on the property
has been completely renovated by the University's
Department of Industrial Education and Technology.
The "Mulebarn" contains a 16 foot fireplace, a stage
area for bands, and a large dance floor.
Arlington sei-ves the academic functions of the
University by providing conference facilities, while
the estate is used for agricultural, geological, and
biological sciences and the recreation program.
All full-time members of the faculty and contrac-
ted staff of the University are eligible for member-
ship at Arlington. Alumni who maintain active status
in the Alumni Association and have a degree from the
University are eligible for membership as are all
major benefactors of the University.
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\rlington members enjoy the Mulebarn's atmosphere.
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Ma Kelly's, A DifiFerent Atmosphere
College students have tradi-
tionally been known to eat mas-
sive amounts ofjunk food. Don't
fret, Mom. University students
have an alternative—Ma Kelly's
Restaurant and genuine home-
cooked meals.
Ma Kelly's is set up in a bufFet
style so the customers can serve
themselves, and there are no set
prices. Customers are charged
according to the amount of food
they eat. After the meal, the cus-
tomer may even leave his mark.
By Julie Clark
During the past nine years, the
walls, the ceiling, and even the
cash register have been covered
with graffiti.
Many students are regulars at
Ma Kelly's. "I go to Ma Kelly's at
least once a week because the
food is good and the prices are
reasonable," said EKU student
Dave Gay.
One of the busiest times of the
year for owner, Ann Kelly, is
Homecoming. The restaurant
celebrated its 21st anniversary
this year and many alumni still
return.
Kelly feels her restaurant is
different. "We let them (custom-
ers) write on the walls and get
their own food. They can holler,
or scream, or do whatever they
want to around here," she said.
Located on Third Street in
Richmond, Ma Kelley's, contin-
ues to be a special for Eastern
students.
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Left: Ann Kelly and her daughter spend many hours in the
restaurant.
Below: Dave Gay is a regular at Ma Kelly's.
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Above: Charlie Cecil, Chris Puckett, and Greg Davenport agree that Ma Kelly's is a special
place.
Above right: Country style food is always on the buffet.
Photo by: C. Woodson
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THE
CORNER
when school is in session, more stu-
dents can be found on "The Corner" at
mid-day than at any other single location
on campus.
The Corner's popularity has probably
stemmed from its central location. It is in
the heart of the campus in between the
bookstore and the Powell Building.
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COKE
Is Still It
Coca-Cola Classic, the new
Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke
— They're all it
Especially on the campus of
Eastern Kentucky University.
The products of Coca-Cola
USA were sold in all cafeterias
across the campus during
1988-89 and have been for the
past three years.
According to officials in the
food services office the company
founded by Dr. John Pemberton
has been distributed here be-
cause they won the bid over Pep-
si.
So at least for now coke is it at
EKU.
Michelle Livers, Karen Young, and Frank Peters take a break from class to have a coke.
Photo by R Weddle
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T-SHIRTS
The 1970's brought a personal
form of communication that
quickly became a part of many
college students' wardrobes . . .
and for good reason. The advan-
tages of T-shirts outweigh the few
disadvantages:
° They go well with jeans and
shorts and often are used for
sleepwear.
° Economical.
° They allow a person to display
their personality. Some people
even design their own shirts.
' An effective means of advertise-
ment.
° They come in all colors, styles,
and sizes.
Great comfort.
° Best of all they never go out of
style.
The only disadvantage is that
sometimes people often mistake
their friends' shirts for their
own.
LOS ANGELES
Photo by M. Farme
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Students participated in the balloon release for AIDs Awareness Day.
s.o.s.
Save Our Students
by Beth Minks
"Look at that car, mommy," said the
pre-schooler as she and her mother walk-
ed by the junked car parked in front of the
Powell Building. "It's all crushed up," she
said.
That junk car played an important role
in AIDS Awareness Day.
AIDS (acquired immune deficiency
syndrome) is a mysterious virus which
breaks down the body's immune system. It
is found most frequently in homosexuals,
hemophiliacs and intravenous drug abus-
ers. The origin ofAIDS is said to be from a
newly developed variant of a virus that
infects a large number of monkey species.
There is still no known cure for AIDS
since it was first recognized in 1981.
AIDS Awareness Day began with the
fall semester when an advanced public
relations class surveyed the university stu-
dents on what they would like more infor-
mation.
The survey indicated that AIDS was a
major concern. With one in every 300
college students infected with the virus,
EKU students wanted to know more. They
wanted to know what precautions they
should take, where they can receive help,
and who they can question about the
virus.
With these leads the PUB 490 class
members began their campaign. In search
of answers, the students gathered infor-
mation about the virus, contacted profes-
sionals and eventually organized what be-
came the University's first AIDS Aware-
ness Day.
"AIDs Awareness Day at Eastern is to
create a greater awareness among stu-
dents and those in the campus community
about the increasing prevalence of the
AIDs virus among college students," said
Linda Hertson, faculty adviser for the
event.
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On Dec. 7 students found not only
guest speakers, videos and informative
literature, but also a junk car. Students
and faculty got their chance to strike out
against AIDs. Fifty cents brought three
swings of the sledge hammer crashing
into thejunk car. Overall $18 was raised
and donated to AmFAR.
Above: A student uses his strength to bash out AIDs.
Various pamphlets on AIDs are helpful in clearing up
misconceptions on the virus.
Photo by C. Woodson
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Phi Kappa Phi, the Universi-
ty's national scholastic honor so-
ciety, inducted 17 new members.
Admission to Phi Kappa Phi is
open to all students in all disci-
plines. To be a prospective mem-
ber students must maintain at
least a 3.7 GPA for six semesters.
PHI
KAPPA
PHI
Donna Michelle Alexander
Marti V. Allen
Wayne D. Art
Amy Rae Bowling
Arlene Bobbins Burnett
Cavid Childrey
Kay H. Coomes
Carol Deleena Durham
Paula C. Gillem
Jennifer Marie Grace
Phyllis Ann Janeway
Laura Larkin
Jennifer Lee Lewis
John Kevin Link
Jeffery H. Perkins
Kimberly A. Woosley
Vance B. Wisenbaker
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The 19S9 edition of Who's
Who Among Students In Ameri-
can Universities x\nd Colleges
will include the names of 62 EKU
students from who have been se-
lected as national outstanding
leaders.
These students were selected
on the basis of academic achieve-
ment, sel•^'ice to the community,
leadership in extracurricular ac-
tivities and potential for contin-
ued success.
They join an elite group of
students selected from more than
1,400 institutions of higher
learning in all 50 states, the Dis-
trict of Columbia and several for-
eign nations.
Karen Abernathy
Donna Michelle Alexander
David M. Atcher
G. Hunter Bates
Melissa Dell Bellew
William Geoffrey Blair
Chris Allen Blomback
Michele Renea Bollinger
Evelyn Delime Borders
Evelyn Alison Bowman
April Maria Brumfield
Michelle Burdett
Heather Ellen Burkhart
Tony V. Catalono
Amy Elizabeth Caudill
Sara Jane Church
Kathleen Anne Clark
Kimberly Renee Congleton
Logan Kendall Cox
Greta Cropper
Deborah Elaine Dawson
WhosWlK)
A.\i{).\(,sriii)i:.\i,si\
.\nicrican
universities N:
(j()lle<^es
Melanie Carol Doyle
Dawna G. East
Jeffrey Scott Falk
Damon Andrew Ferguson
Amy Dianne Franklin
Paula Carole Gillem
Mary Lynn Hall
Bobby L. Hart
Donald G. Henrickson
Cheri Lynn Hoff
Beth Ann Holbrook
Jean Lambers
Laura Anne Larkin
Violet June Lee
Peter Allen MacAdams
Michael Anton Mangeot
Darryl Todd Marksberry
Faith Diane Matthews
Amy J. Mclntyre
Michael L. McKinney
Kelly Erin McMurdo
Edwin Ray Meece
Thomas Baxter Mockbee
Teresa R. Montgomery
Lisa Cecilia Niehaus
Mary Kristin Nolan
Donna Gail Pace
Sandra Lee Phelps
Christine E. Propp
Teressa Lynn Renner
Darrell Brent Risner
Johnna Elizabeth Shearer
Judy Simpson
Jennifer J. Stansbury
Joni M. Stephens
Mary Aileen Turner
Heidi L. Uhl
Kimberly M. Ward
Donna Carole Williams
Andrew George Willis
Pamela Kay Wise
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AN ALTERNATIVE
by Missy Farmer
Many students would rather live ofF-
campus than live in a residence hall, how-
ever, along with new found freedom comes
many responsibilities. Many students feel
that it is worth the trouble.
"You can have pets, your own room, and
you can have more fun," said Phyllis Combs.
A university regulation does not allow
pets in residence halls; off-campus living
allows this luxury. Joe Brosky, Wayne David-
son, and Eric Johnson have seven aquariums
in their house.
"They provide a calming effect. We can
watch the fish for hours," Johnson said.
Soiue students live off-campus for privacy
and to have their own parking convenience.
"I was in the army with 30 other men, and
I didn't think I could handle the dorm scene.
I enjoy living in my own apartment with
only one roommate," said freshman Chris
Green. Joe Blandford added, "I know that
anytime, day or night, I'll have a parking
place.
"
Although living ofF-campus sounds great
one must look at the down side, the responsi-
bility of paying bills, a regular job, and
transportation to and from campus.
Kevin Bruce makes time for Tigger.
Chris Green finds that a four burner stove is better than a
hot plate.
Eric Johnson, Wayne Davidson, and Joe Brosky relax in
front of one of their aquariums.
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Photo by M. Farmer
Off-campus students have their choice of interior decorating.
Joe Blandford and Creg Talbert enjoy a quiet evening at home.
Photo by P. Weddle
Becky Bryant enjoys the luxury of a private washer and dryer.
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Cabin Fever
By Missy Farmer
"You're cheating. You've got an ace up your
sleeve.
"
This phrase may be heard as you walk down a
dormitory hallway on a cold winter night.
Board and card games are popular alternatives
during snowy nights when going downtown is next to
impossible. "We always play Gin Rummy to relieve
our tension. It allows us to call each other names
without making anyone mad," said freshman Patti
Abell.
Board games have come a long way. Monopoly has
been taken over by Pictionary, Scruples and Trivial
Pursuit.
Besides games, many students rent VCRs and mov-
ies to pass the time. "Renting movies is an inexpen-
sive form of entertainment, especially when a group
pitches in to pay for it," Lara Brown said.
Movies today range from action and adventure to
raunch and romance, so there is always something for
everyone.
Some students stick to the old faithful-TV. "I pray
for something good on the boob-tube, fix hot-
chocolate and snuggle in my warmest blanket," said
Ruth Boling. TV is still the cheapest and cleanest
entertainment on campus.
However many types of entertainment available to
students the favorite is probably sleep. "Whenever
I'm through with my homework and there is nothing
else to do I usually catch up on my sleep," said Julie
Green.
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Left: Students play Scruples to see what their friends are really like
Above; Students take advantage of the Powell Building game room.
Case Hall is used for more than congregating. Some students have to resort to the loneliest game-solitaire.
Photo by M. Nelson
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Twins
when the word "twins" is heard,
one may assume it refers to two
people who are identical in looks
and personality. Their looks may be
the same but their personalities are
often different.
Being mistaken for your twin can
be very frustrating at times, but it
can also be exciting.
Five sets of twins share a memo-
rable experience they had.
Jerry and Gary Pierce's friends often do not realize there are two of
them.
Gary was rushing a fraternity, and after an activity everyone went to
a friend's house. Gary stepped out of the room for a minute just as Jerry
walked in. One of Gary's fraternity brothers mistook Jerry for Gary
and jokingly hit him in the back of his head. Jerry didn't take it as a joke
and was immediately offended. Luckily, Gary came back into the room
and straightened everything out.
Shanua and Sherri White had
fun switching dates. Sherri acci-
dentally scheduled two dates for
the same night. After careful con-
sideration, Shanua decided to take
Sherri's place on one date. For-
tunately, the man couldn't tell the
twins apart. All wasn't lost. All four
had a great time and Sherrie was
able to continue seeing both men.
Art by S. Mattingly
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Double Dilemma
One day a guy came up to Kim Freeze and began
a conversation. Kim wasn't sure she knew him, but
continued the conversation anyway. She soon real-
ized that the guy thought he was talking to her twin
sister, Kelly. Figuring it would do no harm, she
pretended to be Kelly throughout the conversation
and the guy never knew the diflFerence.
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Joe and John Conrad kept friends mystified for severa
weeks. The Conrads were pledging a fraternity, but some o
the activities didn't realize there were two of them. The)
saw the twins several times a day, not realizing they wen
twins, and thought the new pledge had kept changing hi;
clothes. This bewildered the active until a big fraternit)
function Joe and John came together.
Melanie and Sidney Roberts call each other "sis"
because when they were little, they attended a
Catholic school where the nuns were called "sis-
ter". This was confusing for the twins because they
would answer to "sister". Their solution was to call
each other "sis". This in turn caused confusion for
others because the easiest way they can be told
apart is by their name.
Photo by C. Woodson
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The Right Combination
By Missy Farmer
Twenty-five cents.
That's what it takes to mail an average size envelope to anywhere across
the continental U.S., and more importantly, to make a student's day.
Eastern is known as a suitcase college. Therefore, many students receive
few letters from home because they see friends and relatives most every
weekend. Still, they endlessly check their boxes. Why? For junk-mail, of
course.
Many credit card agencies and on-campus organizations use the mail
system to solicit business or membership.
Students always check their mailboxes. Although there many never be a
check from a great aunt or a love letter from a boyfriend or girlfriend, there
will always be the FYI.
A message is posted for potential mail
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Students can look forward to receiving at least one piece of mail —FYI.
Mail room workers provide one of the many links to the outside world
The University's mail vans allow for quick delivery.
On-campus mail helps campus communications run smoothly.
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CAMPUS
By Tammy Howard
University students and facul-
ty didn't have to travel off cam-
pus this year to get their fair
share of exercise and relaxation.
Located in the center of the
University's campus, the Powell
Building offers bowling, bil-
liards, video games, and board
games as well as a relaxing atmo-
sphere where you can get away
from it all.
Powell bowling lanes manager
Ron Williams, said "most Univer-
sity students find time to enter
his establishment sometime dur-
ing the year."
For those students more inter-
ested in outdoor sports, both
Alumni Coliseum and the Weav-
er Building have swimming pools
open year-round. Pool supervisor
Dan Lichty said any campus or-
ganization, student, faculty
member, and their families can
use the pools. "On a typical night
during the school year we have
around 65 to 100 people," he
said.
About 15 tennis courts deco-
rate the University's grounds and
the Greg Adams Building offers
students four indoor courts.
"During the year our courts are
filled with physical education
classes, tennis teams, and stu-
dents," said Ann Greenwell,
Adam's courts supervisor.
Students can also take advan-
tage of the University's Samuels
track, Begley weight rooms, and
Begley racquetball courts to help
in their quest for healthful fun.
Officials at almost all of the
campus sports centers agree the
high student interest level is due
to a health-conscious society.
Timing and form are the essentials of bowling.
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RECREATION
Pool supervisor Dan Lichty takes time out for a swim.
Racquetball provides an intense workout for the cardiovascular system.
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FASHION
Old Or New, It's Up To You
By Beth Minks
If there is any single way to
prove that history repeats itself,
it is through fashion.
Once again we are seeing the
same clothes and hairstyles that
were popular during previous
generations. Crew cuts, bobs,
and plaid pants are styles that
many college students' parents
wore during their college years.
Even more amazing is the popu-
larity lace-up boot that were pop-
ular for women during the early
1900's.
New on the fashion scene are
moon watches, acid washed
jeans, and distressed leather
bomber jackets.
One advantage of today's fash-
ions is versatility. From sweats
and T-shirts to designer suits, al-
most anything goes.
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Model Laboratory School
A School Within A School
Student teaching is the closest
thing to "real teaching" a college
student will experience said Dr.
Stephen A. Henderson director of
Model Laboratory school.
The laboratory school at the Uni-
versity has been a part of the teach-
er education program on the cam-
pus since the modern inception of
Eastern.
As the only public laboratory
school in the Commonwealth it
serves the College of Education
teacher education program by pro-
viding opportunities for pre-
service teachers to observe, partici-
pate, and learn about teaching be-
fore facing the rigors of teaching.
Five other colleges also use the
laboratory for field experiences.
Beth Ubiehart finds the bulletin board to be a great asset in teaching.
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President Funderburk visits Model.
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The Division of Public Safety
Eastern's Security Blanket By Kristy Moore
Working in the dispatch office, Linda Hall is busy answering calls and doing paperwork. Chris Simonson seems to be saying 'But, I was only
parked there for a minute!
Campus Security patrols the hill at football games.
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A student consuls an officer
about parking regulations.
Photo bv C. Woodson
Photo by M. Nelson
The Division of Public Safety is one of the
finer services offered to the students.
It provides the same assistance as any pohce
department and provides experience in law
enforcement especially helpful to police ad-
ministration majors.
A shuttle bus provides safe rides for females.
It has been running from 6:00 p.m. to 2:00
a.m. on weeknights for 1 1 years. "The bus has
provided a very effective safety mechanism,"
said Wynn Walker, assistant director.
A somewhat newer addition is the escort
service, an alternative when the shuttle ser-
vice isn't available.
Cadets and officers employed by Public
Safety gain valuable practical experience
working on a college campus. "The cadets are
faced with some of the problems and frustra-
tions that are common to police work," said
Walker.
The Division of Public Safety is an indepen-
dent organization, fully equipped to handle all
their own cases.
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Students Volunteer For Phonathon
More than 400 students volun-
teered to raise $75,548 for schol-
arships and other University pro-
grams during Eastern's fourth
annual phonathon.
The volunteers asked 13,000
Eastern graduates to make a fi-
nancial contribution to the Uni-
versity's Alumni Annual Fund
during the five-week event.
"The phonathon has provided
significant levels of support for
our alumni programs and given
our students a better understand-
ing of the importance of private
support for a public-assisted uni-
versity like Eastern," said Lana
Carnes.
Last year's phonathon raised
$51,585 in pledges, exceeding
the $50,000 goal.
Members of EKU's student or-
ganizations placed calls to alum-
ni on Sunday through Thursday
nights. Members of EKU's Stu-
dent Alumni Association pro-
vided additional support for the
event, which is coordinated each
year by EKU's divisions of Devel-
opment and Alumni Affairs.
Carnes said the annual project
receives considerable support
from the local business commu-
nity in the form of food and
prizes for student volunteers. Students called EKU alumni to ask for contributions.
Over 400 students volunteered to raise money for the University.
Photos by C. Woods
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LEFT: DeAnna Downing helped the University reach it's $70,000 goal.
ABOVE: Kevin Derringer calls EKU alumni to raise money for scholarships.
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Even Santa Claus (Howard Hallihan) has to face finals before Christmas.
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SANTA CI.AUSI:-
IS COMItVG
' TO TOIV»V
Christmas Spirit Comes After Finals For
Students
Bv Mis>v Farmer
Dear Santa,
The entire Christmas season for me was not
filled with visions of sugarplums, but late
night cram feasts.
T'was the season for finals.
While other students were decking the halls
j
I was seriously considering decking my pro-
fessors. Where was their Christmas spirit?
Were comprehensive finals really necessary?
Besides finals, I also had to worry about-
Christmas shopping. How could I possibly
finish my shopping for friends and family
while running all over town trying to find
masterplots for stories I never read.
I was beginning to feel more like Scrooge
every minute. I hated to part with my hard-
earned money. But I knew my younger broth-
er and sisters would expect presents from
"college", so I went to the bookstore and
bought three EKU pencils. Believe it or not, it
worked.
I really don't hate Christmas. I love the
tradition and the story behind it. I just don't
like finals and spending my money. I really do
enjoy getting presents; I just hate the hassle of
returning them for cash.
Scrooge
Students get in the Christmas spirit by decorating their doors.
The snow on the lawn of the
Blanton house, and an old-
fashioned sleigh enhances the
Christmas spirit.
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The International Touch
By Missy Farmer and Beth Minks
Students from more than 30 foreign coun-
tries attend Eastern.
"Why do they come? Eastern has a good
program for internationals and provides
more help than the big universities," said
freshman Sunny Kadri from Bangladesh.
For many the chance to return to their
native country to visit with family comes
only once a year. Some students will not
have a chance to visit family during their
four years at EKU.
Coming to a new country can be a lonely
and frightening experience.
Dr. Joe Flory and the International
Friends program offer these students an
opportunity to meet new people and enjoy
many social activities.
EKU's International Film Series offers
free films that focus on specific countries
from Africa to Russia.
International students have a chance to
meet new people and to see old friends at
cross cultural mixers. These events are held
monthly for international students and the
general public. All Eastern students are in-
vited to the mixers.
EKU's annual Cultural Festival focuses on
cultures from around the world and provide
better understanding of a specific country's
history, traditions, and customs, and role in
the international community.
The International Program provides a
unique service to international students and
the campus community by bringing a little
of the world to Eastern.
Raymond Wong, president ofthe Asian International Student Associa-
tion, shares his ideas with a fellow international.
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Students Lean Toward Healthier Diet
By Beth Minks Burgers and fries have been
lifetime favorites for many stu-
dents. Now, however, the trend is
leaning toward a healthier diet
and lifestyle.
"Overall, awareness of nutri-
tion is much better than it once
was because of publicity," said
Students have been leaning towards salads as a substitute for the traditional junk food.
Sara Sutton, an assistant pro-
fessor of home economics. Stu-
dents can hardly open a news-
paper without seeing informa-
tion on nutrition.
Even fast food restaurants are
making changes in their menus
to accommodate those who pre-
fer salads, baked potatoes, and
grilled chicken rather than fried
foods.
Although many students are
eating healthier, there are still
times when they resort to junk
food. The college student's life-
style is a fast-paced one. As a
result, it's often easier to grab a
soft drink and a snack than to
take time for a meal.
Budget is another considera-
tion. Buying fresh produce and
products with special dietary in-
gredients can become quite cost-
ly. Junk foods also come in handy
when students are burning the
mid-night oil.
The toughest part of all is hav-
ing will-power. After all, who can
refuse when their roommate
says, "Let's order a big gooey
pizza.'^
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f Chips and pot pies are still a part
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Students tend to grab a snack rather than prepare a No one can resist pizza,
meal.
Tight budgets can keep students from buying the fresh produce and other nutritional foods.
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Charles Latta has a blood test for triglycerides performed by Susan Showers.
Weaver Houses
WELLNESS
CENTER
Blood screening, fitness and
lifestyle assessments, and exer-
cise programs are now being of-
fered to the University's faculty
and staff through the College of
Health, Physical Education, Rec-
reation, and Athletics' new Well-
ness Program.
The wellness program devel-
oped form the need to provide
EASTEffW KEWTUCKY UNIVERSITY
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experience for students entering
the health and recreation indus-
try, said Dr. Wayne Jennings,
chair of HPER&A's wellness
committee.
Rob Bowers, a graduate stu-
dent in health education, is one
of several students gaining expe-
rience at the Wellness center.
"I was a PE major," he said,
"and I would like to eventually
coach track at the college level."
"This job, like coaching, in-
volves helping people train
themselves in productive ways,"
he said. "I'm looking forward to
the experience."
Another Wellness Center stu-
dent is Holly Heitzman, a senior
athletic training and adult fitness
major from Cincinatti.
"This relates directly to what I
study in my major," she said. She
said she was interested in pursu-
ing a career in sports medicine
once she graduates.
Jennings said with the ex-
pressed interest of many faculty
to participate in the programs,
improved wellness should even-
tually help slow the increasing
costs of health insurance at the
university.
Health education students will
be providing educational activ-
ities such as "I Quit," a smoking
cessation program, and stress
management instruction. The
center will also offer a variety of
physical activities including jog-
ging, walking, aerobic dancing,
swimming, racquetball, weight
training, and exercise machines.
Rob Bowers, counselor at Wellness Center explains the movement and exercises to Mason Smith, news editor
of Public Information.
Bottom Left: Holly Heitzman, a senior athletic training and adult fitness is on hand to help people who are
interested in the program.
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Best Movies
1. who Framed Roger Rabbit
2. Bull Durham
3. The Dead Pool
4. Die Hard
5. Midnight Run
.6. Big Top Pee-Wee
7. Monkey Shines
8. The Last Temptation of Christ
9. Nightmare On Elm Street 4
10. Three Men and A Baby
Local Concerts
• Bruce Springsteen — Rupp Arena
• George Michael — Rupp Arena
• Rod Stewart — Rupp Arena
• Emmylou Harris — Rupp Arena
• AC/DC — Rupp Arena
• John Cougar Mellencamp — Rupp Arena
• INXS — Rupp Arena
• Poison — Rupp Arena
Top 10 Kentucky Sportsmen
1) Richie Farmer — Basketball
2) Pat Riley — Basketball
3) Elroy Harris — Football
4) David Roselle — Administration
5) Jackie Humphrey — Track
6) Danny Sullivan — Track
7) Roy Kidd — Football
8) Jodie Mudd — Golf
9) Howard Schnellenburger — Football
(10) Joe Magrane — Baseball
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Top 10 Stories In The State
1) Carrollton bus crash.
2) Approval of state lottery.
3) Summer drought.
4) NCAA investigation at University of Kentucky and
resignation of Athletic Director Cliff Hagan.
5) State school finance laws ruled unconstitutional.
6) The escape of eight inmates from Kentucky State
Penitentiary.
7) Collision of two UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters
and Fort Campbell.
8) Evacuation of eight Western Kentucky counties
after release of phosphorus gas due to the derailing
of 32 railroad cars.
9) Governor A.B. "Happy" Chandler's racial slur dur-
ing UK trustees committee meeting.
0) Tornado strikes Middlesboro.
National Headlines
(1) Bush defeats Dukakis in presidential election.
(2) Earthquake levels Armenian cities.
(3) Drought parches Midwestern farms.
(4) U.S. warship shoots down Iranian airliner.
(5) America re-enters space.
(6) Reagan will open PLO talks.
(7) Iran and Iraq end eight-year war.
(8) Nation's environment threatened.
(9) Gorbachev announces Soviet troop reductions.
(10) Forest fires scorch national parks.
(11) The Reagan-Gorbachev summit in Moscow.
(12) The TV evangelists: Jimmy Swaggart touched by
scandal; Jim Bakker indicted on fraud charges.
(13) AIDS keeps spreading; no breakthroughs.
(14) Hurricane Gilbert ravages the Caribbean.
(15) Nuclear armaments plants shut down.
(16) Buy-outs and mergers on Wall Street.
(17) Olympic Games, drug scandal in Seoul.
(18) U.S. economy remains sturdy, unemployment low.
(19) Changes in Soviet system, unrest in republics.
(20) Rescue of ice-bound whales.
Gone, But Not Forgotten
(1) John Carradine
(2) "Pistol Pete" Maravich
(3) Andy Gibb
(4) John Houseman
(5) Elmo Zumwalt III
(6) Enzo Ferrari
(7) Roy Orbison
(8) John Mitchell
(9) Art Rooney
(10) Harold "Kim" Philby
(11) Dennis Ray
(12) Christina Onassis
(13) Carl Hubbell
(14) Billy Carter
(15) Gregory "Pappy" Boyington
(16) Louis L'Amour
(17) Max Robinson
(18) Fredrick Loewe
(19) Anne Ramsey
(20) Isidor Isaac
(21) Heather O'Rourke
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PROCRASTINATION
Hear No Study, See No Study, Speak No Study
Belinda Meier, Christ! Stumbo, and Rick Carnevale refuse to study.
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There comes a time in most
every student's college career
when they have to say "to heck
with the books tonight." Some-
times it's to avoid burnout. Some-
times it's just to take a break.
Other times ... . well who
knows?
The Milestone staflF conducted
a non-scientific telephone poll of
100 students to find out what
their favorite form of procras-
tination is.
Here are the top 10 responses:
1. Sleep
2. Play cards
3. Watch TV
4. Go downtown
5. Listen to music
6. Do laundry
7. Exercise
8. Play video
games
9. Do manicure
10. Watering
plants
Mindy Reed procrastinates with Pee Wee Herman.
Art by S. Mattingly
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Portfolio by Chip Woodson
TOP: "The Jodster", Jody Smith. TOP LEFT: "My adopted sisters," Rhonda, Tina,
and Cece Nunn. LEFT: Dr. Staples with Ashley Prewitt at Foster Music camp.
BELOW: Deb Winkler, for the volleyball poster that never came out. BELOW
LEFT: Gordon Liddy with former Milestone photographers, Rob Carr and Jody
Warner. BOTTOM: Save the manatees.
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Portfolio by Mike Nelson
LEFT: Elroy Harris goes for the touchdown.
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Over 3,000 Receive Degrees
By Missy Farmer
According to Webster's Dictionary, to
graduate means to hold an academic degree
or diploma, but for students who graduated
in the Spring, Summer and December of
1988, graduation meant much more.
Students look forward to being really on
their own; no more classes, finals, or long
lines. Although most were glad to leave the
academics behind they looked toward the
future with anxiety.
Many students wished for this day for at
least four years, once it had arrived there
was an air of sadness surrounding the festivi-
ties. Among the hugs and congratulations
there was also a feeling of relief. They had
survived EKU.
photo by M. Nelson
Students leave the ravine and proceed to their respective colleges
for diploma covers and receptions.
Top: Julie Bauman waves to family and friends. Right: Martha
Mullins, assistant director of athletics, talks with students and
parents.
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EKU Hosts Special Olympics
Above: Summer game Special Olympians receive
a warm embrace from volunteer buggers.
Left: Pee Wee Herman impersonator signs auto-
graphs for Special Olympians and volunteers.
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Eastern Kentucky University
and the City of Richmond was
the site of the 1988 Kentucky
Special Olympics.
The games brought more than
2,500 children and adults who
suffer mental retardation to
Richmond for Olympic-style
competition. More than 600
coaches, 300 families and 1,500
volunteers also participated in
the state-wide summer games.
EKU will also host the 1989
summer games. "We are pleased
to host the two state-wide sum-
mer games," said President
Hanly Funderburk. "Eastern has
long recognized the outstanding
contributions Kentucky Special
Olympics have made to the phys-
ical, social, and psychological de-
velopment of individuals with
mental retardation."
Kentucky Special Olympics is a
program of physical fitness,
sports training, recreation, and
athletic competition for children
and adults who are mentally
handicapped.
The event has become the larg-
est program of sports training
and athletic competition for chil-
dren and adults with mental re-
tardation in the world.
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Above: Medals instill a sense of pride in the competitors.
Left: Special Olympians enjoy the planned recreation area during events.
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President
Hanly Funderburk
Eastern Kentucky University, un-
der the leadership of the institution's
eighth president, Dr. Hanly Funder-
burk, reached out to its service region
this year with unprecedented levels
of programs and services.
Dr. Funderburk led the effort to
take educational and public service
programs to central and southeastern
Kentucky. University faculty and staff
taught increased numbers of off-
campus classes, conducted more re-
search projects and provided numer-
ous services to the people in Ken-
tucky's 5th and 6th congressional dis-
tricts, which are historically among
the poorest and least educated in the
nation.
"Eastern's doors have been open to
thousands of Kentuckians for many
years," he said, "but the time has
come for us to take our programs and
services to the people who need
them. It is to this end that we have
recommitted ourselves and our re-
sources."
On campus, Dr. Funderburk over-
saw enhancement of EKU's academic
scholarship program and pointed
with pride as the University enrolled
the first class in a new academic hon-
ors program. Enrollments increased
for a 13th consecutive term, and pro-
jections point to a near all-time re-
cord enrollment for the 1989 fall
semester.
The president continued to push
for salary improvements for the Uni-
versity's faculty and staff, and signifi-
cant progress was made in this "very
important priority." In fact, among
Kentucky's regional universities,
EKU advanced from third to first
place in terms of faculty and staff
compensation.
The president was pleased with
"significant progress" made in recog-
nizing and rewarding outstanding
teaching, which he termed "what we
do best at Eastern." Six faculty mem-
bers were honored with EKU Foun-
dation Professorships, and two mem-
bers of the faculty were recognized ^r. Funderburk with wife Helen.
with the first EKU National Alumni
Association Awards for Teaching Ex-
cellence.
Dr. Funderburk also focused his ef-
forts to improve communications
with the University's constituency
groups — students, faculty and staff,
parents, alumni, and other friends—
and to involve those groups with the
University.
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Funderburk and his wife host the annual president s
picnic for freshmen.
^K. i
Funderburk speaks with Wallace Wilkinson during spring graduation.
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From left: Dr. Bonnie Gray; Gary Gillis; Dr. Rodney Gross; Robert J. Begley; President Hanly Funderburk; Burl Spurlock; Henry Stratton; James Gilbert; John
Cooper; Hunter Bates; Joseph Lambert
BOARD OF REGENTS
Eastern's ten-member board
or Regents — the University's
official policy-making and statu-
tory governing body — had a
busy 1988-89 academic year.
In July, President Hanly Fun-
derburk reported to the regents
that EKU had received $3.4 mil-
lion from external funding agen-
cies to conduct more than 100
research and public service pro-
jects during the preceding fiscal
year. He also noted that a record
$1,242,245 in private gifts were
given by 8,830 donors during
1987-88.
In the fall, the board revised
the Model Laboratory School ad-
mission policy to bring current
policy more in line with current
needs. The laboratory school
provides support of teacher prep-
aration and programs for in-
service teachers and school sys-
tems. About 800 students are en-
rolled in classes from nursery
school through high school.
Two new four-year degree pro-
grams in aviation education were
approved in January to help
meet the national shortage of avi-
ation professionals. The bache-
lor's degree programs are de-
signed to prepare graduates for
careers as professional pilots, avi-
ation administrators, and in oth-
er related areas of aeronautics.
The programs are among only
six new programs created in the
past 10 years. The University has
suspended 43 degree programs
during the same time period,
usually because of low enroll-
ment.
Two new regents, James T.
Gilbert of Berea and Joseph E.
Lambert of Mt. Vernon, joined
the EKU board this year.
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VICE PRESIDENTS
Dr. Joseph Schwendeman
Eastern's five vice presidents
work together to unify the Uni-
versity and to ensure that poli-
cies are implemented.
Dr. John Rowlett, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs and re-
search, serves as dean of the fac-
ulties and chief academic officer.
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice presi-
dent for student affairs, is respon-
sible for student life, welfare,
and student issues.
Earl Baldwin, vice president
for business affairs and chief fi-
nancial officer for the University,
is also responsible for personnel
accounting and purchasing.
Donald R. Feltner, vice presi-
dent for university relations and
development, is the chief of ad-
vancement officer. He is respons-
ible for public information,
alumni affairs and development.
Dr. Joseph Schwendeman, vice
president for administrative af-
fairs, his responsibilities includ-
ed the physical plant, the com-
puter center. Special Programs,
and Hummel Planetarium.
Dr. Thomas Myers
Far Left: Earl Baldwin
Left: Donald Feltner
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College of
Allied Health
and Nursing
Outstanding Student
Elaine Daniel
Elaine Daniel, a medical record adminis-
tration major, has been named the Out-
standing Student in the College of Allied
Health and Nursing.
She is involved in several organizations,
including American Medical Record Associ-
ation, Kentucky Medical Record Associ-
ation, and EKU Medical Record Science De-
partment Curriculum Committee. The
mother of two, Daniel is also a headstart
volunteer and a Girl Scout assistant.
Daniel has a 3.46 GPA and has been
awarded scholarships from the Board of Re-
gents and Kentucky Medical Records Associ-
ation scholarships.
When she graduates, Daniel plans a
medical record administration career. She
also hopes to earn a master's degree in teach-
ing.
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The University's College of Allied
Health and Nursing is the leading pro-
ducer of health care professionals at the
undergraduate level in Kentucky.
During the past 30 years, nearly
4,000 nursing and allied health care
professionals have completed academic
and clinical preparation at EKU. About
three-fourths of them are graduate reg-
istered nurses who have completed ei-
ther tvi'o-year or four-year programs of
study. The others have entered the
work force as professionals in medical
record science, occupational therapy,
edical technology, medical assisting
technology, emergency medical care,
and enviromental health science.
The faculty strives to provide quality
classroom, clinical, and laboratory in-
struction using innovative teaching
strategies. The college's low student-
teacher ratio is to insure individualized
instruction, close supervision of stu-
dents participating in field experiences
and internships at more than 130
health care agencies, and intensive stu-
dent-faculty interaction.
Jll
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College of
Applied Arts
And Technology
Outstanding Student
Debra Templeman
The Outstanding Student in the College
of Applied Arts and Technology is Debra
Templeman.
An industrial technology major, Temple-
man has a 3.64 GPA and is a President's Ser-
vice Award recipient.
Templeman is a non-traditional student
and the single parent of two children.
"Starting college 12 years after finishing
high school was very difficult, but I knew if I
was to successfully support my children I
would need a college degree." "I work hard
to do my best, and I'm proud of my accom-
plishments. Being a non-traditional student
with a family, I miss out on opportunities
available to other students. But I am very
happy with my decision to come to Eastern
and I am very proud to be a Colonel," she
said.
Dean
Kenneth
Hansson
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Students who receive postsecondary
education from the University's College
of Applied Arts and Technology under-
stand the special relationship that must
exist between high technology and the
society which it serves.
Many of these first-generation col-
lege students leave the Richmond cam-
pus with a degree and a commitment to
use their new-found knowledge to help
make the world a better place in which
to live and work.
Eastern's College ofApplied Arts and
Technology is organized into five de-
partments: industrial education and
technology, agriculture, home econom-
ics, mass communications and military
science. All emphasize utilization of
technology and hands-on, career-ori-
ented instruction.
I Applied arts and technology gradu-
ates are successful as both managers and
technicians. The broad-based academic
)rogram successfully combines class-
room lecture with laboratory work and
ilso provides a strong background in
jusiness, liberal arts, and human rela-
tions courses.
The solid reputation of the academic
programs, faculty involvement with
business and industry, and outstanding
performance of graduates have led in
I'recent years to an increased level of un-
derstanding and commitment to the
programs of the college.
iTTZfifiXRlCX ajiCHHS
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College of
Arts and Humanities
Outstanding Student
Melissa Bellew
The Outstanding Student in the College
of Arts and Humanities is Melissa Bellew.
She has an overall GPA of 3.83 and has been
on the Dean's List every semester.
Bellew has received many awards and
scholarships, including the Eastern Presi-
dential Scholarship and the Phillip Mankin
Scholarship.
As a Spanish minor, Bellew recently com-
pleted summer study at the University of
Madrid, Spain. She is an English major and
has been in the Sigma Tau Delta National
English Honorary for four years. Two of
those four years she served as president of
the honorary.
She also is active in Gamma Beta Phi,
Mortar Board, Barrister's Club, and Ken-
tucky Young Democrats.
Following graduation, Bellew plans to at-
tend law school.
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The University's College of Arts and
umanities has made a commitment to
the cultural enrichment of central and
eastern Kentucky.
Academic programs of study leading
to baccalaureate or graduate degrees
are offered in art, English, foreign lan-
guages, humanities, music, philosophy
and religion, and speech and theatre
arts.
Audiences of all ages throughout
Kentucky enjoy regular instrumental,
vocal and musical performances, theat-
rical productions, and art exhibits ofthe
highest quality presented by the univer-
sity students, faculty and staff, and guest
artists. Programs are ofiFered through-||^^IHHfej
out the year and are presented both on fflpHIIP^
campus and local communities.
The Giles Gallery in the Jane F.
Campbell Building provides a place for
students and faculty to display their
work. The university also hosts student
art competitions, and the university
sponsors numerous traveling exhibits.
Art graduates work in ceramics, com-
mercial art design, jewelry and metal-
smithing, painting, printmaking, and
sculpture. Many also find careers as
teachers of the visual arts.
Theatre arts graduates have been
prepared for careers in acting, direct
ing, scene and costume design and con
struction, musical theatre, and teach
ing. Graduates of speech communica-
tions work in a variety of professions.
—« Just getting under way is a new sup-
immmrt group, Friends of Fine Arts. This
'«tVas formed by patrons of the fine arts,
raise money to support the arts.
College of
Business
Outstanding Student
John Kevin Link
The College of Business faculty has select-
ed John Kevin Link, an economics major
with a 3.77 GPA, as their outstanding stu-
dent.
He has received the John Morris College
Scholarship and is among those listed in
Who's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities. Link has also received the Dean's
Award and is on the National Dean's List.
Link is a member of the Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society and the Sigma Tau Pi Busi-
ness Honorary. He holds leadership posi-
tions in Mortar Board and Lambda Chi Al-
pha.
He plans to receive a master's degree in
Health Care Administration and to pursue a
career in that area.
Dean
Charles
Falk
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The College of Business has earned
its reputation as a strong, traditional
business school that offers credible aca-
demic programs and provides outstand-
ing service to its students and the re-
gion.
The majority of accounting gradu-
ates pass the Certified Public Accoun-
tant (CPA) examination on the first sit-
ting. University students who continue
their education in business beyond the
baccalaureate degree level score well
above the national average on the Grad-
uate Management Aptitude Test
(GMAT).
Many students who earn business de-
grees each year remain in Kentucky to
pursue challenging and rewarding ca-
reers as accountants, retail and service
organization managers, manufacturing
and industrial managers, and financial
consultants.
The university business student re-
ceives a comprehensive general busi-
ness background and may specialize in
one or more of several business disci-
plines.
The college also conducts a graduate-
level program in business administra-
tion (MBA). The recent redesigning of
this program on evenings and Satur-
days provides access to the working pro-
fessional and older students.
Innovative programs in insurance
and real estate studies were established
to meet the growing needs of Ken-
tucky's insurance and real estate indus-
tries, both ofwhich support the respec-
j
live academic programs. The Insurance
studies program is the only one of its
kind in Kentucky.
t
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College of
Education
Outstanding Student
Terri Lynn Sweeney
The College of Education has chosen ele-
mentary education major Terri Lynn
Sweeney as its Outstanding Student.
During her four years in Kappa Alpha
Theta Sorority, Sweeney had the highest
sophomore, junior, and senior GPA. She
holds several sorority offices and was voted
"Most Likely to Succeed."
Sweeney is a Junior Miss Scholar and a
Deans Award recipient.
While maintaining a 3.75 GPA, Sweeney
has been active in Mortar Board, Phi Kappa
Phi, Outstanding Young Women ofAmerica,
and Panhellenic Scholai'ship Cabinet.
Following graduation, Sweeney plans to
enroll in a graduate program in either coun-
seling or school psychology. Her ultimate
educational goal is to earn a doctorate.
Dean
Kenneth
Henson
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The University continues to be
tucky's largest producer of public scKbol
teachers and administrators.
Through the College of Education,
the university has responded to state
and national calls for reform in teacher
education through specific activities de-
signed to make qualitative improve-
ments in academic programs and to pre-
pare for projected teacher shortages of
the 1990's.
Convinced that higher standards at-
tract better students, the university has
raised its entry-level standards several
times in recent years for those declaring
an interest in teacher education. The_
College_of Education was one of the
first to initiate a comprehensive system
of initial competency testing in impor-
tant basie^ills.
Rece&t studies focusing on teacher
education point to the crucial need for
early and extensive involvement with
children and youth. The university
teacher education program incorpo-
rates a pre-student teaching require-
ment of 150 contact hours with young
people in a variety of educational set-
tings; at least half of those hour§ are
direct contact hours. V-
The university operates Kentucky's
onlyJabaratory school for the purpD¥e"
of providing such opportunities for its
students. Model Laboratory School pro-
vides instructio|ijal pro^jjggns for pre-
'apol, elem'^SnCary a^r^^ondary
scraool children and serves as a;4nique|
lea|-ning environment for the u^ersi^
ty ^Bbcher education student^ Thisl
partnership with the-public schi^s notj
only provides valuable aind mueWieed-
ed|^psistan^^P>waIso improves ptre-ser^
vice prograirftsWr future teachers.
^...M^-
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College of
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Athletics
Outstanding Student
Mitsue Alice York
The College of Health, Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and Athletics, faculty has
chosen for the second year, Mitsue Alice
York as their Outstanding Student.
York is a physical education-athletic train-
ing major with a GPA of 3.9. She has re-
ceived the Foundation Scholarship, the
Hood, Hughes Presnell Award and the
Dean's Award, among others. She is also list-
ed in the 1987-88 Who's Who Among
American College Students.
York has held leadership positions in Phi
Epsilon Kappa and Lambda Sigma, and
Gamma Beta Phi.
She plans to pursue a master's degree in
physical therapy.
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The College of Health, Physical Edu-
cation, Recreation and Atheletics
y(HPERA) prepares professionals to
serve the public in the areas of fitness
and healthful living and leisure and re-
creation alternatives.
HPERA conducts programs leading
to teaching certification in elementary
and secondary school physical educa-
tion. Instruction is also provided in the
non-teaching areas of athletic training,
dance, sports supervision, adult fitness
and physical education.
An increasingly popular area ofstudy
designed to meet regional needs is re-
creation and park administration. This
program prepares students for profes-
sional service in various parks and re-
creation programs.
Modern athletic facilities are avail-
able for teaching, recreational activities
and intercollegiate sports. Campus re-
creational facilities include several
gymnasiums, indoor and outdoor swim-
ming pools, a dance studio, handball
courts, and a training room. Athletic
impompetition is.held in a 7,000-seat bas-
ketball arena. A unique physical educa-
tion-athletic stadium complex features
12 handball courts, three auxiliary
gyms, laboratories, training room, and
the 20,000-seat Hanger Field. Tennis
^facilities include four indoor tennis
courts and 23 all-weather tennis courts.
A modern eight-lane track and field, a
baseball field, field hockey area, and an
18-hole golf course, complete the im-
pressive athletic physical plant.
BUILDING
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College of
Law Enforcement
Outstanding Student
Beth Ann Holbrook
Beth Ann Holbrook, a corrections major
and police studies minor was selected as the
Outstanding Student in the College of Law
Enforcement.
Holbrook has an overall GPA of 3.73 and
is a Kentucky Peace Officer's Association
Scholar.
In addition to volunteering community
service to the Madison County Sheriff's De-
partment and Richmond Senior Citizens,
Holbrook is a member of Alpha Phi Sigma
and the Department of Correctional Ser-
vices Academic Practice Committee.
Her future career goals include being
chairperson of the Kentucky Parole Board.
"I enjoy working with people and I hope
to be able to make a difference when I begin
my professional career," Holbrook said.
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The College ofLaw Enforcement op-
erates one of the finest comprehensive
law enforcement programs in the na-
tion.
The college has developed a unique
approach to law enforcement education
which is recognized as a national mod-
el. In fact, the college received in the
1970's a National Center for Excellence
grant as one of the top five law enforce-
ment schools in the United States.
Certificate, associate, baccalaureate
and master's degree programs are of-
fered in correctional services, police ad-
ministration, fire engineering technol-
ogy, and security and loss prevention.
The college's programs are conduct'^
ed at the Robert R. Martin Law En-
forcement, Fire Science and Traffic
Safety Center. The center includes a
seven-and-one-half acre driving range,
large lake for aquatic safety and sal-
e training, and a branch library that
serves as a national resource for crimi-
nal justice information.
Loss prevention and safety graduates
are prepared to work in the security,
fire, industrial safety, traffic safety, and
risk management area.
Efforts are currently under way to
build a Fire Protection and Safety Lab-
oratory, to give students hands-on expe-
rience.
The University's Traffic Safety Insti-
tute, with the only comprehensive driv-
ing range and program in this part of
the nation, prepares students for ca-
reers in driver education, law enforce-
ment, accident investigation, safety
agencies and organizations in both the
private and public sectors.
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College of
Natural and
Mathematical Sciences
Outstanding Student
Violet June Lee
The Outstanding Student in the College
of Natural and Mathematical Sciences is
Violet June Lee.
A biology pre-medical sciences major,
Lee is a LaFuze scholar and has a GPA of
3.75. She was also named Outstanding Soph-
omore Biology Student.
Lee is a member of Gamma Beta Phi,
Mortar Board, Caduceus Club, Hall Coun-
cil, and Phi Sigma. She has served one year
as the Phi Sigma president and one semester
as the activities chairperson of Hall Council.
She has also been a resident assistant for 2
years.
After graduation Lee plans to attend
medical school.
Dean
Donald
Batch
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The College of Natural and Math-
ematical Sciences is the largest of the
University's nine academic colleges in
terms of credit hour production. More
than 75 percent of the instruction pro-
vided in mathematical, life and physical
sciences support academic programs of-
fered through the university's other
eight colleges.
The college's 89 full-time and several
part-time faculty members are highly
qualified and experienced. All are com-
,,imitted to quality teaching and respon-
sive public service, and are engaged in
research to advance know^ledge in the
natural and mathematical sciences and
to enhance the college's primary func-
tion of instruction.
The College faculty is involved in a
variety of research pi^ojects and special
studies in resources.
Innovative four-year teaching degree
programs in science and in mathemat-
ics-physical science were recently im-
plemented to help meet critical teacher
shortages throughout Kentucky. The
university veas the first in Kentucky to
recognize the need and develop a com-
puter science teaching minor and a
four-year teacher preparation program
in computer science mathematics.
Graduates of the college are highly
successful in securing employment in a
variety of occupations and are vi^ell-pre-
pared for advanced study. Students
make significant contributions through
various technical and research posi-
tions of local, state and federal agencies.
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College of
Social and
Behavioral Sciences
Outstanding Student
Edie Michelle Mayab
The Outstanding Student in the College
of Social and Behavioral Sciences is Edie Mi-
chelle Mayab.
Mayab has maintained a 3.75 grade point
average while carrying a double major in
psychology and sociology.
She is a member of Psi Chi National Hon-
orary and vice president of the University's
Psi Chi Chapter.
As a member of the EKU Psych Bowl
Team, Mayab competed at the Kentucky
Psychology Association Convention last
spring.
After graduation, she plans to attend
graduate school.
Dean
Vance
Wisenbaker
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The College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences oflFers educational programs
which focus on human, social, political,
economic, and psychological develop-
ment. They examine various peoples of
the world and their histories, cultures,
)hysical environments, and problems.
iResponsive public service programs
^meet a variety of regional needs.
The college, through the Depart-
'ment of Geography and Planning,
serves as a source for general geograph-
ic information. A new Center for Eco-
nomic Development provides faculty
expertise and the University with re-
sources to assist local, state, and region-
al economic development efforts. The
university's travel and tourism program
provides training for professionals en-
tering the expanding travel and tourism
industries.
Kentucky's official geographer, Ron
Marioneaux, is a member of the faculty
and ofthe college. He is involved in mu-
nicipal planning throughout Richmond
and other cities.
Faculty in the Department of Histo-
ry are actively involved in a number of
projects designed to provide students
with both an appreciation of their past
and a better understanding of contem-
porary society. The Oral History Cen-
ter in the department has recorded
much of Kentucky's history through
taped interviews with prominent citi-
zens. The center has become an impor-
tant resource for historians and others
interested in Kentucky history.
:-^yw-^.
MILESTONE
HALL OF FAME
RECIPIENT
ALICE YORK
Helping football players bandage their 2
injuries gives York practical experience -c
in her major.
Alice York teaches swimming at Arlington during the
summer.
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To maintain her high GPA, York spends many hours studying in the Library.
Mitsue Alice York is the recip-
ient of the Milestone Hall of
Fame Award for 1989. She says
she is excited about representing
the students. "Anytime you get a
chance to represent the student
body it is an honor," York says.
York's has a long list of aca-
demic honors and awards is im-
pressive. She received the 1988
Outstanding Physical Education
Major of the Year award, the Out-
standing Physical Education Se-
nior award for 1 987-88, and Out-
standing Junior award for
1986-87. York has also received
Dean's List recognition.
She is a member of the Nation-
al Athletic Trainers Association,
Phi Epsilon Kappa, Lambda Sig-
ma Gamma Beta Phi the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes, Kappa
Delta Tau. She has been on the
Homecoming Court on two occa-
sions.
Her involvement in these in
these and other activities takes
up much of her time, and time
management plays an important
2 role in her schedule. York said,
"You have to discipline yourself,
plan in advance, and keep a good
calendar," she said. "I'm lost
without mine. "
Throughout all of this York has
maintained a 3.9 GPA. She ad-
mits sometimes things get hectic
and her advice to others is,
"Hang in there, don't get discour-
aged, set your goals and work
toward them."
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Graduate
School
Below: Graduate students in natural and mathematical sciences assist students in field work.
Left: Computers are help graduate students prepare term papers.
Below: A student worker types information for potential gradu-
ate student.
The Graduate School has seen a dramat-
ic increase in enrollment.
Dr. Virginia Falkenburg, dean, said that
more employers are looking for job candi-
dates with advanced, or master's, degrees.
These students can expect a better salary
and job opportunities.
Mail-in registration and part-time en-
rollment opportunities have made enter-
ing graduate study more convenient.
Falkenburg said she hopes to see an
even larger enrollment as programs are
reviewed and improved.
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Dean
Virginia
Falkenberg
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Sports 131
FOOTBALL
A Year To Celebrate
Coach Roy Kidd's football team
saw its 1988 season end one game
short of the national championship
contest as the homestanding Geor-
gia Southern Eagles held off a late
Colonel charge in the semifinal
round game, 21-17.
Despite losing 22 lettermen, 11
starters and eight All-Ohio Valley
Conference players, Kidd, his staff
and his players put together a fabu-
lous 11-3 record and a perfect 6-0
OVC-winning season.
"Nobody ever dreamed that this
team would go this far and have this
kind of season. But they were a
special bunch of young men. They
played hard every game and had a
lot of determination. For that rea-
son, the loss was tough on a lot of
people," said Kidd.
EKU had nine all-conference
players and two All-Americans this
past season. All-OVC players in-
cluded tailback Elroy Harris, wide
receiver Mike Cadore, tight end
Oscar Angulo, center Mike
Delvisco, fullback Tim Lester,
guard Mike Kelly, end Jessie Small,
linebacker Chris Coffey and safety
Kelly Cutright.
Gaining All-American status was
Harris, named to the Kodak and
Walter Camp Football Foundation
teams, and Small who was a Kodak
All-American. Sophomore defen-
sive back Mark Canady of Barbour-
ville was named to the GTE-
CoSIDA (College Sports Informa-
tion Directors of America) District
IV Academic All-American team.
Harris, from Maitland, Fla., the
OVC's Flayer of the Year, led all
I-AA rushers in rushing yards per
game (154.3) and scoring (12.8) in
regular season contests. He set 14
school or OVC records this year as
he came up just two yards shy of
2,000 yards rushing 1,998 yards in
371 carries and 27 TD's scored. He
rushed for 100 or more yards in
^^m^^^a^
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Photo by C. Woodson
Jacevicius goes one-on-one with an opponent.
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The Colonels line up against the Hilltoppers
The rain was no obstacle for QB Lorenzo Fields.
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Football Continued
every game this season except the
first Western Kentucky game when
he sat out the fourth quarter with a
shoulder bruise. He has now ac-
complished this feat in 28 of his last
31 collegiate games.
Lester, of Miami, Fla., was also a
1,000-yard rusher as he picked up
1,239 yards in 216 carries and
scored seven TD's. EKU quarter-
back Lorenzo Fields of Wildwood,
Fla., set an EKU single season re-
cord for best passing percentage as
he hit 62.7 of his passes (101-161
for 1,463 yards and 10 tou-
chdowns) in 1988. Fields also rush-
ed for 418 yards and four other
scores.
Although EKU led the nation in
rushing yardage per game (303.0),
EKU's receivers also had outstand-
ing seasons. Junior flanker Randy
Bohler of Miami, Fla., led the way
with 34 catches for 588 yards and
three TD's, followed by Cadore of
Titusville, Fla., (26-370-3) and An-
gulo of Miami, Fla., (18-283-4).
Cadore also added 269 yards rush-
ing and scored five TD's on re-
verses.
Coffey, a sophomore from Knox-
ville, Tenn., led the way on defense
with 85 tackles and 81 assists. He
paced the OVC in this category
during the regular season. Small
led the conference in tackles for
losses with 19 for a negative 85
yards, including 13 quarterback
^
sacks. Cutright, a senior from Ash- -S
land and one of the team's leaders |
on defense, was EKU's second- cj
leading tackier with 74 tackles and -^
46 assists. J
EKU finished seventh in the final *"
I-AA poll and set 34 school and
OVC records in team or individual
categories during the 1988 season. Fields scans the rainy field for a receiver.
Brett Kolnick stops a touchdown. Jeff Johnson puts a lot of force behind his punt.
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Photo by C. Woodson
FRONT ROW; Wayne Hicks, Rex Ryan, Paul Van Wie, Teddy Taylor, Steve Bird, Jim Tanara, Jack Ison, Head Coach Roy Kidd, Doug
Carter, Joe Blankenship, Leon Hart, Tuck Woolum, Keith Kidd, Bobby Barton SECOND ROW: Dewby Berkhalter, Brad Ladd, Randy
Bohler, Carl Lawrence, Mike Cadore, Calvin Cillis, Lorenzo Fields, Duane Davis, JefF Cillum, Brad Josselyn, Lance Easton, Mark
Woolum', Burl Sweat, Robbie Andrews, Craig Brooks, Mark CanadyTHIRD ROW: Sean McCuire, Kelly Cutright, Chris McName,
William Dishman, Gil Whitehouse, Ted Fouser, Tim Lester, Rick Burkbead, Elroy Harris, Markus Thomas, Kelly Blount, Bundy
McGinnis, JeffJohnson, Brian Barrett, Vince Scott, Tim Peyton, Mike Carter, Leon Hines FOURTH ROW: MikeMuley, William Smith,
Myron Guyton, Clay Tipton, Ron Jekel, Pete Lepsis, John Holmes, Mark Mitchell, Mike Kelly, Jamie Jagger, Mike DeK isco, Chris Coffey,
Brian Neville, Chris Henry, Jim Handorf, Joe Hebner, Earnest Thompson, Ron Woods, Zvonko Simunovie FIFTH ROW: Toby Gilbert,
Bernard Rhodes, Brooks Dairy mple, Ernie Valdez, Al Jacevicius, Tim Wimbley, Carl Satterly, Mike Roth, Ken McMillan, Greg McKee,
Brian Pressler, Oscar Angulo, Scott Mahorney, Jessie Small, Duane Woods, Randy Warlow, Marcus Mosesy Tim Tomaszewski, John
Deyney, David Wilkins, Chris Young, Steve Dyer SIXTH ROW: James Rice, Sam Gordon, Mike Griffiths, Mark Bousquet, Brett Kolnick,
James Campbell, Dennis Meiman, Chris Walker, Sam Howard, Danny Little. .
Photo by C. Woodson
Lester and Holmes provide protection for Fields and Harris.
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Football Cont'd.
Photo by C. Woodson
The opposing team feels the force of the Colonels' drive.
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Tight end Jessie Small blocks the opponents pass.
EKU OPP
48 Delaware State 7
32 Marshall 34
14 Western 16
10 Tennessee State
56 Austin Peay 10
14 Tenn Tech 7
32 West Carolina 14
31 Murray State 24
27 Middle Tenn 14
35 Central Florida 31
39 Morehead State 17
28 Massachusetts 17
41 Western 24
17 Georgia Southern 21
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Randy Wardlow goes to great lengths to catch a pass.
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Golf
Team Pars The Season
"The season started fairly well,
then improved as we entered the J.
Owens Tournament," said Coach
Lew Smither. "We went to the
Kepler and Akron Tournaments
and played poorly but we pulled
through to finish our season on a
good note."
During the season, the golf team
attained a ranking of sixth in the
district which includes 60 to 65
schools.
The most valuable player was
not chosen. However Smither felt
if one were picked it would have
been senior, Fred Mattingly "be-
cause of his consistency of play and
scoring."
The season ended with the Colo-
nels placing second in the Ohio Val-
ley Conference (OVC) Tourna-
ment.
'••^'M*->^y^- "ifi^wp^iiit'^ifimtf^^m^
Matt Wood puts his entire body into a powerful swing.
Richard Quieros works hard for a perfect swing.
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Palmetto Classic 17th
EKU Colonel Classic 2nd
John Owens Invitational 6th
Marshall Invitational 6th
Buckeye Classic 13th
Akron Invitational 17th
Ohio Valley Conference
Fairfield Glades 2nd
Fred Mattingly reads the greep before attempting to
putt.
Kd Grooms gets himself into position before putting
the ball.
FRONT ROW: David Paeglow, Fred Mattingly, John Diana, Andy Plummer, Dave Kohley. SECOND
ROW: Ed Grooms, Richard Quieros, Matt Wood, Tom Klenke, Joseph Lozina, Steve Smitha.
Photos by C. Woodson
Arlington provides a place to practice for golf team.
Lew Smither
Lew Smither is beginning
his fifth season as head golf
coach at the University. He has
been selected 1984, 1985 and
1986 OVC Golf Coach of the
Year for guiding the Colonels
to OVC Tourney Champions
all three years.
He came to Eastern from
Sarasota, Florida, where he
was a professional golfer. He
was chosen "Professional of
the Year" once in the Northern
Section of Florida and twice in
the West Central Chapter. He
is also a recipent of the
statewide Horton Smith
Award.
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Volleyhall
Going For Tn(^ ^Winning Colors'
The University's volleyball team
faced a demanding 34-match sched-
ule this season. This, however, did
not discourage a team that had
hopes of winning the post season
tournament and beating the re-
gionally ranked teams.
The team started it's season with
loses to some tough teams.
"We played the top ranking
teams in September. It was a tough
month," said assistant coach Stu
Sherman. "We showed real com-
petitiveness against the teams, but
still lost."
However, this didn't break the
Colonel's spirit. "The girls are
fighters," Sherman said. "They
jumped in and did what had to be
done to have a chance to win the
post season tournament.
"
After long hard practices the Col-
onels entered the OVC champion-
ship with high hopes of beating
archrival Morehead State. Injuries
to key starters forced head coach
Geri Polvino to rely on less-
experienced players. Despite all
odds the Colonels gained revenge
over the Lady Eagles, 15-11, 5-15,
15-7, 15-8.
The OVC Championship trophy
went to Morehead because of regu-
lar season standings. However, the
Colonels were named post seasoi
tournament champions.
Five Eastern players receive(
recognition following the tourns
ment. Selected on the All
tournament team were juniors Ka
thy Murray and Nancy Borkowsk
and sophomore Sue Antkowiak
Murray and Antkowiak were alsi
named to the All-OVC team, an(
first-year starters Becky Klein an(
Jennifer James were selected fo
the OVC's All-freshman squad.
The Colonels ended their seasoi
with an overall record of 16-19.
-° Coach Polvino discusses game strategy with setters Patty Kantz and Becky Klein.
Beth Earney concentrates on returning the ball.
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Jennifer James digs in for a hit with moral support from Tricia Butt and Sue Antkowiak.
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Volleyball, Cont'd.
Weaver Gym serves as the site for the women's home games. Danielle MahafFey puts the ball over the net.
Kathy Murray concentrates on serving.
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Geri Polvino
Head coach Geri Polvino has
become one of the nation's most
winning volleyball coaches. Pol-
vino has gained recognition
around the globe because of her
status as the International Vol-
leyball Federation's only certi-
fied female instructor.
She enters her twenty-second
year at the EKU helm with a
470-254 record, ranked sixth na-
tionally in victories among colle-
giate coaches.
Polvino has been honored six
times as OVC Coach of the Year,
She is a member of the selection
committee for the U.S. Volleyball
Association's All-American
award for men. She is a voting
member of the American Volley-
ball Coaches Association weekly
Tachikara Top 20 poll and she
has served as president of the
NAGWS Coaches Academy and
as chair of the GWS Volleyball
Rules Committee.
BOTTOM ROW: Nancv Borkowski; Jennifer James; Beckv Baker; Tricia Butt; Kathy Murray; Patty Kantz.
SECOND ROW: Sue Antkowiak; Becky Klein; Christy Halbert; Valorie Fritz; Beth Earney; Danielle
Mahaffey. TOP ROW: Coach Geri Polvino; Assistant Trainer Eva Clifton; Secretary Joanne Whitlock; Student
Manager/Statistician Cindy Bonar; N'olunteer Assistant Coach John Coyer; Graduate Assistant Coach
Michelle Overby; Assistant Coach Stuart Sherman.
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EKU
L Kentucky
L Louisville
L Wright State
W Kent State
L Akron
W Western Kentucky
W I'N'C-Charlotte
L South Carolina
L North Carolina State
L Duke
L Morehead State
L Oklahoma
L Southviest Texas
L Texas
W Austin Peay
W Murray State
W Tennessee Tech.
W Middle Tennessee
\\ Tennessee State
L Murray State
W .\ustin Peay
L Miami(OH)
L Cincinnati
W Geoi-gia
L Penn State
L Morehead State
W Tennessee Tech.
W Tennessee State
W Middle Tennessee
L Tennessee
L Florida
L Wisconsin
W Austin Peay
N
\
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Jennifer James, Nancy Borkowski and Sue .\ntkowia1 prepare to return MSU's ball.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
Team Faced Tough Schedule
By Rob Ellington
With the loss of seven players
from last season's 18-11 squad, to
say that the 1988-89 Colonels
would be rebuilding would be an
understatement.
Head Coach Max Good wel-
comed nine new faces to the East-
ern basketball scene and a player
who returned to the program after
a two-year hiatis.
The Colonels lost Randolph Tay-
lor, their most experienced inside
player, to a pre-season knee injui-y,
Vernon Evans to a knee problem
from last season, Eric Sinclair to
academic woes, and highly-prized
recruit Derek Rueben to Proposi-
tion 48. ' 'Vi\ \
The Colonels lost Wibf their first
1 1 games, including games to arch-
riv^/ Western Kentucky, Pac-10
power Washington State, Mid-
America Conference standout
Ohio, and perennial national pow-
er Louisville.
"Our schedule is as tough as we
figured it would be before the sea-
son began," said Good.
The only win during that stretch
was a 95-85 victory over West Vir-
ginia Wesleyan at Alumni Coliseum.
Eastern opened league play by
beating rival Morehead State, 62-
59, in Morehead, which prompted
Good to comment, "I am pleased
for our players and coaches who
have worked so hard to overcome
all the problems we've faced this
year. They have never hung their
heads, moaned, groaned or com-
plained."
The Colonels returned home
and dropped back-to-back games to
two of the OVC's elite, Austin Peay,
97-71, and Murray State, 63-40.
Middle Tennessee handed the
Colonels a 82-67 setback in a na-
tionally-televised game on ESPN.
The Colonels knocked off Tennes-
Ci„i.„ ^Q '^A ' IV Vi *11 In the net with a dunk for the Colonels is senior Nelson Davie.
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Top Left: Center Randolph Taylor sweeps a
rebound for the Colonels against Western
Kentucky.
Above: Leaping into the air, fonvard Mike
Da\ is shoots o\er Morehead's Eagles.
Left: Guard .\ric Sinclair sets the offense
for the Colonels against .\ustin Peay.
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Brandon Baker drives bv an Austin Peav defender
Basketball Cont'd.
ville before losing, 57-54, to Ten-
nessee Tech.
Good was not all displeased with
his squad's performance. "We've
played a winning defense in a lot of
our games this year only to come up
on the short end of the score, " he
said.
Without Taylor, Eastern relied
on the experienced play of Darrin
O'Bryant and Jerry Goodin and
center Nelson Davie. Good was
forced to jumble his starting line-
up with injuries and inexperience.
Five freshmen were part-time
starters in the early season, includ-
ing Kirk Greathouse, Mike Davis, a
junior college transfer who started
1 1 games and scored 32 points in
the season opening loss to UNC-
Asheville, and freshmen replace-
ment Larry Blakeney, who started
to show his offensive prowess, at a
forward position.
At press time, the team hoped to
finish in the top four in the final
OVC standings. This would lead to
a home game in the first round of
;
the OVC tournament.
Many observers agree that
though this team has certainly trav-
eled a rocky road, a return to the
top of the OVC in the next few
years is almost a certainty.
Jerry Goodin brings the ball down against Austin Peay's press.
V ^4-^
'.;£>:
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Forward Mike Davis defends against Ail-American Pervis Ellison.
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EKU OPP
84 UNC-Asheville 96
95 West Va Wesleyan 85
45 South Carolina 75
63 Western Kentucky 75
69 Georgia Southern 80
70 Liberty 77
59 Butler 66
40 Louisville 76
69 Toledo 75
58 Washington St. 65
77 Ohio 96
62 Morehead St. 5Q
71 Austin Peay 97
40 Murray St. 63
6 Middle Tenn. 82
59 Tennessee St. 54
54 Tennessee Tech. 57
61 Liberty 62
lJlLJll ra
FRONT ROW: Bill Wilson, head manager; Lee Lewis, manager. SECOND ROW: Randy McGuire, asst.
trainer; Kirk Greathouse; Dajuan Smith; Darrin O'Bryanl; Jerry Coodin; Robert Elam; Brandon
Baker; Greg Todd, grad asst. coach. BACK ROW: Rob Long, asst. coach; Aric Sinclair; Mike Davis;
Randolph Taylor; Ron Peck; Mike Smith; Nelson Davie; Vernon Evans; Darryl Hughes; Larry Blakeney;
Max Good, head coach.
^..^
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Max Good
Max Good began his eighth
season at the helm of Eastern's
basketball program.
He has put together back-to-
back seasons of 19 and 18 wins,
respectively. These 37 wins rep-
resent the best consecutive sea-
son victory totals in the last 40
years of Eastern basketball.
Good received Coach of the
Year honors and was selected as
Central Kentucky Conference
Coach of the Year.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
New Coach Turns Team Around
by Rob Ellington
The arrival ofLarry Inman as the
head coach of the University's Lady
Colonel basketball team helped
close a stormy chapter in the wo-
men's program.
Inman, who had a career record
of 161-73 at OVC rival Middle Ten-
nessee, brought an aggressive style
of basketball to Eastern, on both
ends of the court.
"This is the least talented team
I've ever had, but it's the best in
terms of heart and desire " said In-
man before the season, 'T can't deal
with players who don't give their
all."
The Lady Colonels opened their
88-89 campaign with a champion-
ship in the Lady Panther Invita-
tional in Pittsburgh. Eastern
stunned host Pittsburgh, 88-79, in
the first round, and beat Eastern
Michigan, 69-61, in the tourney
championship.
Eastern defeated in-state foe
Louisville, 68-55, in the home
opener. Three straight losses to
Marshall, Cincinnati, and Bowling
Green State ended the 19S8 game
action at 3-3.
^^M
A 25-day break conclu<Sw'ith a
Florida road trip, as the Lady Colo-
nels split a pair of games, beating
Rollins, 84-70, and losing a 102-98
shoot-out to Stetson. A 78-7 1 loss to
Western Carolina then concluded
the pre-conference season.
After losing a 75-69 battle to Mo-
rehead State in the OVC opener.
Eastern stepped out of the OVC
and into the SEC for a non-
conference battle with the Ken-
tucky Lady Cats. Kentucky won,
83-77, in overtime, despite 26
points and 18 rebounds from senior
foward Latonya Fleming.
EKU beat Austin Peay, 68-66,
and lost to Murray State, 66-63,
before winning what some consid-
er to be the biggest OVC win in With a nice shooting touch from the wing, Greta adds to the Lady Colonels score.
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Photo by C. Woodson
^ Left: Angie Bryant receives an inbound pass from a teammate.
Above: With speed on the court, Tina Reece drives past a Louisville guard.
: Li ri
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Basketball Cont'd.
Eastern women's basketball histo-
ry.
Decided underdogs against
homestanding Middle Tennessee,
Eastern responded by drubbing the
Lady Raiders 82-67, despite trail-
ing at the half,45-32.
"Somebody pinch me; I must be
dreaming," Coach Inman said fol-
lowing the win, which happened
on the same court where he built an
OVC power during his 8-year ten-
ure at MTSU.
Struggling to a 81-71 defeat of
Tennessee State, the Lady Colonels
met Tennessee Tech, the pre-season
OVC favorite, losing, 90-66, to go
to 7-9 on the season.
The team's improvement is obvi-
ous, and the Lady Colonels hope to
win a birth in the OVC Tourna-
ment, where they have not been a
mainstay in the past.
"Our players are finally begin-
ning to click offensivly," said In-
man. "The cuts and screens are
good, the passing is sharper, and the
shot selection is much better."
Besides Fleming, the Lady Colo-
nels were led offensively by center
Cheryl Palmer, Kelly Conan, Angie
Cox, and Angie Bryant.
At 6'3", Sherrie Clark adds a di-
mension that Eastern's women's
basketball program has lacked in
the past: an intimidating big player.
Kim Hatley, Aquanta Milligan, and
veteran Tina Reece add quality
depth.
IfInman can repeat his success in
Richmond, the turmoil that has re-
cently plagued the Eastern wo-
men's program will soon be forgot-
ten.
As Angie Cox releases the jumpshot the team rushes for a rebound.
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Without feeling Louisville's defensive press.
LaTonya Fleming takes the ball inside for a lay-
up.
EKU OFF
82 Pittsburgh 79
69 E. Michigan 61
68 Louisville 55
63 Marshall 78
53 Cincinnati 76
74 Bowling Green 88
84 Rollins 70
98 Stetson 102
71 W. Carolina 78
69 Morehead St. 75
77 Kentucky 83
68 Austin Peay 66
63 Murray St. 66
84 Middle Tenn. 65
81 Tennessee St. 71
66 Tennessee Tech 90
FRONT ROW: Anne Meador, Stephanie Jones, Greta Cahoe, Tina Reece, Angie Cox, Kim Hatley,
Angie Bryant. SECOND ROW: .\ngelo Botta, Mary .Ann Grimes, Head Coach Larr Innnian,
.\quanta Milligan, Sherrie Clark, Hallie Bui-ger, Chery 1 Palmer, Kelly Covan, La Tonya Fleming,
Ranie Harrison.
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Runners-up in OVC
The men's cross^>€o\uitry team
finished„the seiitsyjii mA a strong
irst place
iment by
wes be-
iiian in the Uni-
take an OVC
pete as a
III meet, they<Iic
compete in«
finished li
Kent Hattcr> pl^^
The Most
went to Michael
Despite being a
|
what inexperience?
onels saw a successful
to a close with strong
several large meets anc
OVC runners-up.
dn't com-
A District
runners
e Hawes
animate
Colonels Tim Moore and David Hawes lead the pack coming down the homestretch.
,
/-
Trailing the UT runner, Tim Moore and Rick Reaser are 2 and 3 as the pack splits up. Rick Reaser shows little fatigue coming up an embankment whi
leading the Wildcat runner.
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FRONT ROW: John Steele; David Hawes; David Lahorn; Todd Allen. TOP ROW: Rick Reaser; Don
Robey; Kent Hattery; Tim Moore; Bill Hoffman.
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WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Wins Seventh OVC Title
The women's cross country team
finished another excellent season
taking their seventh consecutive
OVC title. Lisa Mallory took the
individual title in 17:59, a new r
cord for the Murray State Course
All seven Eastern runners finishe
within the top 12 places.
Head coach Rick Erdmann w
very pleased with the Women's t
for third place in the NCAA Di^
trict III. He said he felt the Col
nels proved themselves by runni
with the nation's best and havi
such a strong finish.
team proved themselves off
thiSIPack as well. Allison Kotch
added another academic honor to
her list of achievements by being
named to the GTE-Cosida District
4 Acad^iiiic All-American At-Large
ie Humphrey was named
I Valuable Player. She also
peted in the 1988 Summer
ympics.
,
The team had an outstanding sea-
,'son that also shows great promise
or next season.
Top: EKU runner Connie Shepos nears the finish line. Above: EKU women out in front.
1.54 Sports
FRONT ROW: Allison Kotouch; Robin Quinlan; Tama Clane. TOP ROW: Connie Stepos; Angela Lansing;
Carena Winters; Lisa Malloy; Ann Niese; Jamie Gorrell.
Marshall Invitational
Reebok Invitational
South C^arolina Invitational
George Mason Invitational
Furman Invitational
Eastern Kentuckv Invitational
W
W
w
w
w
w
Won 7th consecutive 0\ C: Championship
Rick Erdmann
Rick Erdmann is beginning his
tenth season as men's and wo-
men's head track and cross coun-
try coach. Since taking over the
coaching position, he has led the
women's team to seven Ohio Val-
ley Conference cross country ti-
tles, and the men to three cross
country titles.
Erdmann has been chosen
OVC Coach of the Year on ten
occasions. He has also been cho-
sen as National Junior College
Cross Countrv Coach of the Year.
EKU's Lisa Malloy attempts to leave the Lady Volunteer behind during a fall meet.
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BASEBALL
Colonels Step Up To Bat
The University's baseball team
started its 87-88 season with an 1 1-
1 loss to Western Carolina. Howev-
er, the team showed the talent it is
famous for throughout the rest of
the season by defeating some
strong teams. Once again, superior
leadership was provided by Coach
Jim Ward.
Seven Colonels were named All-
OVC players, and rightfielder
Scott Privitera was selected as the
1988 Northern Division Player of
the Year. Chosen as pitchers on the
all-division team were Randy
White and Rusty Clark. Others
named were third baseman Ron
Pezzoni, second baseman Frank
Kremblas, shortstop Marc Seimer
and left fielder Shea Wardell.
Eastern closed its season with a
34-22 overall record and as cham-
pions of Northern Division of the
OVC.
The Colonel's have set their
sights on recapturing the Ohio Val-
ley Conference Championship
which they won in 1984, 1985, and
1986. Coach Ward is optimistic due
to the strength of his returning
players.
*%?
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Making the opponent bite the dust is a heels over head experience for Colonel catcher Steve Smith.
Photo by J. Pros
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Photo by J. Warner
With the look of concentration, Don Wachsmith prepares to deli\er a pitch
across the plate.
During the game, Jerry Pierce reviews some plays with his teammates.
Photo by J. Warner
Photo by C. Woodson
'RONT ROW: Brad Welker, Ted Speller, Paul Custer, Russ Schellhase, Rudy Georgini, Student Manager Matt Lee, Steve Sarkon, Todd Cuilliams, Shea
rVardell, SECOND ROW: Jack Foss, Mack Siemer, Kris Morris, David Russo, graduate assistant coach Bob Moranda, graduate assistant coach Chris Posey, Ron
'ezzoni, Frank Kremblas, Scott Ulrey, THIRD ROW: Robbie McCune, Jason Schirra, Rusty Clark, David Layton, Don Wachsmith, Randy White, Robert
feague, Shawn Heggan, Steve Smith, Greg Mucerino, FOURTH ROW: Gary Pierce, Jeff Head, Doug Simpson, Tony Weyrich, Stacey Lannuni, John Lorms,
icott Privitera, Jerry Pierce.
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Baseball Continued
The entire team celebrates after a tough victory during the 0\'C tournament.
Scott Uhey runs over home plate as Scott Privitera prepares to bat
Fhoto by C. Woodson
i-^j.
Colonels Todd Cuilliams and Rusty Clark accept the second place OVC trophy with pride.
Jim Ward
Jim Ward is beginning his
ninth season as coach of the Colo-
nel's baseball team. During his
tenure, he has made some nota-
ble accomplishments. In 1981,
under Coach Ward's direction,
EKU led the nation in the great-
est improvement in the number
of wins (26) with 37 victories fol-
lowing an 11-20 record in 1980.
Ward has been selected OVC
Northern Coach of the Year in
1982 and 1987.
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EKU GPP
1/7/0/2 Western Carolina 11/.3/12/14
8 North Kentucky
3/6/4/12 Ohio State 5/5/7/4
6/11 Bellarmine 5/2
11 Hanover 8
7/5 Bradley 8/13
9 St. Xavier 3
5/6 Liberty University 6/5
7/6 Central Florida 9/10
16/6 Louisville 5/11
9/2 Western Kentucky 7/9
^ 5/11/7 Detroit 7/10/3
2/3 Marshall 3/10
3/4 Kentucky 2/10
5/6/11/8/10 Morehead State 3/2/7/4/2
10/9 Xavier 3/4
6 Miami, OH 5
3/1/11/3/5 Youngstown 1/0/0/5/1
0/5 Evansville 6/4
» 6 Carson-Neuman 13
10 Mt. Vernon Nazarene 6
9 Wright State 10
8 Anderson 1
1 St. JosephJND 5
, ^ 12 Pitt-Johnstown 1
16 East Tennessee 3
'W':i 5/7/3 Middle Tennessee 0/12/20
.13 Seconds before he swings Shawn Heggen has hopes of hitting;
O
o
homerun.
Frank Kremblas winds up for a powerful pitch.
Takinga nose dive. Shea Wardell reaches the base seconds before the third basemen catches the ^
ball.
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MEN'S TENNIS
Team In Top Half of OVC
The University's men's tennis
team started the season with a loss
to East Tennessee. However, with
high spirits and a good attitude they
bounced back to win the next sever-
al matches. The team played about
average throughout the season
without any major changes in their
performances.
The Colonels placed fourth out
of eight in the OVC. "I was disap-
pointed because I had anticipated
doing better than we did, " said
Coach Tom Higgins.
Kevin Lindley, 5th seed, was vot-
ed most valuable player. He was
chosen because of his performance
on the court and the best win-loss
record (18-13 in singles and 18-14
in doubles).
The team finished the season
with an overall record of 14-12.
iSS'^T'?^**^^'
Kevin Puckett returns from the baseline.
Chuck Jody prepares for a long backhand return.
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FRONT ROW: Chuck Jody, Jim Laitta, RIake Staikey, Todd Carlisle, Kevin Puckett. SECOND ROW:
Coach Tom Higgins, Scott Patrick, John Hood, Kevin Lindley, Duane Lundy.
Fodd Carlisle returns the ball with a backhand.
Photos by C. Woodson
With speed and accuracy, Jim Laitta executes his
skills in tennis.
Tom Higgins
Tom Higgins begins his 16th
season as head coach of the men's
tennis team. Under his leader-
ship the Colonel's have finished
in the top half of the OVC cham-
pionship eight times in the past
15 years. Coach Higgins was a
two time OVC and West Virginia
Public Courts champion while
he played at Murray State Uni-
versity.
During the 86-87 season he
reached an outstanding 200th
collegiate coaching victory'. His
record while at EKU stands at
201-177.
Along with his coaching re-
sponsibilities he is currently
serving as a member of the
NCAA's Council on Drug Abuse.
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Women's Tennis
Team Determined To Overcome All Obstacles
The team played strongly the en-
tire year. There were a few down-
falls due to injuries of the second
and fourth seeds. That put our
third and fifth seeds against the op-
posing team, said coach Sandy Mar-
tin.
Due to uncontrollable circum-
stances the women's tennis team
had no coach during the OVC tour-
nament. Martin was forced to sit
out of the tournament because of a
death in her family. Throughout
the season Martin trained the team
members to be both independent
and to work together as a team. All
the intense training paid off when
the OVC tournament arrived. The
women made decisions the coach
would normally make, like what
time to get up, where to go, and
what time to be there. "The entire
team did a fabulous job, and I'm
very proud of them," said Martin.
The team finished five points from
the championship.
Pam Wise and Nikki Wagstaff
were chosen as most valuable play-
ers. Wise was chosen most valuable
player by her teammates and Wag-
staff was chosen OVC player of the
year. Wagstaff received this honor
by defeating Murray's number one
player in a challenging three-hour
match. She had lost to the undefeat-
ed Murray player twice earlier in
the season.
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Pam Wise returns a smooth forehand.
Dee Cannon lunges sideways to drop the ball over the net. Tina Peruzzi rushes toward the net.
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Northern Kentucky University 2
Marshall University
University of Louisville 2/4
Morehead State University 2/1
University of Cincinnati 1/1
Ohio State University 7
University of Toledo 3
Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville 9
Carson-Newman 2
Ball State
Ohio State 1/11
East Tennessee State Univ.
Austin Peay State University 5
Trenton College ,5
Jacksonville State University 2
North Alabama University 1
Drake University 5
Principia University 1
Southern Illinois-Carbondale 3
Eastern Michigan University 5
Middle Tennessee State
Western Michigan University 7
Nikki Wagstaff returns with a powerful smash.
Photo by C:. Woodson
FRONT ROW: Pam Wise, Traci Parrella, Tina Peruzzi, Tina Gate. SECOND ROW: Johanna Dilanni,
Samantha Roll, Dee Cannon, Head Coach Sandra Martin, Nicole Wagstaff, Amy White.
Sandy Martin
Sandy Martin begins her fifth
season as head coach of the Uni-
versity's women's tennis team.
Under her expert leadership, the
women's has finished third in the
OVC championship twice.
Ms. Martin is an active golfer
as well as tennis player. She par-
ticipates in amateur golf tourna-
ments and she also competes in
local tennis tournaments in sin-
gles and doubles. In addition to
coaching the tennis team, she
teaches tennis and golf at the uni-
versity and to the general public
through special program classes.
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FIELD HOCKEY
Successful Eastern athletic teams
have always been a matter of pride
and for the womens field hockey,
this year was no different.
The Colonels returned only
three starters from last year's team
that went 14-7, and with only one
non-Division I opponent on the
schedule, head coach Linda Sharp-
less predicted "the toughest sched-
ule in EKU field hockey history."
And so it was.
The season began on a rocky road
when the Colonels lost, 2-1, against
Miami of Ohio and then were shut
out, 3-0, by Cental Michigan.
"We played better than Miami,
especially in the second half, as we
started playing well together and
controlling the game," she said.
"We went into the last period lead-
ing, 1-0. Then they scored and we
lost our composure."
However, at Central Michigan,
the story was a different one.
"We just didn't play well. They
had very good stick work and
moved better. They just played bet-
ter," Sharpless said.
The path didn't get any clearer
when the Colonels went to Virgin-
ia. There they won only one of
three games.
The lone win was over Radford
College with the 1-0 victory coming
off senior attacker Tammy Vroo-
man's goal.
After the first five games the
Colonels returned to Hood Field to
defeat Appalachian State, Berea,
and Bellarmine, 2-0, 12-0, and 5-0,
respectively.
Another split on the road saw
Eastern losing, 2-1, against Kent
State before bouncing back to de-
feat Davis & Elkins, 1-0.
Eastern defeated Louisville, 4-1,
A MATTER OF PRIDE
By Tammy Howard
but lost to 19th-ranked St. Louis
University, 1-0.
The team followed with another
4-1 victory ()\er Louisville and a,
2-2, tie with Ohio University.
The Colonels" conipeted in the
Midwest Charnpionshij^but luck
didn't go in r'^aslern's favoif.
After falling to ?^tmlh^^inois,
4-0, EKU del'eatcd t^^^tgkv of
Louisville, 2-^^ fe^MaNcofts^^paon
game that vvefit into ovem^pl: The
Colonels fimshed i§ fifths-place in
the tournament.
Senior^^ DeeDee vCarley,
Kicrman and Tammy Vroo
were named to the-^All-Tournament
team. Karen Tatuni, a senior at-
tacker, received Honorable Men-
tion. Pam Haley was named an All-
South Region Honorable Mention
player by the College Field Hockey
Association.
The women's field hockey team
ended the 1988 season with a rec-
ord of 8-8-2.
'^^f*»-.-
Photo by C. Woodso
Senior defender Julie Potter backs up Oke to stop the offensive threat.
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RONT ROW: Deborah Carley; Karen Tatum; Tammy Vrooman; Julie Potter; Cheri Hoff; Pam Haley.
JECOND ROW: Tracy Oke; Michele Herbig; Sherri Benedict; Kelly Kiernan; Laura Dructor. THIRD
^OW: Elizabeth Cunningham, Linda Sharpless, head coach; Kris Ohler; Suzanne Armstrong; Rhonda
I^ornett, Suzanne Farnan; Jill Murphy; Heather Shockey, Cindy Lupo.
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dfielder Deborah Carley is ready for defense. Freshman goalkeeper Tracey Oke stops the
opponents' scoring attempt.
Miami Ohio
Central Michigan
LaSalle
Virginia Commonwealth
Radford
Appalachian State
Berea
Bellarmine
Kent State
Davis and Elkins
Louisville
St. Louis
Southwest Missouri
Linda Sharpless
Linda Sharpless begins her sec-
ond season as women's field hock-
ey coach. She began coaching field
hockey at Willingboro, N.J.
In Sharpless' first year at the
University, the Colonels re-
sponded with a 14-7 record— the
most victories in a single season—
and captured the pretigious Mid-
west Independents Field Hockey
Championship for the first time.
Along with her coaching duties,
Sharpless also serves as assistant
director of intramural sports.
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CHEERLEADERS
Providing School Spirit
The Universal Cheerleading As-
sociation presented the EKU cheer-
leading sqnad with awards for the
outstanding squad, sideline cheer,
and fight song.
According to captain Rob Hays,
the awards were well-deserved.
The squad spends at least six hours
each week practicing and addition-
al hours leading cheers during foot-
ball and basketball games.
"Cheerleading is a sport and it
demands great physical and mental
strength," said Hays. "You have to
have strength, rhythm, and a good
cardiovascular system. You can't be
shaky. You have to be confident and
have good mental stability."
The squad feels a strong sense of
responsibility to the students. Not
only do they have to be good ath-
letes, said Hayes, but they also want
to be good role models and earn the
students' respect.
Their major goals are to increase
student support at athletic events
and to represent the students to the
best of their ability.
Above: Colonels keep crowd in awe with pyramids.
Left: Veronica Hensley pays close attention to the official's calls.
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Above: Timing must be exact in partner stunts
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FIRST ROW: Gina Palmer, Stephanie
Thomas, Stacy English, Valerie Snell,
Angie Willis, Veronica Hensely. SEC-
OND ROW: Corey Sisk, Craig Smith,
Jeff Davis, Mickey Kamer (Mascot), Rob
Hays, Mike King, Jeff Banks.
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COACH KIDD
FOR
PRESIDENT
Local businesses showed their support.
Photos by C. Woodson
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Roy Kidd
Celebrates
25th Year
By Bob Monroe
One day in the fall of 1963,
assistant football coach Roy Kidd
was called to the oflFice of Eastern
president Robert R. Martin. To
save some money, the 31 -year-old
Kidd had recently applied for a
dormitory room. He figured
Martin's summons was in re-
sponse to his request.
Instead, Martin asked Kidd to
replace head football coach
Glenn Presnell, who was going to
take over as athletic director.
Kidd immediately accepted the
job and left Martin's office, never
asking about the salary.
Although he was in his first
year as assistant coach at Eastern,
Kidd was hardly a stranger to
coaching. For six years, he had
been head coach at Richmond's
Madison High School, compiling
a 54-10-1 record along the way.
That success prompted Mo-
rehead State to hire Kidd as an
assistant in 1962. The following
year, he became an assistant at
Eastern.
Kidd was hardly a stranger to
Eastern Kentucky State College,
either. As a high schooler in his
native Corbin, he declined a
scholarship from University of
Kentucky football coach Paul
"Bear" Bryant. Instead, Kidd
elected to come to Eastern,
which, unlike Kentucky, allowed
him to play baseball as well as
football. In addition to lettering
in baseball, Kidd earned all-Ohio
Valley Conference honors in
football as a quarterback. After
completing his eligibility he be-
came a student assistant with the
team in 1954.
In his first year as head coach,
Kidd led his team to a 3-5-1 mark,
up from 2-8 the previous season.
It is one of only two losing sea-
sons the Colonels' coach has post-
ed.
In 1988, Govenor Wallace
Wilkinson declared November
19 as Roy Kidd Day throughout
the Commonwealth. The day co-
incided with the final regular
season game of Kidd's 25th year
as Eastern's coach. The Colonels
easily defeated Morehead State
to give Kidd his 197th coaching
victory.
Included in those wins are two
NCAA Division I-AA national
championships (1979 and 1982),
two national runners-up (1980
and 1981) and a Mideast Region-
al championship (1967 Gantland
Rice Bowl).
Of which team is Kidd the
proudest? "It's hard to pinpoint
any," the coach says. "As much as
anything, I'm proud of seeing
these kids come in here as teen-
agers, develop and mature into
adults, adjust to college life and
football, go out of here with a
degree and make something of
themselves.
"I'm just as proud of that as I
am any conference or national
championships," he says.
If there's one thing that can
equal Kidd's regard for his play-
ers, it may be the players' regard
for Kidd. Many former players
still keep in touch with Kidd,
recalling the coach's honesty and
fairness.
"My philosophy on coaching is
about the same as it is on life,"
Kidd states. "I try to treat people
the way I'd like to be treated."
Perhaps the best indication of
the winning tradition Kidd has
brought to the program is a sign
on the press box overlooking
Hanger Field: "a matter of
pride." Nevertheless, the coach is
not satisfied to simply rest on his
laurels. After a quarter-century
of coaching, the 56-year-old Kidd
still looks eagerly to the future,
rejecting any notion of retire-
ment.
"I haven't even given it a
thought," he proclaims. "As long
as I enjoy coming to work, I'm
going to keep at it. I still enjoy
it."
Above: Kidd receives congratulations during Roy Kidd
Appreciation Day.
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ACCOUNTING CLUB
A marching Colonel waits for his cue from the field commander.
FRONT ROW: Dr. Daniel Thome, sponsor; Carolyn Hannah, sec; Bret Jacobs,
pres.; Lisa Napier, v.p.; Steve Hardy, treas.; Ken Griffith, sponsor. SECOND
ROW: Kevin Vamey; Kim Shepperd; Tamrny Day; Tracey Lafferty; Sherrie
Lamkin; Amy Wells; Marya Crank; Marilyn Thomas. THIRD ROW: James
Turner; Michael Williams; Lori Baxter; Gale Hopkins; Melissa Coleman; Neeta
Curd; Renee' Railey; Jeff Serber. FOURTH ROW: Erwie Sammons; Wayne
Osborne; Marshall Hill; Michael Broyles; Jeff Bellamy; James Owens; Robb
Kinney; William Clay; Billy Hurd.
FRONT ROW: Mike Gorley, sgt-arms; Dudley Berthold II, treas.; Wendell
Landis, sec; Michael Merritt, v.p.; Michael Mabry, pres. SECOND ROW: Greg
Salmons; Chip Wilmot; Nadia Dabbagh; Brian Sullivan; Ken Brown. THIRD
ROW: Richard Bogard; Rudy Jones; Jeffery Hartle; Patrick Lemming; John
Tarsa. Not Pictured: Jody Warner.
The Marching Colonels
Get High Schools Involved
By Tammy Howard
This year Mark Whitlock decided to do something
different with his college band. He got high school
players involved.
During the Eastern Kentucky University Marching
Band's year, high school players around the area got
to play with the University's marching band.
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AGRICULTURE CLUB
Majorettes provide entertainment at halftime.
FRONT ROW: Jodi Smith, Treasurer; Dani Erb, Vice-Pres.; Tim Anders,
Reporter; Steve Vance, President. SECOND ROW: Roger Ogbum, Glenn
Hayes, Co-Sponsor; Barry Hon.
Alpha Psi Omega
Theatre Honor Society
The marching Colonels spend many long hours practicing for halftime
entertainment at the football games.
FRONT ROW: Rene Kelso; Kimberly First; pledge mistress; Faith Matthews,
pres.; Jen Starr, sec; Laura Edwards.
^^l^f^%^ii
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AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Lee Ann Napier, v.p.; Rick Carrico, fund raiser; Vicki DeLong,
pres. (spring); Ed Vegso, pres. (fall); Teressa Renner, sec. SECOND ROW:
Sherrie Witt; Tonda Hignite; Stacey Adams; Jennifer DiNoia; Brenda Brown;
Kathleen Bradley, speaker/comm. THIRD ROW: David Walter; Howard
Thompson; faculty sponsor; Raymond Wong. Not Pictured: John Stout, public
relation; Laura Faughn, treas.
ASLP
FRONTROW: Joe Blandford, v.p.; Melissa Johnson, pres.; Carol Reynolds, sec;
George Davis, treas. SECOND ROW: Louann Bosaw; Joe Brosky; Christine
Coleman; Gretchen Baumann. THIRD ROW: Walter Clark; Rodney Cossa-
boon; John Clarke; Brenda Smith. FOURTH ROW: Colin Cobum; Jon Faulten-
seck; William Keller.
"We had 400 of the best high school players come
to play and march with us at the home football
games," explained Whitlock, director for the Univer-
sity's marching band.
Indeed, marching at home football games was most
of what the band spent 1988-1989 doing. Whitlock
said this year the group also performed at two away
games.
"We played at halftime of the Western Kentucky
University-Eastern game, at Western. Then while we
were down there we also performed an exhibition
show in Glasgow," Whitlock said.
He added that the band also decided against the
annual Highlights concert so it could have the high
school day.
This year's band had around 100-200 members and
was led by field commander John Francis, a senior.
Photo by C. Woodson
Marching band directer, Mark Whitlock directs the band.
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FRONT ROW: Melaine Ramage, v.p.; Maria Conley, se.; Laura
Mitchell, pres.; Kimberly Morrison, photo dir. SECOND ROW:
Tambra Vowels; Linda Taylor; Lisa Brockman.
olor guard performs their routine.
Photo by C. Woodson
ynchronized playing and marching demands great concentration.
m git E^^
BLACK STUDENT UNION
FRONT ROW: Angela Williams, v.p.; Alicia Booker, treas.; Wendell Lampkin,
sec; Sandra Moore, adviser; Angelina Huguely, pres. SECOND ROW: Shannon
Haggins; Yolanda Bradford; Deanna Mack; Kelly West. THIRD ROW: Cons-
tance Riley; Deanne Woods; Jerry Crump; Milton Sledge Jr.; Walter Pryor III.
FOURTH ROW: Anna Marie; Jennifer Yocum; Donna Brady; James Collier.
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CADUCEUS
FRONT ROW: Bill Durham, pres.; Mike McKinney, v.p.; Stephanie Maggard,
sec./treas. SECOND ROW: Claudette Shepperd; Violet Lee; Beth Day; Dr. John
Meisenheimer; adviser. THIRD ROW: Mark Hanmer; Michael Kessinger; Beth
Hamblin; Sanford Jones.
CDF
Above: The staff pulls together to meet deadlines.
Below: MILESTONE staff members model unique costumes.
FRONT ROW: Tina White, sec./treas.; Kimberly Francis, pres.; Anna Ogburn,
2nd v.p.; Lucia Duff, 1st v.p.; Kim Hogue, pres. elect. SECOND ROW: Lesa
Jenkins; Amy Richardson; Carol Phelps. THIRD ROW: Wanda Allen; Lisa
Gardner Warner, adviser.
Photo by Jody Smith
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MILESTONE Staff
Capturing The Moments
Capturing the college experiences of Eastern's
students in photographs and in print is the main
purpose of EKU's yearbook, MILESTONE.
Although the memories may be fresh in students'
minds now, in the years to come nothing will recap-
ture those memories quite as vivdiy as their college
yearbooks.
Putting the MILESTONE together is a time-
consuming job. The lO-member staff spends most
every weekday afternoon and ocassional weekends
drawing layouts, writing copy, or taking photographs.
Although the work requires a great amount of time
and dedication, it also has its rewards. In addition to
academic credit, there is also a sense of pride that
goes along with the accomplishment of a 288-page
publication, not to mention traveling and other bo-
nuses that go with the job.
FRONT ROW: Mark Whitlock, sponsor; Jennifer Stansbury, treas.; Deborah
Hale, sec; Mary Kiteck, pres. SECOND ROW: Michelle Isaacs, Teresa Jaussi;
DeShay Smith; Jessica Howard; Patrick Worthington; Wendy Bemardy.
THIRD ROW: Jonathan Cornell; Jennifer Wilson; Anissa Hall; Kellie Rose;
Marsha Webb.
CONSTRUCTION CLUB
FRONT ROW: Andy King, v.p., AGC; John Castanis, pres., AGC; James Stone,
pres., AIC; Mark Gilbert, v.p., AIC. SECOND ROW: John Sewell, treas.; D.T.
Harrison Jr.; Doug Cummins. THIRD ROW: Jay Doll; Barry Cornett.
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Delta Sigma Rho
Communications Honorary
FRONT ROW: Max Huss, faculty; Dr. Lance Perkins, adviser; Phil! Schad.
SECOND ROW: Paul McVeigh, W.A. Brantley Jr., pres. THIRD ROW: Jill
Johnson.
Delta Tau Alpha
Agriculture Honorary
with being a Milestone staff member.
"Our main goal," said Beth Minks, Editor, "is to
produce a yearbook that truly represents the 1989
school year. And for the 1989 Milestone to be some-
thing students can be proud of and cherish for years
to come."
Paula Weddle, Stephanie Mattingly, and Mike Nelson discuss photos at the light
table.
FRONT ROW: Micheal Dau, treas.; Timothy Anders, pres.; Steve Vance, sec;
Barry Hon, v.p. SECOND ROW: Kelly Laswell, David Shreve, Roger Ogburn,
Pete Toebbe. THIRD ROW: Brent Horn, Kevin Wilson, Dwi^it Barkley,
adviser.
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DPMA
MILESTONE Staff
Editors
Beth Minks, Editor-in-Chief
Karen Norris, Managing Editor
Mike Nelson, Photo Editor
Section Editors
Mindy BoHng, Organizations
JuHe Clark, Academics
Missy Farmer, Student Life
Stephanie Mattingly, Sports
StaflF
Tammy Howard
Sherri Lewter
Rob Ellington
Kristy Moore
Roxanne Milby
John Raleigh
Laura Woods
Amy Sammons
Photographers
Paula Weddle
Chip Woodson
Contributors
Karen Abernathy
Sheryl Edelen
Bob Monroe
FRONT ROW: Joe Hayslett Jr., tieas.; Robin Wright, sec; Kevin Bruce, pres.;
Rebecca Bnant, v.p.; Karen Norris, hist. SECOND ROW: David Wilson, Dannv
Parrett. THIRD ROW: Rhonda Hignite.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA
Health Education Honorary
FRONT ROW: Angela Stack, Mary Ann Grimes, Susan Shower, sec./treas.;
Donelle Lockwood, pres. SECOND ROW: Randy McGuire, Diane Combs,
Heidi Pavpach, Herman Bush, Kimberly Demling. THIRD ROW: Angelo
Botta, Don Edwards, A.J. Stadelmeyer, Donald Calitri, sponsor.
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MILESTONE STAFF
FRONT ROW: Beth Minks, editor; Karen Norris, managing editor. SECOND
ROW: Missy Farmer; Julie Clack; Kristy Moore; Mindy Holing. THIRD ROW:
Mike Nelson, photo editor; Stephanie Mattingly, Paula Weddle, Ron Harrell,
advisor.
RICHMOND, KY.
EXPLORER'S CLUB Christian Student
Fellowship
By Amy Sammons
FRONT ROW: Lori Shields; Eileen Aranas; Cheryl Hart. SECOND ROW:
Brent Boyd; Shannon Bischoff; Chei-yl Cain; Regina Todd. THIRD ROW: Jeff
Shields, pres.; Ed Heeg, sec.
Christian Student Fellowship members meet in front of the Keen Johnsoni
Building before weekly trips.
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christian Student Fellowship (CSF) is a non-
denominational group whose main purpose is to
"bring students closer to Christ," said President
Danny McBride.
Each week CSF meets at a different home in the
Madison County area. These meetings are for fellow-
ship, prayer, and perhaps even a home-cooked meal.
In addition to these weekly meetings, CSF also holds
prayer sessions devotion sessions, Sunday school, and
fellowship night. CSF members can also be found
cheering for the colonels at every home football
game.
CSF plans numerous activities throughout the
year. These include: hayrides, retreats, Halloween
and Christmas parties, Parent's Day, and the Alum-
nae Dinner.
CSF offers students a chance to become closer to
Christ, to make new Christian friends, and to get
away from the stress of everyday campus life.
Christian Student Fellowship originated in the
1960's under the name Outreach of Christian
Churches in Madison County. The group is sup-
ported by donations from Christian Churches in
Kentuckv.
FINANCE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Michael Rister, v.p.; Bret O'Brien, pres.; Gregory Curry, treas.
SECOND ROW: Todd Cassidy; Chris Glidewell. THIRD ROW: Cynthia
Mashbum, sec; Raymond Wong; Keith Gill.
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
FRONT ROW: Cynthia Cash, pres.; Leslie Powell, v.p.; Natalie Scott; Steven
Dovvney.
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GRAPHIC ARTS CLUB
FRONT ROW: James Hardin, v.p.; Bob Hunter, treas.; Dave Stephens, pres.;
Pam Blakeney, sec. SECOND ROW: Michelle Livers, Daniel Lunsford, Paula
Weddle, Shawn Huang. THIRD ROW: Greg Clark, James Adams HI, Margrith
Semones.
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HORTICULTURE CLUB
FRONT ROW; Pete Toebbe, pres.; Owen Shackleford, v.p.; Robin Craig.
SECOND ROW: Julie Claypool, Kevin Wilson, Anita Johnson, Audrea Roger.
THIRD ROW: Elgin Cottrill, JefFJones, Kelly Laswell, Doug TerriU. FOURTH
ROW: Tom Knight, adviser; David Shreve, Steve Black, adviser.
Above and Below: RHA sponsors a bridal show each spring. Students model
tuxedoes and gowns.
Photo bv: C. Woodso
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Intervarsity
FRONT ROW: Paul Renfroe, IVCF staff; Tina Nolan, Jessica Lyons, Lee
Wolpert. SECOND ROW: Phillip Pendleton, Lisa Boarman, Carmen Surovec,
Andrew Willis, pres.; David Combs. THIRD ROW: Al Flynn, Stacey Austin
Merritt, Russell Westbrook, Bill Richmond, Wendell Landis, Dan Adams.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
striving To Enrich The Lives Of Students
By Karen Abernathy
As a governing body at Eastern, the Residence Hall
V.ssociation (RHA) strives to enrich the lives of the
5,500 students who live on campus. RHA provides
;ampus-wide activities, both social and educational.
Jesides programs, RHA serves as a channel to voice
he problems and concerns of the students to the
idministration. Representatives from RHA serve on
everal universities committees, including Council of
affairs, PRIDE, and Housing Appeals. Changes af-
ecting residence hall life are addressed through the
\HA policy committee.
RHA offered a full schedule of programs this year.
Residents enjoyed such traditional activities as the
^lonster Bash, the Bridal Show, the United Way
"und, and Safety Awareness programs. In addition to
he traditional favorites, a Ritzy's 50's Week, Little
iiblings Weekend, and others were added to the
:alendar of events.
cont'd on page 186
KAPPA DELTA PI
Education Honorary
FRONT ROW: Mary Turner, treas.; Valerie Stocker, hist.; Sandra Phelps,
v.p.; Tony Catalano, pres.; Beth Bolton, sec; Suzanne Lewis, hist.; Glynn
Creamer^ sponsor. SECOND ROW: Cynthia Stamper, Diana West, Gladys
Evans, Cynthia Sharp, Sara Church, Jill Hall. THIRD ROW: Carrie Davis,
.Alexis Eversole, Brenda Ramsey, Kim Carter, Jeanne Crowe, Nellis Johnson.
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KAPPA MU EPSILON
Math Honor Society
FRONT ROW: Bobby Hart, treas.; Wally Siddiqui, pres.; Stacy Fluegge, v.p.
SECOND ROW: Russ King, sec; Pat Costello, adviser. THIRD ROW: Glenn
Fonda; Pamela Howard; Terri Rose.
LAMBDA SIGMA
Sophomore Honorary
Residence Hall Association continues to support
the growth of coeducational living on Eastern's cam-
pus, as an option for students. A coeducational com-
munity can be an exciting and educational experi-
ence for all involved.
The channels ofcommunication between residents
and RHA were expanded with the establishment of
(HAL) Hall Assistance Line. HAL provides a 24-hour
contact for students to express concerns, ask ques-
tions or share ideas involving the residence hall
environment.
Students involved in hall government benefit from
training sessions and state, regional, and national
residence hall leadership conferences. Knowledge
gathered at these conferences is brought back and
filtered to the residents through various programs.
"The residence hall is no longer a place to just sleep
and study," said RHA president Karen Abernathy. "It
is an environment full of living and learning. Resi-
dence hall life is the key to the total university
experience.
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FRONT ROW: Karen Hugle, co-rituals chair.; Dawn Simpson, treas.; Darla
Fields, sec; John Cecil, v.p.; Julie Stollger, pres. SECOND ROW: Kathy Adams;
Shannnon BischoflF; Tracy Pesavento; Clenna Spencer; Bobby Hart; senior
adviser; Michelle Burdett, junior adviser; Cheryl Cain. THIRD ROW: Claire
Porter; Kathy Ponder; Deanna Sizemore; Katrina Scannell; Carol Robinson;
Lisa Niehaus; senior adviser. FOURTH ROW: Dr. Ron Wolfe, adviser; Susan
Whitaker; Christopher Bird; junior adviser; Alisa McQueen; Melaine Ramage;
Stephanie Faust; Shelia Hatfield. Not Pictured: Tami Ward.
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MORTAR ROARD
Senior Honor Society
FRONT ROW: Kim Scott, co-elections chair; Amy Franklin, v.p.; Pete Mac-
Adams, pres.; Laura Larkin, co-elections chair; Madonna Klein, sec; Faith
Matthews, comm. dir. SECOND ROW: Carrie Davis; Chen Hoff; Jodi England;
Kathleen Clark; Dr. Martha Conaway, adviser. THIRD ROW: Ed Meece; Jeff
Vanlandingham; Damon Ferguson; Deborah Dawson; Kaye House. FOURTH
ROW: Donna Pace; Karen Abernathy.
NSSLHA
Left: Frank Coins won second place in the hula hoop contest durinn .50's Week.
\b()\e: South C^cntral Bell provided a telephone booth For a stuffin;; contest.
FRONT ROW: Julie Cutgsell, soc. sec; Verity Mathews, pres.; Fran Johns, sec;
Marilyn Rogers, v.p. SECOND ROW: Michelle Alexander; Mary Greene; Renee
Grider; Gloria Flannigan; Tara Flannigan; Kandra Christophersen. THIRD
ROW: Karen Stapf; Sally Harrison; Pamela Baker; Michelle Wray.
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PARALEGAL
FRONT ROW: Reth Knoblock, sec; Karen Rice, activities; Kim Kincaid, v.p.;
Michele Stout, ties.; Cathy Edwards, publicist. SECOND ROW: Kim McComis,
Johnna Shearer, Rhonda Toomey, hist. Jim McCord, faculty adviser. TOP ROW:
Cynthia Shemwell, Melissa Cunningham, Allison Darnell.
PHI ALPHA THETA
History Honor Society
FRONT ROW: David Peri^ pres.; Janet White, sec./treas. SECOND ROW:
Jeri7 Napier, Michael Durham, David Mangum, Michael Flowers. TOP ROW:
Karen Henderson, Donna Fei-guson.
Ab(>\c: Earn Bailey, right, EKl' director ol alumni aflairs, updates General
Bicklord on campus and alumni activities. Below: Five students were named
ROTC scholars: C:hristopher Douglas, Mai-\ Kemper, Jeff Millard, Bill Butler,
Bi'iaii Ritchie.
Photo B\: C. Woodson
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I'tioto B\ : C'. Woodson
COMMITTED TO
EXCELLENCE AND LEADERSHIP
by: Ani\ Sanimoiis and Miss> Farmer
"Committed to Excellence" is a motto heard re-
peatedh in Easten's Army ROTC program. "The
program's main goal is to commission the future
officer leadership of the United States Army," said
Major Ken Duncan. The ROTC program has the
largest junior class in the state of Kentucky. Cadets
participate in annual competitions with other
schools, and recently won the 2nd ROTC Region
Commanders' Troph> for Training Excellence. The
2nd ROTC region is composed of schools in nine
surrounding states.
Once a year Eastern hosts the Ranger Challenge
Competition in which nine other schools participate.
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Sophomore Honor Society
FRONT ROW: Steve Suttles, pres.; Kim Johnson, reporter; Paula Hudson, v.p.;
Johnna Shearer, state historian; Tammy Day, historian; Laura King, sec.;
Patricia Banmann, parliamentarian; Dr. Bertee Adkins, adviser. SECOND
ROW: Mitzi Wells, Traci Clark, Carrie Congleton, N'onda Moore, Ruby Scott,
Neeta Curd. TOP ROW: Sally Sickmeier, John Gilliam, Rob Allen, Shane Brock,
Vicky Davis.
PHI EPSILON KAPPA
P.E. Honorary
BOTTOM ROW: Kathleen Murray. V.P; Hal Holmes. Adviser; Joni Stephens;
TOP ROW: David Bnant. Sec; Joel Stocklord. Pres.; Will Begley, Sgt. of Arms.
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PHI SIGMA
Biology Honor Society
Front Row: Violet Lee, president; Kathy Gray, vice-prcs.; Greg Popken, public
relations. Second Row: Dr. Barbara Ramey, adviser; Tom Gallagher, Michael
Floyd, Karen Smathers.
PHI UPSILON OMICRON
Home Ec Honor Society
Front Row: Renee' Blandford, project chairperson; Beth Miles, reporter;
Christy Eastwood, president; Kimberly Francis, vice-pres.; Laura Mortara,
Teresa Montgomery, correspondence secretary. Second Row: Nina Conyers,
historian; Veronica Aleins, Renee Congleton, chaplain; Amy Richardson, re-
cording secretary. Third Row: Mary Mobley, Stephanie Grooms, Julie Pecoraro.
(continued from page 189)
Eastern tied for second at the last competition.
Lt. Col. David Reimold, professor of Military Sci-
ence, said, "The University's ROTC program has an
outstanding reputation widely known throughout
the country."
Every spring ROTC holds an annual Military Ball
in the Keen Johnson Building. The ball is conducted
by the cadets. In November the Army ROTC Alum-
nae Appreciation Day was held. All high schools in
Kentucky were invited to attend. In December the
first Dining In Formal Military Ball was held.
The ROTC program participated in the Southern
Legislative Conference in Lexington. They also sup-
port all home football and basketball games by serv-
ing as color guard. In September the annual awards
day was held at the Mule Barn. The awards given at
this event were the George C. Marshall Award given
to Chris Blombach. This award is for the most
outstanding senior ROTC cadet. Lance Smythe re-
ceived the American Defense and Preparedness As-
sociation Award. This award is for exceptional inter-
est and leadership pertaining to defense. The out-
standing cadets in the Military Science classes were
also selected at this event.
Jennifer Garcia rappels down a 34-foot wall.
Photo by C. Woodson
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Vbove: Army Sgt. Maj. Noriis Shake and Lt. Col. David L. Reimold, professor of
nilitar> science.
}elo« : 2nd Lt. Thomas Johnson inspects cadets.
PI OMEGA PI
Business Ed Honor Society
Front Row; Melanie Brummett, treasurer; Lisa Godby, vice-pres.; Melanie
Doyle, president; Doris Williams, secretary; Regina Gruber, historian. Second
Row: Dr. Myrena Jennings, co-sponsor; Gladys Evans, Lana Crawford. Third
Row: Donnie Leigh, Gary Wiseman, Janna Vice, Adviser.
PRSSA
Front Row: Julie Blake, historian; Sheree Ginger, vice-pres.; Margrith Semones,
president; Suzanne Nanos, public relations director. Second Row: Patachia
Sowers, national liaison; Angela Kenney, Melissa Tice. Third Row: Heather
Yeoman, Elaine Corbitt, treasurer.
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SIGMA TAU DELTA
English Honor Society
Front Row: Chris Propp, Vice-Pres.; Jane Acker, Historian; Priscilla Chansler,
Treasurer; Melissa Bellew, President. Second Row: Allyn Schwendeman, Myra
Stamper, Mendy Turner. Third Row: Mike Thomas, Melissa Walker, Ordelle
Hill, Adviser.
SIGMA TAU PI
Business Honor Society
Above: Student Senate meets weekly to discuss campus issues.
Below: Senior, Hunter Bates, is the Student Association President.
Front Row: Cynthia Cash, Reporter; Lesha Singleton, Secretary/Treasurer;
Mary Hall, Vice-Pres.; Kimberly Davis, President. Second Row: Faculty sponsor
Fred Engle, David Wiese, Audrey Bond, Brenda Brown, Kathleen Bradley.
Third Row: Amy Wells, Sherrie Lamkin, Steve Suttles.
5tiinnAa>»
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SPACE FORCE DANCE
Front Row: Allison Carlton, Vice-Pres.; Jana Davis, Treasurer; Tina Johnson,
President. Second Row: Waleed Siddiqui, Virginia Jinks, Adviser; Palti Foley,
Secretary; Sherri Ellis, Stephanie Martin, Angie Ernst. Third Row: Joni
Stephens, Lisa Fahrson, Karen Sims, Angelia Mullins, Monique Loux, Raymond
Wong.
STUDENT SENATE
Bridging The Gap Between
Students and Administration
By Sheryl Edelen
Student Senate is the legislative branch of the EKU
Jtudent Association.
This year Student Senate addressed the inadequate
)arking situation, resulting in over 300 new parking
ipaces added to the campus.
The Watchdog Hotline, a 24-hour phone number
itudents may call to voice opinions, complaints, or
iuggestions pertaining to campus problems, was also
nstalled.
"It was from that hotline," said SA President
iunter Bates, "that we received insistance for the
•enovation of the grill."
Also as a result of the Watchdog Hotline, arrange-
nents are being made to recruit students to help
jaint the weightroom in the Begley Building and to
)btain new equipment.
Student Senate distributes the annual student pho-
le directory and participates in many campus activ-
ties. These include the annual Fall Festival and
>pring Fling, Big Pals/Little Pals, and banner con-
:ests.
(continued on page 194).
STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOC.
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(continued from page 193)
Plans are underway for an entire week of campus
celebration during Spring 1989. This would include
a carnival and a major concert.
"The Goal of the Student Senate is to help students
adjust to academics and student life. It is also to
involve the students and to help them get the most
out of not only their education, but social oppor-
tunities as well, " said Bates.
Above: Pictured in the Student Association office are senior, Katherine Cal
houn, and Teresa Neuman./e
Below: Dart guns were substituted for the gavel to keep order at this meeting,
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STUDENT SOCIOLOGY
Front Row: Melissa Blair, Kathy Barker, president; Mickie Pruitt, secretar>';
DeReatha Veach. Second Row: Ken Sanders, Todd Mercer, Goldie Clatworthy,
Keith Link. Third Row: Charles Danipier, James Purks, James Hensley, Reid
Luhman, sponsor. Not Pictured: Jack Bailey, vice-pres.; Tammy Asher, treasurer.
Pictured with Lisa Napier is Dean Meyers, the student Association Adviser.
LITTLE COLONELS
BOTTOM ROW: Juran D.(j.D.) Parks; adviser, Melinda Wood; graduate assistant, name unavailable, Robin Reynolds; co-captain, Sheryl Roberts; co-captain, Traci
Buschman; treas., Angelia Mullins; sec, Susan Locknane, Suzy Ubelhart. SECOND ROW: Janice Wells, Judy Rains, Heather Estes, Toni Calhoun, Michelle Needy,
Lisa Piatt, Sherry Smith, Daphanie Sanders. THIRD ROW: Shawnee Beatty, Harriett Thorton, Sue Johnson, Keely Livings, Mary Netherland.
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RHA
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
196 Organizations
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
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Dozens of extra-curricular
activities are offered on cam-
pus, but many people agree
that none are as beneficial or
rewarding as the Greek experi-
ence.
Although each Greek orga-
nization functions separately,
they are bonded together
through the Panhellenic and
the Inter-Fraternity Council to
form the Greek system
The Greek system provides
students with the opportunity
to grow socially as well as intel-
lectually. They promote lead-
ership and responsibility.
These experiences give the in-
Photo by C. Woodson
dividual a chance to realize hi;
or her full potential. Student!
who participate in the Greel
system develop life lonj
friendships and memories o
their college activities that wil
benefit them and guide then
through the rest of their lives
1989
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BOTTOM ROW: Megan Sanders, Secietan; Tonia Gordon, \. Pies.; Leslie Dunham, Pies.; Melissa Carroll, V.
Pres.; Tracey Lafferty, Tres.; Susan Steele SECOND ROW: Charlotte Highfill, Joni Miles, Meredith Allen,
Cassandra Hatcher, Michelle Overall, Debhie Powell, Julie Smead, Lisa Napier, Tracy Bertram, Tammie Sloan,
Jamie Daniels TOP ROW: Denise Doming, De.\nna Downing, Jennifer Dishman, Kristen Durst, Melissa
Walker, Maresa Smith, Wendy Taylor, Dana Kelly, Melanie Roberts, Kathry n Ansted, Michele .Archer.
BOTTOM ROW: Matt Lembke, sec; .Ashley Keith, pres.; Chris Howard, 1st v.p.SECOND ROW: Victor Harris;
Patrick Hatfield; JefF Barnett; Brad Murphy; Mark McGee TOP ROW: Ben Robinson; John Bell; Steve Silvers;
Brian Ritchie; Billy Phipps; Will Abell; Mike McGee.
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ALPHA DELTA PI
The EKU chapter of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority won the Dia-
mond Four Point Award, the
highest national award given to
an ADPi chapter. Sorority mem-
bers had the highest chapter GPA
for the second consecutive year.
ADPi pledges collected $1,000
for Ronald McDonald House.
Funds were also raised during
the annual teeter-totter mara-
thon. Carnival, Road Rally, and
Crab Races.
Founded at Wesleyn College
in 1851, Alpha Delta Pi was es-
tablished at Eastern in 1969. So-
rority colors are azure blue and
white. The official flower is the
violet, the emblem is the lion.
BOTTOM ROW: Cathy Damico; Paula Wagner; Tammy Boley, treasurer; Martha Chandler, 1st v.p.;Kristy Nolan, pres.; Jena Howard, 2nd v.p.; Stac;
Pack; Debbie Houser; Denise Doming. SECOND ROW: Meredith Allen; Tina Pfaehler; Cathy Stringer; Sherrie Witt; Kim Barber; Julie Robinsom
Maureen Murphy; Jami Arden; Rashawna Jones; Stephanie Stratman; Julie Lingle; Jennifer Jenkins; Karen Blanchet; Kim Cassim; Sherry Jackson;
THIRD ROW: Renee Marquette; Rena Shultz; Beth Rhody; Christie Eager; Lisa Watkins; Patti Booten; Stacey Seaton; Sandy Meade; Courtney Smith
Jennifer Glover; Kara Binzinger; Theresa ButterhofF; Sherri Burton; Laura Hayes. FOURTH ROW: Laura Bradford; Rebecca Hedges; Sherri Hunt
Linda Goodlett; Julie Kelly; Maribeth McBride; Chesla Blaydes; Toni Ferrell; Anna Jansen; Linda Meyer; Angle Steuerle; Shari Simpson; Nichol
Kent; Shannon Finn. TOP ROW: Valerie Lewis; Tonya Shepherd; Michelle Watson; Andrea Reis; Tracy Wainscott; Leslie Schmitz; Jolanthe Zellingi
Debbie Raffenbarger; Suzi Hagan; Jenny Hellmann; Angela Trusty; Leah Wise; Amy Stubblefield; Traci Webster.
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\DPis Karen Blanchett participates in the Lambda Chi Watermelon Bust.
ALPHA DELTA PI
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Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta strived to
obtain the highest grades possi-
ble, while continuing to support
the community and their philan-
thropy, juvenile diabetes. The
chapter sponsored its annual
Gotcha Games and participated
in Greek Week. Their adviser.
Sheila Holsclaw, received an
award for outstanding chapter
adviser.
The Alpha Gamm's sponsored
a child in Jerusalem and donated
bread baskets in stores all over
Kentucky to help fight world
hunger. Alpha Gamma Delta
was established at Eastern in
1968. The colors are red, buff,
and green. The flower is red and
buff rose with green ferns. The
emblem is the squirrel.
BOTTOM ROW: Torri CofiFman; Kristen Schilder; Kristen Durst; Tracey Fisher; Stacey Lueken, pres.; Laurie Wilson, v.p.; Lisa Wells; Gina Wells:
Kathy Nichols. SECOND ROW: Melissa Walker; Kathy Stivers; Tina Marie Armstrong; Lesley Turner; Renee Kinzer; Angie Wallace; Susan Santa
Cruz; Laura Larkin; Beth Helfrick; Cherriee Allen; Cyndi Johnson, treas. THIRD ROW: Michelle Kash; Michelle Davis; PJ Smithson; Jill Johnson:
Stacey Reed; Stacie Roederer; Allie Darden; Rebecca Tobin; Leigh Greer. FOURTH ROW: Gail Hutchison; Lynn Unkraut; Christy Fortney; Blende
Drake; Debra Asher; Katrina Scannell; Sheri Bargo; Robin May; Danielle Bouton; Cathy Spina. TOP ROW: Vicky Sears; Julie White; Angie Burris;
Jodi Karem; Kim Burchett; Melissa Tice; Melissa Pashea; Emily Hatterick; Deanna Bogie; Teresa Johnson; Cynthia Duff; Jennifer Burton.
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Right: Alpha Camma Delta sweethearts support the Alpha Cams at
Sigma Chi Derby.
Below: Alpha Cams take a break at Fedo's from Rush functions.
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
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ALPHA OMICRON PI
The sisters of Alpha Omicron
Pi celebrated their second year at
Eastern and were busy raising
funds to support arthritis re-
search.
They also placed second in the
Sigma Chi Derby Philanthropy
Contest.
When they weren't busy with
their social service projects,
members enjoyed Hunta-
Buncha-Junk Night and the
building of the homecoming float
with the Betas.
AOPi received the 1988 Rush
Award and the National Award of
Excellence.
BOTTOM ROW: JulieSmead, Johnda Justice, Janet McGeorge, Kim Green, Beth Harris, Rhonda Rush, 1st v.p.; Kelley Dearing, pres.; Wendy Taylor,
Sally Hill, Jennifer Turek, Carol Robinson, Tina Partin, tres.; Christy Altman, Jennifer Feldman. SECOND ROW: Susan Key, Melissa Wheeler, Vonda
Land, Aleisha Milich, Rachel Schmidt, Lynn Sims, Kelly LaMaster, Delia Eddy, Heather Cooper, Joy Waller, Sheri Singer. THIRD ROW: Denise
Worley, Debbie Hoying, DeAnna Hansford, Missy Blaire, Tonyia Kinniard, Tammy Arnold, Sally Allen, Beth Lyons, Kristin Lichtblau, Pam Allen,
Janet Humphrey, Carol Freytag, Kelly Goode. FOURTH ROW: Missy Pagel, Leigh Whitaker, Karen Tierney, Larissa Thomas, Maria Petrotta, Sheila
Schlafke, Tracy Thomason, Ann Beckwith, Kerry Wright, Debbie Hiler, Jenny Shepherd, Suzanne Schilling, Stephanie Gray, Mindy McFadyen. TOP
ROW: Missy Runyon, Allison Allgier, Julie Ganghl, Kristin Fisher, Stephanie Gibson, Robin Willis, Lisa Sutter, Kristin Stuntz, Cara Harvey, Melissa
Carroll, Sherri Turner, Teri Woolum, Suellen Alexander, Marsha Whatley, Kelly King.
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Vbove: This AOPi resides
in the soioritv floor in
relford.
Jelow; During the crab
ace Lynn Sims manages a
mile.
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CHI OMEGA
Members of Chi Omega so-
rority have been involved with
their philanthropies and other or-
ganizations. Chi-Os participated
in the Panhellenic walk-a-thon,
made a cash donation to the Edu-
cational Talent Program, and hos-
ted a chili supper, which raised
$1,000 for EKU's Child Develop-
ment Center.
Homecoming 1988 gave the
Chi-Os good reason to cele-
brate. In addition to a first-place
award for their homecoming float,
Chi-O Vivian Santellices was
crowned homecoming queen.
Chi Omega was founded at the
University of Arkansas in 1895.
Eastern's chapter was established
in 1969. The sorority's colors are
cardinal and straw; its emblem is
the owl. Their flower is the white
carnation.
BOTTOM ROW: Teresa Newman; Suzanne Graham, personnel chairman; Stacey Adams, rush chairman; Lauren Slone, treasurer; Beth Knoblocl
secretary; Stephanie Robinson, president; Kelly McMurdo, vice president; Holly James, corresponding secretary; Lisa Napier, Panhellenic delegatd
Vicki DeLong, plege educator; Sue Hoagland, advisor; SECOND ROW: Vivian Santelices; Thea Craig; Kristi Ferguson; Lisa Hilpp; Michelle Guinn
Tammy Hubbard; Ilhonda Gouge; Paula Schultz; Jill Bridges; Kimberly Rhodus; Mellisa Broughton; Belinda Mcguire; Jodi Williams; Tracy Bertram
Daphine Goodlett; THIRD ROW: Hallie Brennenstuhl; Allison Green; Karen Ray; Becky Dierig; Laura Pinkton; Sally Carpenter; Gina Hadorn; Julil
Willis; Angie Willis; Magen Powell; Lissa Judy; Christy Walters; Lori Linville; Julie Bird; FOURTH ROW: Tracy Tinsley; Lisa Lyons; Molly Murphji
Melanie Shouse; Mary Cahill; Elaine Ralenkotter; Sallie Kuhl; Shannan Begley; Mary Jo Velten; Melanie Leach; Suzanne Ray; Missy Horn; Salll
Sickmeier; Jill Dreuer; Julie Falk; Beth Ann Mauney; Karen Thompson TOP ROW: Jennifer Smith; Stacey Duff; Kerri Carrier; Stacey Koontz; Kerr
Sigler; Suzie Jarbor; Virginia White; Noelle Harp; Dorinda Brinson; Mindy Burton; Traci Long; Melissa Bickett; Beth Leppert; Kimberly Bellucc
206 Gr^Ics
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Delta Zeta
At the annual Sigma Chi Der-
by, the Delta Zeta Sorority won a
prize for the hirgest number of
participants.
The DZs collected $559 for
their philanthropies this year
and will donate dollars and gifts
to the children of La Grange pris-
oners.
The chapter placed second in
Beta Football and placed third in
the watermelon bust.
Delta Zeta was founded at Mia-
mi Unixersity in 1902 and estab-
lished at the University in 1982.
The flowers are Nile green and
old rose and the color is Kilarney
Rose. The turtle is the official DZ
mascot.
BOTTOM ROW: Chris Propp; Stephanie Seigia; Nikki VanHoose; Mary Lauer; Maresa Smith; v.p.; Mary Brennon; pres.; Christy Hendricks; v.pi
Sereva Ratchford; Felicia Ross; treas.; Gina Giambri; Terri Maki; Rita Hokzclaw; Denise Grider. SECOND ROW: Kimberly Wilson; Beth Cwiak; Li;
Atwood; Wendy Galbraith; Shelly Edwards; Vickie Gividen; Stefanie Waller; Jeanne Gastright; Marsha LafFerty; Debbie Powell; Sherri Cowherc
Becky Redfleld; Rebecca Harris; Jennifer Alexander; Lynne Abney. THIRD ROW: Ann Blackhurst; Lori Baker; Kim Doolin; Daina Dennis; Angj
York; Kim Day; Karyn Blankenship; Malia Johnson; Pam Herrington; Melanie Lang; Jackie Hinkle; Christine Pond; Chrystal Bowling. TOP ROV
Angle Messer; Amy Glatthaar; Dawn Davis; Shelly Erion; Laura Stephens; Suzanne Seigia; Shauna Isaacs; Denine Kremer; Shelly Hepke; Melan
Macomb; Ann Bashore; Dena Korzeniewski; Micki Cann; Tammy Johnson; Beth Bolton; Karen McPherson.
208 Greeks
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Kappa Alpha
Kappa Alphas distributed a
Greek telephone direetory, hos-
ted the Old South Ball, and took
part in Richmond's Christmas
parade.
A road block was held to raise
money for the Muscular Distro-
phy Association.
Kappa Alpha Fraternity was
founded in 1S65 at Washington
and Lee University and estab-
lished at the University in 1969.
The colors are crimson and gold
and the flowers are the magnolia
and crimson rose.
FIRST ROW: Glenn Barber, Trov McCracken, Treas.; Robert Stocks, James Madden, v.p.; Susie Glass, Steve Silvei , .iJeorge Huddleston, Eric Hughn
Thomas Rohan, Michael Bakker. SECOND ROW: Tobv Nigh, Dannv Hughett, C:hris Hall, John Ernst, Matt Evans, Bill Roof, David Dickens, Dav
Stanley, Greg Craft, Brian Brockman. TOP ROW: Mark Mefford, Layne Miller, Dan Hudson, Rodney Chancey, Todd Cain, B.R. Masters, Scott Roi-
Stephen Anderson, Matthew Marlowe, Jett Hoagland. Top Row: Kevin Glover, Shaun O'Biyan, Danny Coins, Ron Griftin, Tim Gray, Brian Ritchi
Rob Schlosser, Tom Welch, Ste\e Hardy, Michael Bunkley, Doug Schuerman, M.H. McLane.
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Above left: A Kappa Alpha discusses fraternity
functions during rush week.
Above: Rob Schlosser and Jim Madden attend
spring rush functions.
The Kappa Alphas find the Powell Building a good place to socialize.
KAPPA ALPHA
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The Kappa Alpha Theta's his-
tory has been one of excellence
and the same holds true for this
>ear.
The sorority was named sec-
ond most outstanding chapter in
the nation and took the third
place Panhellenic award at the
national convention. Excellence
o\er the past five years brought
the chapter a Golden Kite x\ward
\\hich is only given every five
vears.
President Tiffany Patrick was
named most outstanding Greek
woman of the year.
The Thetas also participated in
the Phi Tau Octoberfest and Beta
Theta Pi football, placing first.
They also took second in the Sig-
ma Chi Derby.
Supporting their philan-
thropies and volunteering ser-
\ ices at the Special Olympics also
took much of their time and
energy.
BOTTOM ROW; Evelyn Bowman; Cheri Hoff; Katy McFall; Charlotte Gose; Kimberly Ward, v.p.; Tiffany Patrick, pres.; Nancy Tobinson, v.p.; Lisi
Clifford, v.p.; Megan Sanders; Michelle Jiunta; Charlotte Highfill. SECOND ROW: Vicky White; Deanna Wright; Pam Wise; Garnetta Bale; Tim
Peruzzi; Judith Taryin; Anne Deck; Terri Sweeney, chap.; Lynn Cetrulo; Tarena Sloan; Joni Miles; Leo Oates; Debi Mann; Marilyn Hicks; Stephanii
Maier. THIRD ROW; Krista Wesselman; Julie Brown; Tonia Gordon; Michelle Creamer; Ellen Baxter; Traci Parrella; Courtney Kosid; Jill Schmidi
Heather Maier; Vickie Thompson; Diane Green; Sonia Francis; Debbie MoIIette. FOURTH ROW: Julie Hounshell; Angle Thomas; Tracie DennistOD
Debra Eagle; Dana Calvert; Margaret Ciolek; Barbara Ellington; Shea McGregor; Amy Maupin; Beth Chapman; Kimberly Anderson; Samantha Rol)
Jill Tracy; Sherri Proffitt; Denise Winkle; Denise Turner. TOP ROW: Anissa Penn; Karen Thompson; Cindy Ruley; Nancy Lukemire; Lee Ann
Tussey; Amy Crow; Leigh Shelpman; Amy Gates; Amy White; Angela Neal; Samantha Winn; Deborah Woltenberg; Patricia Murphy; Susai
Pennington; Leslie Bernier; Jennifer Thomas; Kellye Curtis; Orlena Shea.
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Left: Thetas proudly display their flag at the
Sigma Chi Derby.
Above: The KAO chapter participated in the
Watermelon bust.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
"Simon Says" was a Sigma Chi Derby activity.
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KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta sponsored the
campus-wide Dating Game and
raised $1,000 for the Crippled
Children's Hospital, Lexington.
Members also participated in the
Shamrock project, raising $850
for the prevention of child abuse.
The KD's also participated in
Greek Week where they won
awards for best pledge class, best
pledge class G.P.A., and the Dis-
tinguished Service Award for
outstanding service in the com-
munity. They also received an
award for donating the most
money in the Cystic Fibrosis
Walk-a-Thon sponsored by Pan-
hellenic.
Kappa Delta was established at
Eastern in 1968. The colors are
olive green and pearl white. The
flower is the white rose, and the
symbols are the teddy bear and
the Nautilus shell.
BOTTOM ROW: Kandy Harper; Shannon Ray; Joanna Chirichigno; Lisa Thompson; Alice Wiberding; Lynda Freeman; sec.; Susan Ebert; pres.; Dim
Greenwell; v.p.; Tricia Stewart; treas.; Paula Cook; Michele Archer; Robin Wickline; Lisa Estes. SECOND ROW: Lee Ann Napier; Kim McCoy; KareM
Rice; Missy Estes; Kimberly Demling; Cyndi Lindon; Susan Steele; Mary Beckman; Kathryn Ansted; Jennifer Conrad; Cindy Layne; Denise AsheM
THIRD ROW; Christy Rogers; Michelle Wray; Jennifer Wilcox; Tracy Thompson; Sherri Mounce; Stephanie Thorpe; Cindy Waggoner; Julie Webbj
Ann Cook; Michelle Dickerson; Kristin Hill; Lisa Buck; Elizabeth Spears; Kim Wilson; Shannon Nevius. TOP ROW: Stacy Solodkin; Christy Monson
Dawn Shepherd; Becky Fultz; Kelly Walton; Becky Tucker; Debbie Bowers; Jeanna Loy; Lesli Workman; Jennifer Sparks; Mindy Ezell; Kelly Reganj
Debbie Riley; Sally Mastin; Sherri Burchett; Tricia Gilpin.
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KAPPA DELTA
rhese KDs represented their sorority in the Miss Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon contest.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity,
the largest fraternity on campus,
has chosen several social service
projects and its members strive
hard to make each a success.
The 75-member group works
with the Richmond Park Admin-
istration in sponsoring the
Haunted Forest each October, an
event which raised $7,500 this
year for local recreation
programs.
The Annual Lambda Chi Al-
pha sorority kidnapp was held to
obtain canned goods for needy
families in the Richmond com-
munity.
The brothers also held the an-
nual Watermelon bust for foster
children. They also supported
the Special Olympics program. Right: Lambda Chi Alpha brothers, C\Nix and Jason Jarrells enjoy the Miss \
ternielon Bust contest.
BOTTOM ROW: Dan Bertsos, Adviser; Mike Zimmerman, Alumni Chair; Keith Link, Rush Chairman; Mike McGhee, Treasurer; Douglas Atch
V.P.; Brad Butler, Pres.; Thomas Adams, Secretary; John Scannell; Pat Hirsch; Matthew Wells; D.J. Bores; SECOND ROW: Joe Scannell; Ri(
Cuirass; Brian Wofford; John Howard; Jon Howard; Charles Newman; Kevin Link; Michael Wooldridge; Michael Glasscock; Trevor Votteler; R
Hays; Tom Culliton; THIRD ROW: David Skinner; J. Willoughby; Kip Leonard; Anthony Shockley; Charles Russell; Mark McGhee; Darren Mi
Thomas Bauer; Joseph Veeneman; Alan Johnson; Scott Hendrix; Theodore Parker; FOURTH ROW: JeffHaake; Scott King; Chris Nix; Jason Jar
Michael Fortkamp; Logan Speer; David Howard; Mike Cobb; Bob Leurant; Scott Childress; Michael Sterrett; Gregory Davenport; Scott Reed; i
Turpin; Michael King; Jeff Coates; TOP ROW: Todd Elliott; Don Evans; Scott Mullins; Brad Bellm; Matthew Enzweiler; Will Durbin; Frosty M^i
Bernie Caldwell; Allan Smith; David Atcher; Rob Phillips; Robert Atwood; Steve Taylor; Daniel Waits; Michael Carman; Lance Lao; Bob W: t
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Working hard to ensure a good time at the Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust
were Captain Lambda Chi, Brad Bellm, and his brothers Brian WofFord, and
Thomas Higgins.
Chris Howard, Keith Link, Mark
McGhee, and Charlie Russell
proudlv display their fraternit\
nag.
PI BETA PHI
Pi Beta Phi sorority members
\isited their national philan-
thropy, On Arrowmont and On
Arrowcraft in Gatlinburg, this
>ear. Members raised funds for
the Telford Community Center
and gave money to their national
philanthropies by sponsoring the
Pi Phi Hoedown.
The Pi Phis also participated in
Greek Week, where they were
named most improved chapter
on campus. They also won an
award for donating the most
blood to the annual campus
blood drive.
Pi Beta Phi was established at
the University in 1976. The so-
rority was the first organization
of college women founded as a
national fraternity. Their sym-
bols are angels and arrows.
BOTTOM ROW: Samantha Bowman; Penny Carman; Melissa Mann; Heather Yeoman; Janet Mitchell; Anne Ballard, Pres.; Karen Bennett; Carry 1
Doyle; Dana Kelly; Karen White. SECOND ROW: Tracy Pate; Connie Coury; Tracey LafiFerty; Mary Hart; Tammy Vrooman; Lisa Davenport; Ann
j
Belanger; Sandy Crau; Amy Lewis; Rochelle Taulbee; Amy McKibben. THIRD ROW: Carol Williamson; Shannon Eversole; Susan Davis; Beth
Jordan; Sherry Kretzer; Shonna Case; Greta Pratt; Angie Alexander; Emily Cooper; Kim Davis; Melanie Roberts; Janet Larson. FOURTH ROW:*!
Susan Dabney; Beth Campbell; Julie Hargis; Terri Cowherd; Fonda Hall; Jean Buede; Stephanie Hobbs; Rena Murphy; Angela Booze; Susan Larsons:
Christine Gongola; Kelli Trimble. TOP ROW: Melissa Bradford; Anne Humbert; Nancy Lamkin; Sally Schatzman; Julie Hansen; Amy Barney; Sarahi
Grahm; Sara Church; Sydney Roberts; Carol Bennett; Tanya Turner; Tiffany Leonhardt
|
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PHI DELTA THETA
Phi Delta Theta received inter-
fraternity recognition with two
gold and two silver stars com-
mending annual chapter events.
The fraternity sponsors events
such as the Red Zoeller Invita-
tional Golf Tournament to raise
money for their philanthropy,
Lou Gehrigs Disease. Members
were also commended for having
the best all-around chapter
among 160 chapters interna-
tionally.
The Phi Delt's adviser, Ralph J.
Thompson, was named the best
Phi Delta Theta adviser locally.
In April of 1989, the chapter
will celebrate two decades of ex-
cellence at EKU.
Phi Delta Theta was estab-
lished at Eastern in 1969. The
official colors are argent and
azure and the flower is the white
carnation.
BOTTOM ROW: Shayne Handy, Christopher Champ, Kevin Boneta, sec; Mickey French, Treas.;,Matthew Cornwell, soc. chrni.; Kenneth Osborne
SECOND ROW: Logan Cox; Deron Thompson; Paul Hester; Gary Burlingame; Kenny Dedic; Drew Squires; Tom Bertrand; Frank Ramsdell. THIRE
ROW: Ron Sears; Jeff Falk; Chris Johnson; Chuck Miller; Lee Robinson; Jim Ray; Craif Parrish. TOP ROW: John Devney; Jay Bisping; Mark Youngii
Dan Pohlgeers; Daryl Thompson; Rob Ellington; Mike Berger; Dan Houlihan.
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PHI KAPPA TAU
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity
members participated in Greek
activities such as the Delta Zeta
Fratman Classic and Chi Omega
Olympics. These activities and
their own Phi Octoberfest help-
ed the brothers to support the
Children's Heart Foundation.
The Phi Taus received a Na-
tional Award for Fraternity Ex-
cellence, and once again were
voted Most Improved Chapter as
well as Best Pledge Class.
The fraternity's colors are
Harvard red and old gold. The
flower is a red carnation. Phi
Kappa Taus were founded at Mia-
mi University in 1906 and estab-
lished at Eastern in 1982.
BO rlOM ROW: Dr. Joseph Joiner, adviser; Dennie Galloway, sec.; Kevin Loesch, corn sec; Curtis Tucker, social chair.; Mark Roberts, pres.; Masoi
Howell, v.p.; Joe Michalak; Jim Williams, treas.; Thomas Britton, sgt.-arms. SECOND ROW: Valen Hoy; Scott Morris, Historian; Charles Bishop; Eri
Vorseth; Craig Hall; Colin Coburn; Jody Rhude; Jim Wihbrink. THIRD ROW: Brian Bishop; Taylor Erickson; Todd Rush; Michael Meek; Scott Lewis
Derek Coleman; Lionel Long; Mark Casey; Keith Wallace. TOP ROW: Mike Royer; David Stevenson; Jason Youngworth; John Swencki; Rodne\
Cossaboon; David May; Tim Brown; Stuart Scherer; JefiF Griffith; Jason Hedges; Rick Wilkerson.
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Above: Cooking out was part ol the Octobeifest
fest;\ ities.
Left: Speed without spills is the object of the game.
PHI KAPPA TAU
Hug-A-Tau was held to raise funds for the Children's
Heart Foundation.
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PHIMU
Phi Mil Sorority had a busy
year organizing events to support
their philanthropies and partici-
pating in greek functions. Phi
Mu sisters sold carnations to
raise funds for the Children's
Miracle Network. They also or-
ganized an air band contest in
which all the proceeds went to
Project Hope.
Items tor Thanksgiving food
baskets for the needy were gath-
ered during the Phi Mu rock-a-
thon.
Phi Mu was founded at Wesley-
an College in 1852 and estab-
lished at Eastern in 1972. The so-
rority's colors are rose and white.
Its flower is the enchantress
carnation.
FRONT ROW: Jill Przygocki, corn sec; Karen Howser, social chmn.; Krisie Simpson, chap.; Shannon Randolph, phi din. Donna Wiederhold, v.p.:ij
Cheryl Binion, pres.; Julie Stuard, treas.; Sandy Slider, rush chmn.; Tammie Sloan, Panhellinic delegate; Martie Whittenburg, sec; SECOND ROW:V
Shellie Steele, scholarship chmn,; Carrie Mefford; Ginny Alter; Gretchen Baumann; Lori Schialone; Tammy Napier; Satica Morgan; Susan Rehm;>j
Kyla Glasscock; Shellie Barker; Vickie Elliott; Renee Johnson; THIRD ROW: Amy Dearfield; Jamie Daniels; Meredith Parker; Tamara Tur; Katharinei
Blackburn; Michelle Dennie; Jama Hicks; Bernadette Wellman; Tonya Schoolcraft; Whitney Estes; FOURTH ROW: Melissa Beasley; Amy Sammons;
Talitha Barbian; Phyllis Janeway; Tracy Lamb; Deborah Howser; Eileen Barkel; Pamela Carter; Robin Lones; Karen Criss.
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TAU KAPPA EPSILON
The unity of Tau Kappa Ep-
silon brotherhood was displayed
in their participation in Greek
functions and phihinthrophic
support.
This special bond helped the
TKEs win the Delta Zeta Frat-
inan Classic and the scavenger
hunt. The brothers of TKE also
won first place in the Pi Phi Hoe-
down.
The TKEs were very busy this
year raising $1,350 for the Mad-
ison County Special Olympics
and $2,200 for their national phi-
lanthropy St. Jude Children's Re-
search Hospital.
The Annual TKE basketball
tourament was a success. Thirty-
three teams participated includ-
ing other fraternities, sororities,
and independents.
BOTTOM ROW: Billy Isaac; Blaine Loomer, tres.; Jeff Bennett, chap.; Ed Vegso, sec; Linda Guthier, sweetheart; Mark Johnson, pres.; Rich Cutney.
v.p.; Joseph Wilson, sgt-arms; Todd Runyon, hist.; David Jones, adv. SECOND ROW: Christi Hawkins; Trey Stephens; Scott Abney; Todd Mason;
Stephen MuUins; Jeff Serber; Tim Meyer; Brad Murphy; Scott Johnson; Kevin Llewellyn THIRD ROW: Willis Coomer; Bob Hayes; Scott Klapheke:
Sam Holbrook; Mark Hanni; Aaron Hummelgard; Ralph Thompson; Paul Lichtefeld; Brett Mann; Mary Jo Velten FOURTH ROW: Aimee Lacy:
David Shields; Michael Mullins; Tim Phelps; Gary Howell; Jessepi Tomaczywski; Antonio Delvesco; Steve Walker; Tina Reece TOP ROW: Julie
Trautwein; Robert Spalding; Greg Mason; Bret Adair; Mike Wilson; Buddy Charles; Tom Hobbs; Jason Kellner; Mark Willis; Angi Zaie
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OP: TKE brothers wait for possible pledges.
,BOVE: Scott Klapheke and Jeff Bennett recruit new members during spring rush.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
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ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
rority, in conjunction with
other organizations, sup-
ported Educational Talent
Search and Mountain Mater-
nal Health League, and
Planned Parenthood, Inc.
The sorority's community
sei"vice work included holi-
day baskets for 50 needy
families in Richmond and
door decorating for Madison
Manor.
BETA THETA PI
As owners of the Cleve-
land Job Corp. The AKA's
are helping people learn
technical skills.
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority was founded in
1908 at Howard University
as the first black sorority.
The colors are salmon pink
and apple green. The em-
blem is the rose and ivy leaf.
The tea rose is their flower.
Above; Michelle Bollinger presents a donation to
Educational Talent Search. Right: BOTTOM
ROW: Jennifer Dishman, sec; Michelle Boll-
inger, pres.; TOP ROW: Arlena McCutchen,
Dean of pledges; DeAnna Downing, treas.
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iETA THETA PI
Beta Theta Pi brought the
reeks together once again
3r the annual Beta Flag
ootball Tournament. Cap-
aring first place among fra-
ernities were the Sigma Pis
/hile the Kappa Alpha
'betas took first place
mong sororities. All pro-
eeds from the tournament
I'ent to the Beta philan-
iiropy, the American Can-
er Society.
The Betas also held their
annual Beta Basketball
Tournament. Seventy chap-
ters of Betas from across the
United States visited Eastern
to participate in this tourna-
ment.
Beta Theta Pi was founded
in 1839 at Miami University
and was installed at Eastern
in 1971. Their flower is the
rose and their colors are
pink and blue.
Beta Theta Pi pledges participate in Frat Football.
lAVMiJ&ia
80TTOM ROW: Mark Cornelison; Kevin Chamberlin; Br>an Denney, See.; Dennis Hensley, \'.P.; Michael Combs, Pres,;
Robert Bi-\ ant, Tres.; Todd Marksbem ; Joseph .\lexander; SECOND ROW: Jim .\cquavi\ a; John Crisologo; John David Long;
Perrv Goldfarb; Tim Egan; Tom Linebach; Brian Braden; Chris Lansdale; THIRD ROW: Joe Niemas; Michah Meeker; Rob
Lee; Jeff Combs; Dolph Mvers; Bret King; Jason Pieratt; Dennis Reft; John Burkhart: FOURTH ROW:Todd \ogelpohl; Scott
O'Neill; Keith Rilev; Mark Williams; Robert Manning; Earl-Ray Neal; Ian Skinner; Mike Nurley; Larry Pennington; Walter
Gornett; Michael Bickett; TOP ROW: Josh Jehn; Can Wallace; Kevin Shepard; Da\ id Brown; Larrv Chaney; Steve Cooper;
Mark Miller; James Campbell; Brett .\lfrey; Con, Dav ies; William Barkie; Jonathan .\dams; Scott Heinemeyer; Shane Doan;
Doug Creekbaum; Michael Burgess
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Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Sigma Theta worked
hard this year for their philan-
thropy, the United Negro Col-
lege Fund. Members made
Christmas baskets for the
needy of Richmond and also
gave to Wintercare, a program
that helped the needy with
their utility and heating bills.
The Deltas also had a booth
on Veneral Disease Awareness
at the Fall Festival. Members
donated to Access of the
Bluegrass, Mountain Mater-
nal, and volunteered time to
work in the Madison County
Library.
Delta Sigma Theta was es-
tablished at Eastern in 1970.
The colors -^re crimson and
cream, the flower is the Afri-
can violet, and the emblem
is the elephant.
Delta Sigma Theta presents a check to Mountain
Maternal and Educational Talent Search.
DELTA SIGMA THETA
FIRST ROW: Alecia Owens, 1st v.p.; Lisa Booker, pres.; Nycoe Adams, v.p. SECOND ROW: Michelle Overall, Ireas.:
Bonnie Davis, Record, sec. THIRD ROW: Kathryn Branch, corres. sec.
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iappa Delta Tau
Kappa Delta Tau is a service
rganization dedicated to cam-
lus and community service.
Lctivities include Special
)lympics, sponsoring a child
n the Phillipines, adopting a
pecial needs family in Rich-
nond, and visiting the Rich-
nond and area nursing homes.
Members also dedicate
themselves to campus activ-
ities and service. Each semes-
ter the chapter sponsors Sun-
shine Week, providing candy
for the students and wishing
them luck on their finals.
Kappa Delta Tau was estab-
lished at Eastern in 1963.
Their flower is the yellow rose
and the symbol is the turtle.
The sisters of KDT
promote togetherness.
f'iA'iii'tiUj'K',/,
OTTOM ROW: Lisa Napier; Amy Franklin; Rhonda Price; Susan Carl; treas.; Amy Richardson; Sandy Phelps, v.p.;
lelanie Doyle, pres.; Christine Zirkelbach; Christy Eastwood; Tina Lowery; Lisa Hash; Kim Hurd. SECOND ROW: Alice
ork; Lisa Gardner; Shannon BischofF; Elaine Parrett; Melissa Grimm; Tia Roush; Kila Scott; Stacy Lister; Melissa Dixon;
eri Baumgartner; Lea Crager; Missy Beckett; Jenny Bowman; Judy Simpson. THIRD ROW: Kathy Rasmusson; Angle
k'ise; Toni Calhoun; Valerie Wilson; Traci McGuire; Becky Adair; Greta Cropper; Kathleen Clark; Sonya King; Kim Beatty;
im Shepperd; Jackie White; Melissa Bowling; Trina Davenport; Cyndi Reusch. FOURTH ROW: Susan Kalker; Debra
'ampbell; LeAnn Musgrave; Kathleen Matthews; Mary Walter; Diana Sininger; Monica Stockdale; Susie Wilson; Michele
I'illiams; Lara Brown; Christine Combs; Cheryl Frasher; Kim Howard; Shireen Taybi. TOP ROW: Tanya Amburgey; Lisa
ahrson; Robin Isaacs; Carla Combs; Cyndi Beeler; Kim Carter; Marilyn Neil-Held; Donna Brockman; Trisha Gordon;
nita Stumpe; Lori Wilson; Lynn Rueve; Rita Clark; Jenny Cook; Jill Halcomb.
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Pi Kappa Alpha
The Phi Kappa Alpha broth-
ers participated in fraternity
and sorority events and raised
money for their own projects.
They also raised money for
the Big Brothers-Little Broth-
ers of America and Juvenile
Diabetes Association.
The Pikes were active partic-
ipants in the annual Greek
Week games. They also gath-
ered clothes for the Pi Phi
Clothes Drive and sponsored
the Dream Girl Calendar.
Chapter members participated
in the annual alumni pho-
nathon, placing third among
campus groups.
The Pikes were founded at 1
the University of Virginia in i
1868. The EKU chapter was^,
established in 1968. Garnet >
and gold are the fraternity col- 2
ors and the lily-of-the-valley is£
the fraternity flower.
Pike brothers find time for each other betweei
classes.
BOTTOM ROW: Carl Mefford; Jon Farley; Lori Linville; Rusty Strait; Brian Lindsay; Dan Thornbui-y. SECOND ROW: Nathan Lynch; Howai
Cillerpie; Mike Kinder; Arlen Butter; Mark Goodwin; Robert Walters; Bruce Baldwin. THIRD ROW: Todd Owesley; Mike County; Brian Allen; Rp
Flint; Matt Woolfolk; Jack Brewer; Randall Sparks. TOP ROW: Tom Crusenberry; Paul Phelps; Bart Osborne; Gordon Geco; Jeff Pack; Dani.
Osborne; Ben Isaac; Derik Thompson; Eric Holt; Glenn Rupard.
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vice
president Ben Robinson said
during the past five years the
fraternity has improved its im-
age 100 percent, both on and
off campus.
During Greek Week the
SAEs donated more blood then
any other fraternity. They also
donated candy to the Child De-
velopment Center last Hal-
loween.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater-
nity was founded in 1856 and
established at the University in
1973. Fraternity colors are old
gold and royal purple. The offi-
cial flower is the violet.
Mike Curtis, Dell Moore, and Rob Brown are on
hand to answer questions for potential members
during fraternity rush.
BOTTOM ROW: Marc Schildmeyer, Mark Klee, Duran Hall, treas.; Tim Genti^, 2nd v.p.; Ben Robinson, 1st v.p.: Kevin Simpson, Pete Ramsey,
Michael Raymond, Michael Curtis. SECOND ROW: John Greathouse, Jack Taylor, Ron Sichmeier, .Mike Wagner, Johnie Johnson, Kenny Karl, Jim
Sexstone, Rob Brown, Craig Halstead. THIRD ROW: Frank Coins, Mark Leisure, Joseph Conrad, Kevin Fromwiller, Walter Simpson, Jeffrey
SchrafFemberger, Joey Helton, Brian Walker. TOP ROW: Eric Smith, Dell Moore, John Conrad, Tom Bellew, Dean Studer, Jeff Tussey, John Bell.
I
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SIGMA
CHI
Sigma Chi raised $1000 for
the Cleo Wallace Center and
$670 for Cystic Fibrosis, both
increased and funded by their
annual Sigma Chi Derby.
The chapter has dedicated
itself to community service
and participation in campus
activities. Former president
Doug Martline was recipient
of the first Fealty Award, given
for outstanding dedication,
time, and effort put towards c
the Greek system. He also re--|
ceived the Sigma Chi, State of|
Kentucky Balfour award for J
outstanding dedication.
-f
Sigma Chi was established at J
Eastern in 1970. Their colors'^
are blue and old gold and the
flower is the white rose.
David Glenn promotes his fraternity as one of
excellence.
n Roc\>
—BBt ^ fmr\ •aiqno /
BOTTOM ROW: David Clenn, rush chairman; Scott Young, treasurer; Chris Michalsen, v.pres.; Charlotte HighRll
Sweetheart; Clark Griswald, pres.; Michael Mangeot; John Mills; SECOND ROW: Chuck Causey; Bill Bell; Rodne;
Aldridge; Stacey Seaton; Martha Chandler; Sandy Meade; Robert Poole; Brian Halloran; THIRD ROW: Rob Tamagni
Greg Kinney; Dennis Badger; Russell Owens; Buddy Kincaid; Tim Poole; Jeff Moe; TOP ROW: Pat Joles; Scott Hoganii
Gerry Bidsiolli; Scott Montgomery; Rob Ellis; Sean Mattingly; Lawrence Wetherby; Lance Perkins.
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SIGMA NU
Riding a bicycle all the way
to Bowling Green to deliver
the game ball for the Eastern-
Western football game was one
way the Sigma Nu Fraternity
supported the Shriner's Hospi-
tal of Lexington, one of the
fraternity's philanthropies.
Toys for Tots was a special
chapter Christmas project.
Fraternity members collected
toys for the needy children in
Richmond.
Sigma Nu Fraternity was
founded at Virginia Military
Institution in 1869 and estab-
lished at Eastern in 1970. The
colors are black, gold, and
white and the flower is the
white rose.
Coach Roy Kidd presents Sigma Nu Patrick
Hatfield with the game ball for the Eastern-
Western game.
BOTTOM ROW: Mark Spencer, pledge marshall; Brian Vanzant, treasurer; Terry Rawlins, It.
commander; Karen Criss, sweetheart; Patrick Hatfield, Eminant Commander; Don Broughton,
Alumni Representative; Alexander Brosky, Recorder. SECOND ROW: Melissa Walters; Victor Harris;
Dave Frieke; Brad Thrasher; John \V. Susco; Kevin Steelmoh; Linda Beth Gamble; THIRD ROW:
Laura Faughn; Ed Nicholson; Larry Helton; Sammy Mills; John Chaney; Mark Merriman; Donna
Lashley. TOP ROW: Sherri Lew ter; Jon Sutton; Glenn George; Robert Wilson; Chris Carter.
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THETA CHI
The Theta Chi Fraternity
held a dribble-a-thon to sup-
port Eastern's Child Devel-
opment Center.
Theta Chis were active in
Greek events, including Del-
ta Zeta Frat Man Classic and
the Pi Phi Hodown. The fra-
ternity welcomed eight new
members this year.
The chapter's goal is con-
tinued growth and the estab-
lishment of a fraternity
house. J
Theta Chi Fraternity was''
established at Eastern in"
1971. The colors are mili--^
tary red and white. TheJ
flower is the red carnation.
Mike Hall and Darren
rush week.
Haynes recruit pledges during
BOTTOM ROW: Donnie Dennis; Ches Wheeler; Carl Simpson; Greg Rinehart; Rob Mercke; Mike Fletcher; Lonnie
Dennis; Eric Welenken. SECOND ROW: Lee Kendall; Mike Cioiek; Shane Kinney; Greg Carman; Jeff Richardson;
Mike Hall; Brian Haney; Cheryl Binion. THIRD ROW: Craig Craddock; Mitch Jones; Paul Preston; Billy Phipps:
Darren Haynes; David Potts; Missy Runyon. TOP ROW: Missy Carrol; John Tapp; John Isaac; Steve Gajdik; Kelly
Dugger; Dave Waugaman; Dave King; Ken Doerr; Darin Hart; Kerry Wright.
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ZETA PHI BETA
The sisters of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority participated in several
Greek events to support the
Stork's nest, which aids unwed
mothers.
On Halloween the Zetas took
time out from their busy sched-
ules to host a party for children
residing in the Brockton apart-
ments.
The annual Step Show title was
regained by the Zetas.
The sorority's colors are royal
blue and white. The official flow-
er is the white rose.
^
BOTTOM ROW: Cassandra Hatcher; Monice Co\ ington, v.p. SECOND ROW:
Regina Vaughn, sec./tres.; Lisa Ogburn, pres.; TOP ROW: Rosetla Brim; Anita
Rowe.
PHI BETA SIGMA
The Phi Beta Sigmas helped
Richmond's elderly this year by
renovating and rebuilding their
homes. The brothers raised $900
for Muscular Dystrophy Associa-
tion, S.A.M. (Sigmas Against
Muscular Dystrophy), United
Way, United Negro College
Fund, and Winter Help.
Phi Beta Sigma was founded in
1914 at Howard University and
established at Eastern in 1977.
The Sigmas sponsor a calendar
girl contest and have been step
show champions for the past four
years.
i
BOTTOM ROW: Robert Andrews; Vince Scott, v.p.; Myron Guyton, pres.; David
Lacey, 2nd v.p. SECOND ROW: Randy Bohler; E.W. Weathers; Billy Fleming;
Michael Cadore. THIRD ROW: Milton Sledge; Tim Lester; Marcus Moses; James
Collier; Wayne Pointer.
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OMEGA PSI PHI
The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
teamed up with four other Greek
organizations to raise funds for
Mountain Maternal and other lo-
cal and regional service agencies.
The Omega Psi Phis sponsor
Halloween and Easter parties for
the needy children of Richmond.
Omega Psi Phi supports the
United Way and the United Ne-
gro College Fund. The official
colors are royal purple and old
gold. The flower is the budding
red rose.
BOTTOM ROW: Ed Walden, recorder; Roger Malone, pres.; Everett Givens, vice pres.; Kevin
Edwards, Chaplin; SECOND ROW: John Adams; Dejuan Nash; Dewayne Haley, soc. chair.
THIRD ROW: Tony Berry; Orlanda Blackburn; Antonio White; Jock Stigall.
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Above: The Greek Family.
Left: A special section of The University Bookstore sells Greek paraphernalia.
Photo by C. Woodson

PEOPLE
SENIORS
AKINS, VEROMCE Florence, KY
ALLEN, NfARTI V. Somenel, KY
ALTMAN, JIM H. Fikeville, KY
ATKINS, TODD L.AWSON Lexington. KY
BAIRD, DONNA Louis\iIle, KY
BAKER, PAMELA 0. \ iper, KY
BALES, APRIL L. Somerset KY
BARBER, LINCOLN Delta, KY
BARNETT BENJAMIN J. Somerset, KY'
BAl'ER, THOMAS M. Ghent, KY
BAXTER, ELLEN I Bui-gin, KY
BISIC, DANIEL R. Ft. Thomas, KY
BLAIR, MORRIS W. Sandy Honk, KY
BREEDING. AMY J. Sterhns, KY
BRITTAIN, CLINTON E. Corbin, KY
BRIMEIELD, APRIL M. Richmond, KY
BRYANT DA\ ID E. Cecilia, KY
BRYANT LORREN M. W'illiamsbui-g, KY
BRYANT THERESA ANN Cincinnati, OH
Bl'MGARDNER, ALICIA L. Somerset, KY
Bl RTON. SHARON K. Partridge, KY
CARDM ELL, BETH Forest Park, OH
CARL, Sl'SAN G. Versailles, KY
CASSITV, KELLY A. Richmond, KY
CHAMPION, VICKI Hopkinsville, KY
CH.\NSLER, PRISCILLA M. Richmond, KY
CHIRICHINCO, JOANNA M. Louissille, KY
COBB, TERRI L. Loyall, KY
COLE, REBECCA A. Bern KY
CORNETT, GINA RENEE Beatysille, KY
COTTONGIM, JAMES H. Frankfort KY
COTTONCIM, KAREN London, KY
COYER, JOHN ROBERT Richmond, KY
CRAWFORD, KARLA J. Science Hill, KY
CROVVFORD, LANA H. Somerset, KY
DARCY, STEPHEN C. Arlington, Hts., IL
DAVIDSON, JANE M. Paris, KY
DAVIS, KIMBERLY CAROL Louisville, KY
DAYTON, Sl'SAN K. Mainville, OH
DELVER, LISA R. Beaty ville, KY
DINGUS, SAMUEL Jenkins, KY
DURR, CALVIN W. Lexington, KY
EAGLE, DEBRA Loyall, KY
EAST DAVVNA Nicholalville, KY
ECTON, MELISSA ANN Winchester, KY
ELDRIDGE, SHERRY L. Lexington. KY
ELLIOTT, PEGGY Science Hill, KY
ELY, MARK S. Benham, KY
ENDERS, CAROL J. Richmond, KY
ENGLE, DW IGHT Corbin, KY
FALK, JEFF Fairfield, OH
FRALEY, LISA L. Richmond, KY
GASTON, NANCY Louisville, KY
GEMMER, PETER A. Ft. Wayne, IN
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SENIORS
GEB M I), LOIS Iniiif, KY
CIBSON. I'AM .Morganfieid. KY
CODBV. USA SoniersL-t. KY
COOf 11, \ ICKI I.. Richmond. KY
GOBDON, MICHAEL D. Benton. K1
CBOGAN, KATHLEEN L. Cincinnati. OH
GBLBB, EI.OBA SAMANTIIA In inc. KY
HALL. KIMBERLV ANN Cumberland. KY
HALL, \IK KEY L. Slcnip. KY
H U(I)V, ANTHONY W. In inc. KY
lUBMON, LIS\ ANN Junction Cit>. K\
HABT, TIMOTHY R. Bcllc^uc. Kl
HATFIELD, JANELLE Pine\illc. KY
HAY DONNA S. Masvillc, KY
HAYES. JILIE ANN Louis\illc, KY
HAYWOOD. CLETA Richmond, KY
HESTER. PHILIP JOHN Florence, KY
HICKS. MABILYN E. Frankfort, KY
HICNITE. TONDA R. Ann\illc, KY
HOEFINGHOFF. SCHELLI Mitchell, KY
HOLMAN. BELINDA Parksville. KY
HOBN. DON R. In inc. KY
HOI RIGAN. GEORGANE Springfield. KY
IIO\V\RD, MICHAEL E. Ann\il!e. KY
HI BEARD. MITZI Barbounille. KY
HLTSON, CATHERINE J. C>nthiana. KY
ISAACS, ROBIN A. MiddletoMn, OH
1 UIES. EARL C. Le\inet(ni. KY
JANEWAY, PHYLLIS A. Richmond. KY
JARMAN. MARSHALL T Harrodsbur);. KY
J.U;aR.WNE, KRISHAN Colombo, Sri-Lanka
JENKINS. LISA M. Partridge. KY
JOHNSON, BLANCHE B. Brodhead. KY
JOHNSON. ERIC K. Louis\illc. KY
JONES. ALAN T Greensbui-g. KY
JONES. JEFF London, KY
JORDAN. MABY BETH Lexington. KY
KIDD, BILLY E. Stearns, KY
LINK. JOHN KEVIN La Grange. KY
LONG, SISAN C. Columbia. KY
M.\CRANE. JENNIFER P. Morehead. KY
MALONE, TIM Louisville. KY
MANAIGH, STEPHEN K. Madison . IN
MASHBIRN, CYNTHIA M. Madisonsille. KY
MEALY. MARGARET A. Bradfordss ille. KY
MEECE. BENNY GERALD Nancs. KY
MERBITT. ST.YCEY AISTIN Greenfield. KY
MITCHELL, LAl'RA F. Richmond. KY
MONSKY, HOLLIE Louissille. KY
Ml DD. JO ANN- Louissille, KY
MI RPHY KAREN F. Richmond, KY
NANOS. SI ZANNE Richmond. KY
NELSON. MARGARET -Alexandria. KY
NEWMAN. BEVEBLY Richmond.
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KY
SENIORS
NUNN, KENNETH C.
PARKERSON, MICHELLE
PATTERSON. PANELA
PEARSON, RONALD
PHELPS. CAROL DENISE
PHELPS, THELMA D.
PHILPOT, BRUN
PINKSTON, C. DENNIS
POLSTON, GEORGE A. JR.
POWELL, MELANIE E
PROITV, GREGORY DENNIS
RAWLING. TERRY
RICE. G. MIKE
RICHMOND. WILLIAM R.
ROBINSON. KAREN
ROBINSON. W. MICHAEL
ROW LAND. BARRY CARL
RUSH, MARGARET B.
S.\TTEBLY, ERIC T.
SGHLAFKE. TAMMY K.
SERBER. JEEFERY T
SHEPARD. LISA H.
SHEPPERD, KIMBERLY R.
SIAW. FRANCIS
SIDDIQCL WALEED
SIMMERMAN, JULIE D.
SIMPSON. GLENN
SIZEMORE. KAREN
SMILEY, CYNTHIA M.
SMITH, BRIAN N.
SMITH, MARGIE
SMITH. SANDRA G.
SNEED, SHEILA
STAPF, KAREN M.
STOCKTON. ANGELA DEE
STRATTON, DONNA R.
STILL, LAIRA H.
SWEENEY, TERRI LYNN
TAYLOR, BARBARA D.
TAYLOR, LINDA L.
THOMAS, DAVID M.
THO.MAS, JACQUELINE G.
THORNBURY, DAN
TRIBBLE, LEE ANNE
VEGSO, EDWARD A.
W.\CNER, JENNIFER
WALKER-BURDEN, JADA
WALLS, CHARLES K
WARNDORF, MICHELLE M.
WARNKE, B. CHRISTINA
WEST, TANY^ A.
WHEELER, MELISSA LYNN
WHITELY, NANCY LARAE
WHITTEN, LINDA M.
Louisville, KY
Hnidhtad, KY
Middlesbui-R, KY
HaiTod.'ibui'g. KY
Louis\'iIle. KY
Somerset, KY
London, KY
Springfield, KY
Cumberland, KY
Y'osemite. KY
Nonvich, OH
C^restwood, KY
Richmond, KY
Louisville, KY
Richmond. KY
Richmond, KY
\olga, KY
Lancaster, KY
Richnumd, KY
Munfordville, KY
Versailles, KY
Dayton, OH
Science Hill, KY
Costa Mesa, CA
Liberty, KY
Ashland, KY
Louisville, KY
Bearbranch, KY
Cynthiana, KY
Maysville, KY
Barbouniile, KY
London, KY
Waynesburg, KY
Hamilton, OH
Albany KY
Bichmond, KY
Mt. Sterling. KY
Winchester. KY
Somerset, KY
Richmond. KY
Waddy, KY
Bullington, KY
Pikeville, KY
Richmond, KY
Ashland, KY
Kettering, OH
Cynthiana, KY
Winchester, KY
Hebron, KY
Hurgin, KY
Blanchester, OH
Frankfort, KY
Frankfort, KY
Prestoiiburg, KY
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U ILI.IAMS, LISA A. Lijuisvilk*, KY
U Ill.IAMS. LYNDA C. Falmoulh. KY
UII.IIAMSON, I IBBY Pikt^illt. KY
WILSON, KE\ IN K. Ovfurd, OH
WILSON, Ki:\ IN L. PiiispL-cl. KY
M ORLLV, KIM L, SuniLMsct, KY
VOING, FAYEn E M. London, KY
ZWAIILEN, \IAHY Stanford, KY
.\BELL, I.ORI Lebanon, KY
ABERNATHY KAREN NL Florence, KY
ACKER. DANIEL J, Louis%ille, K^
ADAMS, JAMES A. Richmond, KY
ADAMS, MICHAEL W. Rkllniond, KY
ADAMS. ST.VCEY R. Richmond, KY'
ADKINS, M.WI S. Brodhcad. KY
AKERS, \ ERA Sidney. KY
ALDRIDGE, BARBARA ]. Bagdad, KY
ALDRIDGE, ROBERT \. ShelbjAille, KY
ALEXANDER. JAQl'ELINE M. Warsaw, KY
ALEXANDER, JEFFREY D. A.shland, KY
ALEXANDER, MICHELLE Ashland. KY
ALLEN. D.WN J. Manchester. KY
ALLEN PAMELA JANE Taylor Mill. KY
ALLEN, SANDRA D. Bcrea, KY
ALLEN, SHAWN C. Manchester, KY
AMBIRCY', RODNEY C. Oregonia, OH
ANDERS, Jl DY K.\Y Keasy, KY
ANDERSON, FREDA G, llarnidsbui-g, KY
ANDERSON, C.ULA Whitley City, KY
ANDERSON, JAMES C, Corbin, KY
ANDERSON, THERESA Paris, KY
ANDREWS, ROBERT L. .Mansfield, KY
ANKENY C.WHY A. Cynthiana, KY
ANTHONY, CATHERINE A. Hyden, KY
ATCHER, DA\ ID M. Radcliff, KY
BABBAGH. NADIA B, Richmond, KY'
BADGER, DENNIS L, Louisville, KY
BAILEY, J.ACK Lexington. KY
BAKER, CONNIE S. Fairfield. OH
BAKER, JOY M. Hyden, KY
BALL, TONYA K, Whitley City, KY
BALLINGER, NANCY J. Richmond, KY
BANKS, CONNIE JEAN Van Cleve KY
BANKS, JEFFREY G, Frankfort, KY
BARKER, K.\THY L, Richmond. KY
BARLOW; WENDY L, Somerset. KY
BARNES, CARRIE LEE \\estport. KY
BARNETT, TAM.MY LOU Saylerssillc. KY
BARON, JULIE Louissille. KY
BARRETT, BILLIE J, London. KY
B.WES, HUNTER Williamsburg, KY
BEASLEY, BUDDY L. Harrodsburg, KY
BEASLEY WILLIAM T Harrodsburg, KY
BECLEY, STEPHEN Bcattiville, KY
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BELCHER, MISSY
BELL, LISA Um
BELLAMY, KELLE
BELLEW, MELISSA
BERTHOLD, DUDLEY II
BLAINE, JOSEPH
BLAIR, ANGELA
BLAIR, JEFF
BLAIR, ROBIN S.
BLAKE, JULIE A.
BLAKENEY PAMELA K.
BOARD, SHERRY L.
BOLLINGER, MICHELLE
BOLTON, BETH J.
BONAR, CYNTHIA A.
BORDERS, EVELYN D.
BORDERS, LISA M.
BOWLING, DESSIE T
BOWLING, MICHAEL W.
BOWMAN, EVEUN A.
BRADLEY, K.\THLEEN M.
BRENNAN, MARY E.
BRENNAN, i'HOMAS R.
BROSKY, JO I.
BROWDER, SCOTT
BROWN, BRENDA LEE
BROWN, CHERYL
BRUCE, KEVIN W.
BRUMMET, MELANIE D.
BRYANT, REBECCA J.
BRKNT ROBERT R.
BUCK, RETHA M.
BUIS, ROBIN
BURCH, SARAH BETH
BURCHETT. KIMBERLY
BURDEN, REBECCA
BURDICK, LINDA L.
BURGIN, CAROLYN R.
BUSH, GRETCHEN
BUTLER, TODD
CALHOUN, Ky\THERINE
CAMPBELL, ANNA M.
CAMPBELL, TAMMY MARIE
CAMPBELL, RHONDA L.
CARLEY DEBORAH
CAKNAHAN, JILL E.
CAROLIN, ROBERT L.
CARR, HENRIETTA A.
Elkhom, KY
Louisville, KT
Gate City, VA
Argillite, KY
Richmond, KY
Lexington, KY
Allen, KY
Blackey, KY
Independence, KY
New Albany, IN
Louisville, KY
Richmond, KY
Florissant, MO
Lancaster, KY
Erlanger, KY
Versailles, KY
Springfield, KY
Hvden, KY
London, KY
Louisville, KY
Radcliff, KY
Frankfort, KY
Frankfort, KY
Richmond, KY
Richmond, KY
Ashland, KY
Frestonsburg, KY
Lexington, KY
Bronston, KY
Calvin, KY
Williamsburg, KY
Harrodsburg, KY
Yosemite, KY
Ashland, KY
Winchester, KY
Paris, KY
Perkasite, PA
London, KY
Louisville, KY
Ashland, KY
Okeana, OH
Madisonville, KY
Hazard, KY
Fall Rock, KY
Verona, NY
Manchester, KY
Mt. Sterling, KY
London, KY
.£i
t^f^.
.,<«*^,
fm
CARTER, KIMBERLY M.
CASEY MARK W.
CASH, CHARLES
CASH, CYNTHIA L.
CATALAND, TONY
CATRON, MELISSA JO
Eubank, KY
Lawrenceburg, KY
Brodhead, KY
Mt. Vernon, KY
Elizabetbtown, KY
Stamping Ground, KY
246 People
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C.U'DILL, AMY Blackev, KY
CAIDILL, LISA D. Evarts, KY
CHANDLER, MARTHA LEA Elizabtthtown, KY
CHARLESTON. JODV K. Luuis\illi', KY'
( HH.DERS, LINDA M. Rc\c-id, KY
CIIRISTOPHERSON, K.ANDRA Hazard, KY
CLARK, JEFFREY E. Somerset, KY
CXARK, K.4THLEEN A. Independence, KY
CLATWORTIIY, COLDIE Mt. Olivet, KY
CLAYTON, CAROL L. Cvnthiana, KY
CLOISE, PATRICK L. Barbounille, KY
COCHRAN, CYRENA Liberty, KY
COFFEY, KIMBERLY D. Monlicello, KY
COLE. CARRIE C. Richmond, KY
COLE, DEBBIE D. Harrodsburg, KY
COLE, RACHEL Booneville, KY
COLEMAN, SHARON LOIS Louisville, KY
COLLINS, BOBBY Hoffman, NC
COLLINS, BRIAN L. London, KY
COLLINS, CAROL LOUSE Owensburg, KY
CONFIDES, K.\REN LEIGH Lexington, KY
COOPER, SHANNON .A. Winchester. KY
CORNETT, BARRY N. Comettsville, KY
CORNETT, DELISA Hallie, KY
COX, FR.\NCIS S. Lexington, KY
C0.\, LOGAN K. Anchorage, KY
CRAIG, ROBIN M. Corbin, KY
CR.WFORD, JERRY S. JR. Richmond, KY
CREAMER, MICHELLE Shelb^ ville, KY
CREECH, LISA Lynch, KY
CREECH, MARK E. Lexington, KY
CRISOLOGO. JOHN P Richmond, KY
CROPPER, GRETA LYNN Maysx ille, KY
CROSS, RENEE C. Somerset, KY
CROWE, JEANNE Winchester, KT
CIMMINS, JEROME Middleburg, KY
Explorer's Club sets up a booth at Fall
Festival to provide information for in-
terested students.
People 247
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CUMMINS, MELAME
CUNNINGHAM, MELISSA
CURRY, GREGORY J.
DAILEY, McKINLEY B.
DAMICO, CATHY L.
DANTZLER, SHRAN K.
DA\'IS, BONNIE W,
DAVIS, CARRIE A.
DAVIS, ELIZABETH E.
DAWSON, DEBORAH E.
DAY, TAMMY J.
DEMLINC, KIMBERLY D.
DENNEY, R BRIAN
DENNY, LISA ].
DINOIA, JENNIFER H.
DIAMOND. CYNTHIA
DOBSON, BOBBIN
DORMNG, DENISE K.
DOWNEY, FREIDA LYNN
DOWNING, DEANNA G.
DOYLE, MELANIE C.
DRISKELL, TODD
DUMSTORF, JULIE K.
DUNCAN, TEDDY A.
DURHAM, TAMMY LYNN
EADES, TERESA A.
EASTERLING, SHARON
EDDRINGTON, OLIVIA C.
EDDY, DELLA
EDWARDS, LAURA K.
ELLIOTT, JACKIE
ELLIOTT, JAMIE L.
ELMORE, SUSAN
ELY, WILLIAM C.
ENGLAND, JODI D.
EVANS, DONALD W.
EVANS, GLADYS M.
EVERSOLE, ALEXIX
EVERSOLE, DARREN
FELDMAN, SANDRA K.
FELTY, AMY DAWN
FERGUSON, DAMON A.
FISHER, MYRON DUANE
FITZGERALD, LORI L.
FLEMMINC, BILLY JOE
FLETCHER, MICHAEL S.
FLICK, MARY B.
FLOWERS, WILLIAMS
FOSTER, MARK
FRANKLIN, AMY
FREEZE, KELLIE ANNETTE
FREEZE, KIMBERLEY ANNE
FRICKE, PAUL K.
FRUTH, ROBERT
N'eiona, KY
\'ancebui"g, KY
L()uis\ille, KY'
Lancaster, KY'
Kettering, OH
Radclifi, KY
Richmond, KY
Louis\ilIe, KY
Richmond, KY
Cynthiana, KY
Smilax, KY
Louis\ilIe, KY'
Somerset, KY
Middlesboro, KY
Richmond, KY
Science Hill, KY
Hazard, KY
Ft. Wright, KY
Lexington, KY
Columbia, MD
Cynthiana, KY
Louisville, KY'
Louisville, KY
Pilgrara, KY
East Berustadt, KY
Shelbyville, KY
Mt. Sterling. KY
Lexington, KY
Williara.sburg, KY
Richmond, KY
Grayson, KY
London, KY
Somerset, KY
Corbin, KY
Ashland, KY
Lexington, KY
London, KY
London, KY
Jenkins, KY
Booneville, KY
Cincinnati, OH
Grayson, KY'
Ownesboro, KY
Talcum, KY
Lexington, KY
Neon, KY
Williamson, WV
Albany, KY
Alexander, IL
Clarkson, KY
Louisville, KY
Louisville, KY
Knoxville, TN
Lexington, KY
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'M^m
I
mv\UN. i.oi \N\i; ( Mithiaiiii, KY
KROMUIII.KR, MAIN Davisdii, MI
1 icvii:. DiioKis Ui'llinslim, KY
(aniiiR. JIM R. Ciirbin. KY
(.Al.I.OWAV, MELISSA PailridKi-, KY
GANTT, MICHAEL A. Ni-« BIcicmifii-ld, PA
C \RR, KIMBERLV S. Li'\iii!il"ii. KY
(.\RI\IAN, REW MICHELLE Ecviiimdii. KY'
cvvrRic;irLjE\\NE Li)uis\illL-. KY
C.IBBS. JENNIFER L, Campion. OH
(.IDIEV, SIIERRV Ciirbiii. KY
CILBERT. M VRk A. RithnKiiul, KY
CILL, KEITH Lexington. KY
CILLEM. ru LA C. Ashland. KY
CINCER. SIIEREE Shtlbvsilk-. KY
CIIDEUEI.I. M. (IIRIS (;anipbt'Ils\illL*. KY
COI.DON. PATRICK CL'oi-g(.-to\s n. KY'
COODE. KEIT.V S. Frankfort, KY
GOODIN. TERRY A. Austin, IN
GOODWIN, TVMMV LANE Richmond, KY
GORDON. CARMEN. G. Benton, KY'
GRABEEL. \ONIA L. Eubank, KY
f.RACEY. SARV LYNN Ilishland Mee., TX
GRAHAM. SARAH Lexington, KY
GRAY, peg(;y D. Mancheter, KY
GREENE. SHERRI Richnio[ld. KY
greenwell. siiwvn marie Lebanon. KY
GREER. JANIE L(U)d(ni, KY
GREER. TAMALA S. Baid-stown, KY
GRIDER, RENEEJ. Russell Spfts., KY
GRONOWSKI. JLDITH Ashland, KV
hac;g. stewabi r. Louisxille, KY
IIAAKE. JEKE S. TaslorMili, KY
HACKER KARLENE C. Manchester, KY
HACKER. MAROVETTA Manchester, KY
HAGAN. KAREN Bardstoun, KY'
HALE. PA.MELA SEE Liberty, KY
HALEY. PAMELA K.VYE Lancaster, OH
HALL. DOLORES ANN New Haven, KY
HALL.J1U. In inc. KY
HALL. LEONARD R. \\inchester, KY
HALL MARY LYNN Richmond, KY
HALL. MKTIAEL R. Slemp KY
HALL. SEZANN \\*hitesbui"g, KY
HALL. TAMMY L. Hager Hill. KY
HAMBLY SEE ANN Radcliff. KY
HAMILTON, JAMES A, Berea. KY
HAMILTON, KRISTI Richmond, KY
HAMMI, KE\ IN Mt. Y'ernon. KY'
HANLMONS, SESAN C. Hazard, KY
HAMMONS, BOB Winchester, KY
HARDIN, JANET Guston, KY
HARDY, STE\ EN C. Irvine, KY
\MLLIA.MS, DORIS C. London, KY
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HARLOV\, WILLIAM CARL Inint', KV
HARRIS, JILIE ANN Louisville, KY
HARRIS, TOW D. Coibin, KY
HARRISON. SALLY LYNN Lo>all, KY
HARSH, BRETT Miinonniihfiii, P\
HART, BOBBY L. Ouini;s\ille. KY
HARVEY, LOIS A. Richmond. KY
HASH, LISA M. Sdnifiset, KY
HASHINSKI, ANDY F;iirlifld. OH
HALTER, KARIN J. RussflKille, KY
HEAD, SERENA A. Bard\t()\iii, KY
HEATHERLY LORI A. Columbiiiria, \L
HEBEL, RANDALL PAUL RichiiKind, KY
HELTON, RANDY Russell, KY
HENDERSON, KAREN Lancaster, KY
HENDRICHS, JONNA A. Richmond. KY
HENSLEY ELAINE Riihniiind. KY
HERNDON, EDW INA London. KY
H1BBS,JIDYA. Stanton, KY
HISLOPE. JOE D. Nancy, KY
HISLOPE, TERESA M. \anc\, KY
HO.\CLAND, MARY BETH Canipbellsville, KY
HODGES, TR.\CY R. Rich. KY
HOFF, CHERI L. Hano\er. ?\
HOFFMAN, STEVEN Springboro, OH
HOGAN, SCOTT C. Troy. OH
HOLBROOK, BETH A. West Libeity, KY
HOLTZCLAW, RITA Morrow, OH
HON, BARRY Florence, IN
HOOK, CHRISTOPHER .\I. S. Shore, KY
HOPEWELL, DONNA Winchester. KY
HORN, ELIZABETH R. Richmond, KY
HOI SER, DEBBIE Columbus. OH
HOWARD, JENA Brandenburg, KY
HOWARD, TAMMI S. Livingston, KY
HOYING, DEBORAH D. West Inion, OH
HUDDLESTON, GEORGE M. Greensburg, KY
HUDSON, PAULA DESHANNON Berea, KY
HUCUELY, ANGELINA M. Richmond, KY
HUNKEMOELLER, GAIL G. Ft. Mitchell, KY
HUNTER, SCOTTY VV. Mousie, KY
ISAAC, WILLIA.\I Cynthia, KY
ISAACS, DARLA JEAN Petersbui-g, KY
ISAACS, ROGER G. Winchester, KY
JACKSON, ROSE ANNE Waco, KY
J.^CKSON, TRACIE LYNN Alexandria, KY
JACOBS, BRET C. Lexington, KY
JACOBY, BETH Kettering, OH
JENKINS, JILL Lexington. KY
JENKINC, TAMMY LYNN Jenkins, KY
JENKINS, LESA LINN Richmond, KY
JOHNS, FRAN E Richmond. KY
JOHNSON, BRUCE N, Danville. KY
JOHNSON, EARLE JR. Lexington. KY
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JOHNSON. KIMBERI.Y A. llaterhill. OH
JOHNSON, MARII RENEE Geoi-getow 11. KY
JOHNSON, NELLIE K Thflnia, KY
JOHNSON, WILL Emmalfiia, KY
JONES. ELLA J. CiMir^ctovMi, KY
JONES, JENNIEER K. BeiL-a. KY
JONES. LISA JO Londtin, KY
JONES. M1KI Prestonsburs, KY
JONES, RLDV J. Creeii'ibuiTi, KY
JONES, TERRI S. Easl Barnsladi, KY
JONES. TIMOTHY NL Corbin, KY
JONES. \ INCENT C. Winchfslcr. KY
JLRCENS, TIMOTHY F, Fort Thomas, KY
JIS\AR, SHOSHONA MARIE N. Tonawanda. NY
KARL, KENNY Louissillf. KY
KAl KMAN, DEA.NNE S. Lawi-enceburg, KY
KAl, THO.MAS Versailk-i, KY
KE.WINC, .MISHA Ai\N Lancaster, OH
KEITH, J. ASHLEY RicllrlKind, KY
KELLER, LAURA E. Louissillc. KY
KELLY, DANIELLE Mt. \'eriion, KY
KI.NELSKI. LORI A. Richmond. KY'
KING-WOODS, .MADONNA Hazard, KY
KING, CAMMIE Bardstown. KY
KIN, L. CAROLE Liberty. KY
KING, LAIRA L. Falmouth. KY
KISER, TIMOTHY D. Koiia, KY
KLEIS. PATRICK W. Trcmont Cily, OH
K.NORLOCK. BETH E. Shelbyville. KY
KORZENIEWSKl, DENA L. Lorton, \A
KOTOICH, ALLISON Baden, PA
KIHNAPFEL. SHERRIE L. Somerset, KY
KIPPER, JOSEPH \. Richmond, KY
Kl RTZ. MICHAEL R. Brookville, KY
LAFFERTY. TR.\CEY Florence, KY'
LAKES. SHERRY Richmond. KY
LAMB. HEATHER L. Bardstown. KY
LAMBERS.JEAN Union. KY
LAMKIN, SHERRIE E. Richmond. KY
LARKIN. LARIA A. Louisville. KY
LASM ELL. KELLY M. Morrow. OH
LAWSON. CHERNELL W'illiamsburg, KY
L.rn SON, KAREN C. London, KY
L.W SON, THERESA Stanton, KY
LAWSON. TINA .Miracle, KY
LEAR. JOE D. Richmond, KY
LE.WHERS. TERRY Lexington, KY
IFF, CLARISSA .\NN Wallins, KY
LEE, MICHAEL 0. Middlesboro, KY
LEE. SAMMY R. Manchester, KY
LEE. \ lOLET J. Cincinnati, OH
LEIGH. ROGER K. Liberty, KY
LESZGZYNSKL LOUISE Richmond, KY
LEWIS, SUZANNE Stanford, KY
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LIMI, SYL\ ESTER Richniuiid. KY
LINDSAl. BBIAN Gulnai-e. KY
LINK, KATHIE R. Lexington. KY
LINTON. ROBIN D. B;n-dsto\\n, KY
LIVERS, TMICIIFI IF Richmond. KY
LOCIC\RD MARLA CHRYSEIS Hazel Green, KY
LOCKER, DW'ID D. Fiankftnl. KY
LOCKANE. SI SAN CAROL Frankfort, KY
LOGAN. MYRA K. Lexington. KY
LI K.\NO\, STEFAN R Richmond. KY
LI NDV, Dl RAN A. Heidiick. KY
LINDY, DIRENDA A. Heidrick. KY
LUTTERBIE, TRISHA Richmond. KY
Ll'TTRELL, CHRISTIA SE.MON Ferguson, KY
LYTTLE, PAl I, D. Manchester, KY'
MABRY. MKTIAEL J. Lebanon, KY
MACKENS. DENISE Miami, FL
M.\CLALN. STE\ EN T Smithdeld, KY
MADARIS, BRIGID Cincinnati, OH
MADDEN. JAMES Kes West, FL
MADDO.\. KIMBERLY J. Pleasures ille, KY
.MANN. MELISSA Mayssille, KY
MA.NNING, SHANE West Liberts, KY
MANNING, TOMI LYNN Richmond, KY'
MARCHAL, ANNETTE J. Dayton, KY
MARCUM, KIM Grethel, KV
MARINE JENNIFER L. Elizabethtossn, KY
MARSHALL, PAMELA MARIE Nicholassille, KY
MARTIN. DARRIN L. Corbin, KY'
MARTIN. MARY E. (LISA) Y'ersailles, KY
MARTIN. TRACY R. Ekron, KY
MARYE. ANITA L. Whitney Point, NY
MASON, KAREN L. Stearns, KY
MASSEY, EDDIE Richmond, KY
MASSIE, ROBERT R Richmond, VA
MASTERS, JENNIFER Crab Orchard, KY
MASTERSON, LISA Springfield, KY
M.^TTHEWS, FAITH D. Louisville, KY
M.ATTINGLY. LYNETTE Lebanon, KY'
M.tfFIELD. LYNN Englessood, OH
M.tfHORN. TODD Edgarton, W'V
M.tfS, LANA D. Inine, KY
MAZE, MICHELLE C. Carlisle, KY
MCCARTHY, STACY L. Eminence, KY
MCCOMIS, KIMBERLY A. Ashland, KY
MCCORMICK, CHARLES K. California, KY
MCCOY. DANIEL F. Radcliff, KY
MCDERMOTT, ROBIN M. Louisville, KY
MCGEORGE. JANET L. Pineville, KY
MCINTOSH. E\'ELYN Rousseay, KY
MCINTYRE. AMY J. \'ine Grove, KY
MCKINNEY, DEBORAH L. London, KY
MCKINNEY, MICHAEL L. Richmond. KY
MCQUEEN, KELLEY Irvine, KY
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MEADE, SANDRA E. Winchester. KY
MEISSNEK. Jl LIE 1. Romeo, KY
MEKREIT MICHAEL E. Beacon, NY
METCAI.K BILI.VV. In ine, KY
MEYER, DA\ ID T. Louisville, KY
MIKESELL, MOLLY L. Union, OH
MIl.AGROS, Cllll II. Richniond. KY
MILES, ROBERT Corbin. KY
MILICH, ALEISHA A. FranLforl, KY
MILLER, AMANDA Flatwoods, KY
MILLER, CHRISTINA Hinnar, KY
MILLER, CHICK Springfield, OH
MILLS, CHARLES A. Pincville, KY
MIMS, DA\ ID A. Lancasler, PA
MINKS, BETH ANN Hazard, KY
MINTON, WANDA London, KY
MOBLEY, MARY T London, KY
MOGCE. DONNA L. Paris. KY
MONTGOMERY, SCOTT Stanford, KY
MONTGOMERY STEPHANIE Lancaster, KY
MOORE, KATHLEEN Downers Grove, IE
MOORE. LECILLE S. Inine, KY
MOORE. \ ONDA KAY Corbin, KY
MORGAN. CHRISTINA J. Dunbar, W \
MORGAN, ST.^CY M. Richmond, KY
MORRIS, KARI Berea, KY
MORRIS, SCOTT A. Richmond, KY
MORTARA. LAIRA ANN Nicholassiile. KY
MOSES, PAl LA ANN Lexington, KY
MOSLEY. REBECCA Nashville, IN
MOSLEY, ROBERT D. Cincinnati. OH
Ml LBERRY GAYLE Corbin. KY
Ml LLINS, ARMINTA \ersailies, KY
MIRPHY ROBERT DAVID Franklin. OH
NAPIER, LANA J.\Y Richmond, KY
NAPIER, LISA C. Charlottesville, IN
NELTNER. DIANE Ft. Thomas, KY
NICHOLS, JENNIFERS. Harrodsburj;. KY
NIEHAl S, LISA C. Cincinnati. OH
NOLAND, A.MY Inine. KY
NUAGBO. TONIA C. Richmond, KY'
OGBl RN, LISA C. Louisville, KY
OGGER. Jl'LIE E. Lexington, KY
0\ ERBECK. ROBERT D. II Elsmere, KY
OWENS. DEBORAH \. Winchester. KY
OWENS, JAMES D. Waco. KY
PACE. DONNA GAIL Winchester, KY
P.\CK, MELANIE D. Catlcetsburg, KY
PALMER, JENNIFER LYNN Irxine, KY
PASLEY. CONNIE E. Mt. Sterling, KY
PAl L. DAWN Louisville, KY
PEARSON, TAM.MY Ghent, KY
PECORARO, Jl LIE A. Lexington. KY
PERDl E. CHRISTOPHER Science Hill, KY
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PEBHY, DALE A. Raynesburg, KY
PHELPS, SANDRA L. Somerset, KY
PHILLIPS, ANGELA DAWN Richmond, KY
PHHXIPS, ELAINE Richmond, KY
PIERCE, DAVID T. Campbellsville, kT
POPE, K.ATHY M. London, KY'
POTTER, JUUE Um Littlestown, PA
POWELL, DELINDA G. Clay City, KY
PR.ArER, MICHAEL K. Harlan, KY
PRICE, TERRY L. Shelbyville, KT
PRICE, RHONDA J. Liberty, KTf
PRUm, MICKIE LEA Broadhead, KT
PUCKETT, TERRI Richmond, KY
PllLUAM, STEPHEN H. Lexington, KY
PmCELL, SALLY K. Stamping Ground, KY
PYLES, THOMAS E. Monticello, KT
QUENSENBERRY, BECKY L. Mt. Washington, KT
QUENSENBERRY, ERIC J. Mt. Washington, KT
QUERRY, CHRISTOPHER L. Corbin, KY
RAILY, CAROLE R. Covington, KY
RALEIGH, JOAN E. Coldiron, KT
RAMSEY, BRENDA Richmond, KY
RASMUSSON, K.WHRYN G. Richmond, KY
RAFLIFF, MAUSSA K. South Shore, KT
RATLIFF, STAGEY R. Richmond, KT
REDWINE, ROBIN Paris, KY
REED, DEBRA K. London, KY
REED, PAMELA J. Liberty, KY
RENNER, TERESSA LYNN Lexington, KY
REUSCH, CYNDI A. Covington, KY
REYNOLDS, MELANIE A. Crab Orchard, KY
RICE, YVETTE B. Richmond, KY
RICHARD, ST^CIE DANIELLE CbapHn, KT
RICHARDSON, AMY LANE Somerset, KY
RICHARDSON, JEFFREY W. Campbellsville, KY
RIGGS, DANA L. Loretto, KY
RILEY, ROBIN ANGELA Greenup, KY
RISNER, DARRELL B. Mt. Sterling, KY
RISTER, MICHAEL L. Garrett, KY
RITCHIE, LORRIE J. Ekron, KY
ROARK, CYNTHIA RAE Vine Grove, KT
ROBERTS, CHRISTOPHER Hillsboro, OH
ROBERTS, CHRISTOPHER T Harrodsburg, KY
ROBERTS, TAMMY SUE Corbin, KY
ROBERTSON, JILL R. Russell Springs, KY
RORINSON, DEBORAH M. London, KY
RODDY, K.WHRYN S. Williamson, KY
ROGERS, JERRY TODD Richmond, KY
ROGERS, RUBY SONJA Winchester, Kf
ROSE, HMBERIY Prestonsburg, KY
ROSE, PAUL D. Irvine, KY
ROSE, SHANDRA R. Richmond, KY
ROSH, SUSAN Erianger, KY
ROSS, CYNTHIA Russell Springs, KY
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ROSS, BODNEY K.
ROISE, DENISE C.
ROl'SEY, JENNIFER M.
ROVICHAl'X, AARON DAVID
ROWLAND, HARLESS
ROYDSON, BRIDGET
RISH, CONNIE
RISH, RHONDA
SALISBURY, GINA
SANTIAGO, WILLIAM J.
SAWYERS, TILLIO A.
SCHAEFER, CHERI
SCHELL, MIKE P.
SCHEPER, JENNIFER E.
SCHILDER, KRISTEN
SCHILDMEYER, STEPHANE M.
SCHLOSSER, ANGELA C.
SCHOENGA, DAVID K.
SCHORZ, TESS
SCOTT, FIBY ANN
SCOTT, KIMBERLY K.
SCOTT, LISA RENEE
SCOTT, TAMMY S.
SEEVVER, BETH A.
SENGER, KIMBERLY A.
SHARP CYNTHIA ANN
SHARP JONATHAN
SHEARER, JOHNNA E.
SHEMWELL, CYNTHIA
SHEPHERD, SHANNON R.
SHOEMAKER, BARRY L.
SILVERS, STEVEN G.
SIMKINS, PATRICIA R.
SIMPSON, JUDY A.
Cincinnati, OH
Cincinnati, OH
Liberty, KY
Louisiana, KY
Richmond, KY
Science Hill, KY
London, KY
Oxford, OH
Martin, KY
Boca Raton, FL
Corbin, KY
Crestwood, KY
Lawrenceburg, KY
Edgewood, KY
Subbury, OH
Florence. KY
Ft. Thomas. KY
Richmond, KY
Richmond, KY
Corbin, KY
Versaille, IN
Pinsonfork, KY
Lynch, KY
Louisville, KY
Bellevue, KY
Nicholasville, KY
Danville, KY
Quincy, IN
Benton, KY
Richmond, KY
Somerset, KY
Eaton, OH
Berea, KY
Somerset, KY
-^XS-
Umbrellas keep students dry as they
travel to classes.
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SINGLETON, LESHA RAE Mt. N'ernon, KY
SIZEMORE, LESLIE M. Manchester, KY
SLIDER, SANDRA C. Loui!,\ilIe, KY
SLONE, BRIAN L. Richmond, KY
SLUSHER, JOHN T. Walhiis, KY
SMITH, ANGELA H. Rocehind, KY
SMITH, JENNIFER M. Nicholasville, KY
SMITH, NANCY Yoseniite, KY
SMITH, REBECCA South Shore, KY
SNHTH, TERESA L. Corbin, KY
SNELL, \ALARIE KAJ' Yoseniite, KY
SPANCLER, DORIS J. Corbin, KY
SPARKS, ALICE A. Lexington, KY
SPITZ, CHERYL ANN Normal, IL
SQITRES, JOSEPH P Louis\iIle. KY
STAMPER, CYNTHIA C. Beattyiille, KV
STANLEY, LAIRA MAE Cincinnati, OH
STANSBIRY, JENNIFER JO Fern Creek, KY
STEPHENS, DAVID Clevc, OH
STEPHENS, JOANNA L. Richmond, KY
STEPHENS, JONI M. Richmond, KY
STEPHENS, MICHELE A, Hucysville, KY
STEPHENS, SISAN M. Whitle\ Cit\, KY
STEPHENS, CARALYN J. Wildie, KY
STEWART TIMOTHY L. Campbellsburg, KY
STIDHAM, SHANNON Winchester, KY
STIKES, ROBERT Louis\ille, KY
STOCKER, VALERIE P Frankfort, KY
STOCKS, ROBERT A III Binghamton, NY
STOCKTON, ST.VCY A. Albany, KY
STURGILL, SHEILA Paintsville, KY
SULLIVAN, ELIZABETH A. Louisville, KY
SULLIVAN, KRISTIN M. London, KY
SUM\IER\TLLE, DAWN R. Harrodsburg, KY
SWATZYNA, ROBERT M. Frankfort, KY
SYNCH, WILLIAM E. Erie, PA
TATUM, K.AREN LEE Allenwood, NJ
TAILOR, CHARLES W. Somerset, KY'
TAYLOR, CINDY K. Independence, KY
TAYLOR, RODNEY Richmond, KY
TAYLOR, TONYA D. Crab Orchard, KY
TECK, EDWARD J. JR. Lexington, KY
TENNILL, SUSAN L. Louisville, KY
THOMAS, MARK D. Mt, Olivet, KY
THOMAS, PAM Louisville, KY
THRASHER, LISA A, Albany, KY
TILLMAN, KATHERINE E. Jackson, TN
TINGLE, TRACY R. Campbellsburg, KY
TIPTON, MELISSA D. Eminence, KY
TODD, GEORGIA Lancaster, KY
TODD, SUSAN MARISSA Richmond, KY
TOLSON, ETHAN G, Rogers, KY
TRUE, AUDREY L. Liberty, KY
TURNER, MARY AILEEN Nicholasville, KY
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Tl'RNER, SICEL Booneville, KY
IHL, HEIDI LOBl Franklin, OH
ITCHIRCH, KELLY Albany, KY
VINCENT, KIM Owin&wille, KY
\AN HOOSE, TAMMY B. Painlsville, KY
\ ERDOW, STEPHEN J. Lancaster, OH
VANHOOSE, JIMMY D. Painlsville, KY
VANLANDINCHAM, JEFFREY Falmouth, KY
VANHOOSE, JENNIFER D. Painlsville, KY
\ ETTER, DEANDRA I. Louisville, KY
VAN HOLLE, PAIL Cincinnati, OH
WALKER, CRYSTAL Lexington, KY
WALKER, MELISSA Hazard, KY
WALL, RECINA K.«' Winchester. KY
WALLACE, DA\TD A. Russell, KY
WAI.I.EN, JAMIE L. McDowell, KY
WALTON. MELIS,SA Charleston, W\
WVRI), KIMBERI.Y Louisa, KY
WARNER, JODY R. Georgetown, KY
WARNER, RICKY D. Richmond, KY
WEBB, CRECORY I.. Han-odsburg, KY
W EBB, MARSHA L. Dan^ille, KY
W LESTER, THOMAS L. Florence, KY
W ELENKEN, ERIC Prospect, KY
W ELLS, KIMBERI.Y M. Wadds, KY
W ELLS, MITZI L. Richmond. KV
W ELLS, RACINA L. West \anlear. KY
WEST DIANA R. Rushville, OH
W EST EDWARD W. Rumse\, KV
WEST, LALRA R. Blanchester, OH
WEST MICHAEL J. Paris, KY
WHITAKER, DIANE I'nion. OH
W HITE, BARRY LYNN Liberh, KY
W HITE, CATHY Richmond, KY
WHITE, DONNA J. Manchester. KY
W HITE, KIM E. Bemstadt, KY
WHITE, ROBERT Gahanna, OH
WHITE, SHANN Corhin, KY
W HITE, TINA Somerset, KY
W HITE, \ ICKY L. Pevvee \alley. KY
W HITEHOLSE, DA\ ID H. Georgetown, KY
W ICKERSHAM, MARK K. Richmond, KY
WIESE, DAVID Lexington, KY
WILLIAMS, BRENDA S. Stanford. KY
WILLIAMS, DONNA C. Annville, KY
H II.LIAMS, KEVIN N. Radcliff, KY
WILLIAMS, PHILLIP B. Isonvilel, KY
WILLIAMS, RHONDA E Flat Lick, KY
WILLIAMS, TEONTA L. Hazard, KY
WILLIS, ANDREW Berea, KY
WILMOT MATTHEW Bloomington, IL
W ILSON, CHRISTINE Morehead, KY
W ILSON, DA\ ID C. New Castle, KY
WILSON. KAREN N. Springfield. OH
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WILSON. RODNEY
WINSCHER, ENriLV J.
WISE, PANfELA K.
WISE. TAMMY DENISE
W ITT. SHERRIE L.
WOLF. MICHELEANN
WOLFORD. ERIC ALLAN
WOOLFOLK. BARBARA J.
WORLEY. TAMI J.
W REN. JOY
WRIGHT. CHETLAND ROY
WRIGHT, DEANNA
WRIGHT, MUFFET
YEARY. TIMOTHY L.
YORK. ALICE
YORK. MONA Q.
YOUNG. DONNA R.
YOl'NC, LEE
Boone\ilIe. KY
Florence. KY
NW Canton. OH
Ra\enna. KY
Jeffei".son\ ilie. KY
Richmond. KY
Russell Springs. KY
Louisville. KY
Erlanger. KY
Richmond. KY
Middlelon. OH
West Inion. OH
Pewee \'al!e\. KY
Winchester. KY
Albany. KY
Richmond. KY'
Mt. Vernon. KY
East Bernstadt. KY
ZECK, SALLY J.
Z!RKELB.«;H. CHRISTINE L
SIMPSON. MELINDA LEE
SINGLETON, DANA K.
258 People
Sitting on a bench
outside the Wal-
lace building,
Becky Cochran, a
nursing student
from Danville re-
views her notes.
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AARON. SANDRA
AKERS, WESLEY J.
ALBRINCK, SANDY M.
ALCORN, SANDRA
ALEXANDER, REX
ALLEN, ROBIN RENE
ALLEN, SHARON
AMBl'RCEY, DOIC
ANDERSON, DARLAY.
ANDERSON, JEFFREY S.
ARCHER, .\HCI1ELLE
BAILEY, KEVIN DALE
BAILEY, MARGARET E,
BAII.IFE C. B.
BAKER, CARLA ANTIONE
BARKER, JILIE A.
BARNES, ANGELA C.
BARRETT, JOE
BATES, BETH ANN
BAIM, MARY M.
BAIMAN, CHRISTOPHER A.
BAl'MANN, PATRICIA LEE
BEAMS, BAPTISTA A.
BEATTY, KIM
BECK, LESLEY ANN
BELLAMY, JEFFREY R
BELLM, BRAD
BENNETT, CAROL A.
BENTON, MARY R.
BERTRAND, THOMAS A.
BILEY, DOIG
BINTON, CHERYL A.
BIRCH, KIMBERLY ANN
BLAIR, MICHELLE
BLANCHET KAREN MARIE
BLANDFORD, JOE
BLANTON, BENNY DALE
BLEVINS, PAl LA J.
BODDEN, LEE
BOEING, MINDY R.
BOSAW, LOl ANN
BOWEN, KIMBERLY
BOWERS, DEBRA
BOW LINC, KIM
BOWLING, MELISSA P.
BOWMAN, SAMANTHA
BRANHAM, MATILDA
BRINSON. DORINDA
Byrdstown. T\
Sdnora. KY
Edgtnvood. KY
Harrodsburg, KY'
Richmond, KY
Monticello. KY
Manchester, KY
Taylorsiille, KY
Lexington, KY
Harrodsbut^, KY
Ft. Oglethoi-pc. CA
Bonnieville, KY
Louisville, KY
Somerset, KY
Brodhead, KY
Taylorssille, KY
Richmond, KY
Richmond. KY
Richmond. KY
Louisville. KY
Louisville. KY
Ft. Thomas. KY
Magnolia. KY
Florence. KY
Cynthiana. KY
Lexington, KY
.Alexandria, KY
Brandenburg. KY
Walton, KY
Brandenburg. KY
Pikeville, KY
Olixe Hill, KY
Louisx ille. KY
L'irgie, KY'
Florence, KY
Lebanon, KY
Mt. N'ernon, KY
Mt. \'ernon, KY
Blue .\sh. OH
Foster. KY
Madison. IN
Demossville, KY
Somerset, KY
Ricetown, KY
Cumberland. KY
Beattysille. KY
Prestonsburg, KY
Ferguson, KY
BROOKS, SYLVIA Hardburly, KY
BRl'NER, KAREN Lancaster, KY
BRY\NT SABRA L. Wallins, KY
Bl'CG, BEDA K.tt'E Lebanon, KY
Bl'MGARDINER, TAMARA LYNN Somerset, KY
BURDETT, MICHELLE L. Cincinnati, OH
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Bl RDINE, LINDA SUE Somerset, KY
BIRGHER, RYAN Cla> Cih. KV
BIRRIS, ANGELA DAWN Butfalci, KY
Bl'RTON, DEANNA Stanford, KV
CAMPBELL, TRACIE Hazard, KY
CAR.NLAN, DARREN Brandenbuifi, KV
CARMICLE, DLXIE Richmond, KY
CAROLl JOHN M. V\est Chestei", OH
CARPENTER. ROBERT B. C'OMngtoii, KV
CARRIER, CRAIG K. Waynesbui-g, KY
CASE, NL\RINA LARA! Ra\enna, KY
CASTANIS, JOHN L. Frankfort, KV
CATRON, TINA Waynesbui-g, KY
CAUDILL, JEFF S, StaSfordsville, KY
CAI'DILL, ROBERT Lexington, KV
CA\E, TANYA BETH Campbell>\ille, KV
chaney; melisa l. Inine, KV
CHANSLER, TERESA MAE Kings Mountain, KV
CHEEK, ROSEMARY Lexington, KV
CLARK, CYNTHIA J. Liberts, KV
CLARK, DEREK W. Fairfield, Oil
CLARK, GREG Lebanon, KV
CLARK, Jl'LIE A, Butler, KV
CLARK, MICHELE Carlisle, KY
COBB, E. TERRELL Richmond, KY
COCHRAN, DAWN Danville, KY
COLE, ANGELIA M. Beattyiille, KY
COLEMAN, CHARLES A. Harrodsburg, KV
COLEMAN, DANIEL Harrodsburg, KV
COLEMAN, MARK M. Lexington, KY
COLEMAN, SHARON LOIS Louisville, KY
COLLINS, PAULA R. Stui-gis, KV
COMBS, BECKI L. Simpsonville, KV
COMBS, PHYLLIS MARIE Blufflon, IN
COMBS, SANDRA UNN Manchester, KV
CORDIER, J. MICHELE Nicholassille, KY
COUCH, H. ANTHONY Big Creek, KY
COX, LILLIE M. Mckee, KV
COX, MAIE L. Mt. Vernon, KY
CRAIG, BARBARA Corbin, KV
CRAIGER, JACKIE L. Partridge, KV
CRANK, MARY* Catlettsburg, KY
CUNNINGHAM, LYNN Somerset, KY
CURD, NEETA GAIL Corbin, KY
DABNEY, SUSAN Richmond, KY
DANIELS, SONYA Lejunior, KY
DARST, KIMBERLY Louisville, KY
DAVIS, KRISTEN Cincinnati, OH
DAVIS, REBECCA Libert,, KY
DEARINC, KELLEY Wallingford, KV
DEWITT, LINDA E Eminence, KY
DIXON, LAURA Ashland, KV
DOTSON, LEANN Prestonsburg, KY
DOYLE, CARRY A. Maysville, KY
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DIN( \N, AMllON^ Taylor Mill, KY
Dl RSi, KIBSTIiN 1.. Kctleiini;, Oil
Kl. KINS, SIS \\ RENEE Spiingrield. KY
El. 1, 101 1, BRYAN K. Coibin. KY
i:i.l.l()n, REBECXAJO Stanfdrd, KY
E\ WS. ROBERT Eiail,, KY
E\ANS. TATE 0. Louis%illc', KY'
EARMER. MELISSA JEAN Raywitk, KY
EARMER. PAMELA Kin(;^^ilU', KY
FELDNUN, JENNIFER LouiMillf. KV
FELTNER, MARY Hvdi-n, KY
BI.K KICER. LESLIE Lnnditii. KY
ELI ECGE, STACY L. Fiankfoil, KY
FRAI.EY. THERESA L. Winchester, KY
FRYMAN. LESLIE H. Cynthiaua, KY
Fl l.NER, ERIC \0\ Louis\ille, KY
(.ABBABI), JOND\ k. Richmond, KY
CATTERDA.M, MONICA R. I^uis\ille, KY'
CILLII.ANU, REBECCA Freeburn, KY'
GLASS, BETSY E. Nicholas! illc, kY
GREEN, CYNTHIA KAY Sheperdi\ille, KY
CBEEN. KAl MARGARET Frankfort. KY
GREEN, LANEEN Sal\isa, KY
GREEN, RKTIARI) Fairfield, OH
GREER, JEANNE Somerset, KY
GRIMM, CHRISTINE Bellevue, KY
GITER.MITH.JILLL, Fairdale, KY
HACER, TYCIIEA Lexington, KY
HALL. DA\ ID A, Irvine, KY
HALL, FONDA West Point, KY
HALL, VERNON Eubank, KY
HAMILTON, KAREN Stan>ille, KY
HA.MPTON, DEMSE S. Cosington, KV
HARDIN, JA.MES Lebanon, KY
HARMON, LEME Liberty, KV
HARRINGTON, SCOTT U. Louisville, KV
HARVEY, LESLIE R. Danville. KV
HA« KINS, YALONDA R, Louisville, KY
HAY, MICHAEL E, Nicholasville, KV
HEIM, NANCY SEE Lexington, KY
HENSLEY, D.W ID Loyall. KY
HICKS, JAMA LOl Olive Hill, KY
HILL, SARAH Richmond, KY
HOLNSHELL, NIK HELLE Winchester. KY
HOI RIGAN, DEBRA L. Campbellsville, KY
HECHES, PHIL Louisville, KV
HINTER, ROBERT
lU NTER, SHAWN
HI Bl, DIN Somerset, KV
JARRELLS,JASONA. Richmond. KV
JENKINS, KRISTI New Boston, OH
JENKINS, NICKEV Richmond, KY
JETT, DONNIE Jackson, KY
JOHNSON, LEO Ironton, OH
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K,Ai, KAREN Colleae Park, GA
KEATON. KIMBERLY Mariha, KY
KECK, JOHN Corbin, KY
KEEL. CINDY Corbin. KY
KELLY, DANA Louisville, KY
KELLY, JAMES Richmond, KY
KELLY, PAMELA Richniiind, KY
KENDALL, LA« RENCE C\iithiaiia, KY
KEY SISAN Danville, KY
KIERNAN, KELLY ANNE Cape Neddick, ME
KING, RISSELL E. Pa\ne\ille, KY
KINNEY ROBBERT Latonia, KY
KINZER, RIBY RENEE Allen, KY
KLOPP, DEBRA Mallie, KY
KNAVER, MICHELE Ft. Thomas. KY
KNOTT, DIANA NL\RIE Ovvensboro. KY
KOOGLER, TIMOTHY Ihden. KY
LADD, LISA Ciomona. KY
LAFFERTY MARSHA A. Prestonsburfi, KY
LAGE, MARCIA Rio De Janeiro, Braz
LAMB, DENISE Lancaster, KY
LAICHERTY RONALD Somerset, KY
LEOPOLD, W ILLIAM Bellevue, KY
LESTER, RONALD Martin. KY
LEWIS, SONY\ Summersville, KY
LISTER, STACY Danville, KY
LITER, THERESA C. Milton KY
LOl'DY KIMBERLY D. Hazard, KY
LOVING, BRIDGETT A. Shelbyville, KY
LUCAS, O.MER Flamoulh, KY
Ll'PO. CYNDI Ne» Oxford, PA
MADDEN, JAMES Amburgey, KY
MALLOY LISA A. Mechanicsville, VA
.MASTERS, TIM Richmond, KY
NUTTINGLY STEPHANIE Lebanon, KY
MAIPIN, AMY Richmond. KY
MA.XFIELD, RICHARD Cincinnati, OH
MCDONALD, MARK \V. Ashland, KY
MCELFRESH, TAMARA C. Butler, KY
MCKEEHAN, COURTNEY Manchester, KY
MCKENNEY LAURA Edgeweed, KY
MCKINNEY CHRISTINA Hyden, KY
MCNABOE, STEPHANIE Cincinnati, OH
MCPHERSON, K.AREN Lexington, KY
MEADE, CYNTHIA Richmond, KY
MEFFORD, CARL Stamping Ground, KY
MEIHAUS, GINA Floi-ence, KY
MERCER, LAURIE Frankfort, KY
MILLER, DALE Sexton Creek, KY
MILLER, D.WID L. Dice, KY
MILLER. JOSEPH S. Richmond, KY
MILLER, KIMBERLY R. Hazard, KY
.MILLER, MICHAEL E. Richmond, KY
MITCHELL, DAVA Flatwoods, KY
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MirCHEIJ.JlI.L Louisville. KY
MORGAN, KEN Richmond. KY
MORRIS, MELISSA B. Hardinsburg, KY
MINCY, PAMELA ANNE Hazard, KY
Ml RDRAK, PAIL A. Cynthiana, KY
Ml RRAV, K.WHLEEN Richmond. KY
NAEFE, KELLEV E. Birmingham, AL
NEELEY, CIIARLENA London. KY
NEWSOME, ERIC Campbt'Msville, KY
NOLAN, CHERYL Lawrenceburg. KY
NORRIS. KAREN Loretto, KY
NOBTHCl TT, CYNTHIA Goshen, KY
ODANIEL, SEAN A. Lebanon, KY
OBRIEN, MARTA LEE Huddy, KY
OLI\ ER, BRANDY Y Berea. KY
ORBERSON, JOHNNY I'. CampbeMsville. KY
OSBORNE. KELLI A. Florence, KY
PADGETT, TAMMY \Vaynes\ille, KY
PARRETT, JENNIFER Annville, KY
PARRISH, TRIDY Paris, KY
PAYNE, CHRISTINA M. Louisville, KY
PENNINGTON, CHRIS T. Corbin, KY
PEOPLES, STEWART T Lexington, KY
PERRY, SHERRY J. Campton, KY
PEYTON, TIM E. Dayton. OH
POINTER, SIIERRI A. Louisville, KY
PONDER, K.WHY M. Liberty, KY
PRICE, CYNTHIA L. Libert)', KY
PVGH, DANA Falmouth, KY
PURKS, JAMES R. Kinston, NC
QITNN, LISA Edgewood, KY
RAWLINCS, PAl'LA Harrodsburg, KY
READ, MARYANN Hopkinsville, KY
REED, Jl LIE ANN Irvine, KY
REYNOLDS, STEPHANIE Crab Orchard, KY
RICE, JAMES E. Campbellsville, KY
RICCS, NANCY Raceland, KY
ROBERTS, SANDY Mt. Vernon, KY
ROGERS, JEFFREY Salvisa, KY
ROGERS, MARILYN Jackson, KY
ROSE, TERRI Irvine, KY
RUSSELL, LISA Harrodsburg, KY
SALLEE, SUSAN B. Harrodsburg KY
SAMPLES, CYNTHIA LYNN Irvine, KY
SAMS, TAMMY R. Richmond, KY
SAMS, TOMMY R. Mt. Sterling, KY
SAILOR, CAROL Richmond, KY
SCOTT, NATALIE Offutt, KY
SELLERS, ROSE Hazard, KY
SHEPERD, WANDA WILSON Baxter, KY
SHEPHERD, SAMANTHA Hyden, KY
SHEWMAKER, TERRI RENEE Bardstown, KY
SIZEMORE, DEANNA L. Richmond, KY
SKINNER, DODRE Winchester, KY
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SLAYTON, TRAGI Louisville, KY
SLONE, BUDDI Wavnesburg. KY
SMALLEY, DAVID Louisville. KY
SMEAD, JIXIE Crescent Springs, KY
SMITH, ANGELA Corbin. KY
SMITH, DJUANA S. Williamson, KY
SMITH, JODI DfNNE Lancaster, OH
SMITH, MARDEE Radcliff. KY
SMITH, ROBIN Nicholasville, KY
SMITH, SHERRI LYNN Welbarton, KY
SNIDER, BETH Richmond, KY
SPAETH, ANGELA Owenton, KY
SPENCER, DIANA Lexington, KY
SPINA, CATHY Lexington, KY
STAMPER, MARTHA Beattyvilie. KY
STANSBERRY, JENNIFER Whitesburg, KY
STAPP, MELODY Hopkinsville, KY
STATON, DIANA Owingsville, KY
STEWART, JODIE Lynch, KY
STIGALL, JENNIFER Danville. KY
STONE, JAMES Winchester, KY
STONE, JEANNICE Manchester, KY
STONE, KIMBERLY Berrs, KY
STRACK, AMY Lexington, KY
STRONG, MYRA Lexington, KY
STROOP, JANICE Flat Lick, KY
STULL, SHAUN Richmond, KY
SUMMERS, CRAIG Lihertv, KY
SUTTLES, STEVEN Owingsville, KY
SUZANNI. CAROLE Findlay, OH
The concrete wall outside the library is
a great place to study and enjoy the
beautiful weather.
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SWINNEY, SEAN London, KY
TACKETT, LAVONDA J. Pikeville. KY
TANNER, DA\ INA Covington, KY
TAYLOR, TROY Brodhead, KY
TAILOR, WENDY Danville, KY
THOMAS, JAMIE Irvine, KY
THOMAS, STEPHANIE Scottsburg, IN
THOMASON, TRACY J. Cave City, KY
THOMPSON, TERESA A. Manchester, KY
THOMS, BRLAN E. Lexington, KY'
TILLETT, LORl ANN Richmond, KY
TOWNSEND, JAMES Winchester, KY
TRLAX, TODD C. Louisville, KY
TUDOR, LISA Richmond, KY
TIDOR, REBECCA Magon, GA
Tl'RNER, LESLEY Newport, KY
TURNER, SHERRY Booneville, KY
TURNER, SHERRY ANN
VANZANT, BRIAN K. Richmond, KY
VARNEY, JAMES Harlan, KY
VICE, LIESSELL A. Beaver Dam, KY
WALTER, MARY BETH Ashland, KY
WAY', MELISSA Richmond, KY
WEDDLE, PAULA FAYE Libert), KY
WESSELMAN, KKISTA Middletown, OH
WESTEREFIELD, MARY Livermore, KY
WETR, MIKE Jeffersonutlley, IN
W KITE, KAREN Louisville, KY
WHITE, SHONDA S. Bonnyman, KY
WTLHELM, CHERRI ANN Gray, KY
WILKINSON, BRIDGET A. Stanford, KY
WILLIAMSON, KIM Belfn, KY
WILLS, ANGELA Lexington, KY
WILLS. JULIA Carlisle, KY
WILSON, CHARLES Woodbine, KY
WILSON, RUTH DENISE Brandenburg, KY
WILSON, SUSAN L. Somerset, KY
WILSON, VALERIE ROSE Somerset, KY
WITT, JENNIFER Louisville. KY
WONG, RAYMOND Bahru, Malaysia
WRIGHT BOBBIE Conslantine, KY
WRIGHT EDWINA Neon, KY
WRIGHT KATHY Georgetown, KY
WRIGHT MICHELLE Jenkins, KY
WRIGHT PATHERSA L. Louisville. KY
WRIGHT WANDA Fikevllle, KY
Y\DEN, DARREN Stanford, KY
Y\DON, JODY Louisville, KY
ZIANNO, JOSEPH West Chester, OH
ZIX, MICHELLE Crestwood, KY
ZOLIA, SARAH T Campton, KY
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ADAMS, ESTELLA Richmond, KY
ALLEN, CHERRIE Salyersxille, KY
ALLEN. FRANCELIA Dunn% ille, KY
ALLEN. ROBERT Brandenburg, KY
ARANAS, EILEEN Warfield, KY
BAKER. CAROL London, KY
BARKER, SHELLIE Pearl, MS
BENTLEY. KELLI Freeburn, KY
BIRD, CHRISTOPHER Corbin, KY
BLACKBl'RN, SCOTT Cincinnati, OH
BLAIR, KENNETH Winchester, KY
BLANKENSHIP, LISA Thelma, KY
BOND, AUDREY Sanders, KY
BOOKER, ALICIA Lousiville, KY
BOWENS, MARY Staffordsviile, KY
BRASSINE, K,AREN Elizabethtown, KY
BREWER, BILLIE Beatt>'ville, KY
BROCKMAN, DONNA Campbellsville, KY
BROWN, CINDY Albany, KY
BROWN, DENTSE Louisville, KY
BRYANT KELLY Lexington, KY
BRYANT, MICHAEL VVallins, KY
Bl'NNEL, SHANNON Munford-sville, KY
Bl'RDETTE, REBECCA Mt. Vernon. KY
BURGESS, MICHAEL Radcliff, KY
BURKE, ANGELA Loretto, KY
CALBERT, LAWRENCE Atlanta, CA
CALLISON. PHILLIP Campbellsville, KY
CAMPBELL, STEPHANIE Nippa, KY
CASH, NETZA Broadhead. KY
CECCONI, JULIE Springfield, KY
CLARK. KRISTEN Louisville, KY
COLEMAN. SUSAN Louisville, KY
COLLIER, JAMES Newport, KY
COLLINS, JENNY Irvin, KY
COLLINS, JESSICA Eubank, KY
CONNORS, PAUL Richmond. KY
CONRAD, JENNIFER Lexington, KY
COOK, SALLY Lawrenceburg, KY
COX, DARIEEN Richmond, KY'
COZART. AMY Sparta, KY
CRAIG, KIMBERLY Jeffersonville, KY
CRASE, AMY Charlestown, IN
CROMER. KRISTY Grayson, KY
CROW. AMY JO Union, KY
CRUMP. KEVIN Alexandria. VA
DAMRON, SHERI Whitesburg, KY
DAVENPORT, TRINA Union, KY
DAVISON, JOHNNETTA Louisville, KY
DAVIS, GEORGE Clinton, KY
DAY, ELIZABETH Kenvir, KY
DEARBORN, DAVID Frankfort, KY
DEJARNETTE, DAWN Pleasure Ridge, KY
DENNEY, TAMMY Alpha, KY
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DEZARN, ROBIN Corinth, KY
DIU.ION, CEORGE Libcrlv, KY
DODSON. DEANNA Mnnticfllo. KY
DODSON, KIMBERLY Louisvilk-, KY
DIKFEE, TERESA RichiiHind. KY
DIRBIN, DAPHNE Batavia, OH
Dl \AI 1., AMY Slanfnrd, KY
EDWARDS, lORRIE Parlcsvilk-, KY
EHRIG.JIDI BrockpiHl, NY
EM.IOTT, MIC:HELLE Rnckholds. KY
ENGLAND, JAMES Stanfurd, KY
ESTES, WHITNEY Winchester. KY
FAHRSON, LISA Ashland, KY
FEGENBISIL JENNIFER Waddy. KY
FLEMING, CINDY Richmond. KY
FOSTER, STACY Harrodsburs, KT
FOVTS. STEPHANIE London, KY
FRANCIS, SONIA Middleton, OH
FRAZIER, STEPHANIE Richmond, KY'
FREDRICK, CYNTHIA Stanford, KY
FRITZ, \ALORIE Jefforsonville, KY
FICATE, DERBIE Hubcr Heights, OH
GATLIFF, WILLIAM Lexington, K\
CLOVER, KEVIN Calhoun, KY
GONZALEZ, TIERA Ashland. KY
GREEN, JO ANNA South Harpswell. ME
GREEN, ROBIN Sitka. KY
GREGORY, MIKE Corbin. KY
GRIFFIN. ROBIN Dn Ridge, KY
GRLBB, DARLENE Manchester. KY
GUTH, CHRIS Cincinnati, OH
HAM, ROBIN Louisville. KY
HAMILTON, LYNN Augusta, KY
HANSON, DENNA Andover. OH
HARDIN, BRENDA Hardshell, KY
HARGIS, TR.ACIE Somerset, KY
HARNEY, RUSSELL Williamstown. KY
HARPER, P.WRICIA Richmond, KY
HARPER, PHYLLIS Brodhead, KY
HART, CHERYL Cincinnati, OH
H.WFIELD, SHELIA Richmond, KY
H.WFIELD, SONYA Hard), KY
H.^TTER, ERIC Mt. Washington. KY
HELLMANN. JENNY LYNN Erianger, KY
HENSLEY, VERONICA Danville. KY
HETTESHEIMER, HEIDI Madiera, OH
HOGLE, CHRISTY Jamestown, KY
HOLBROOK, CHARLENE Brodhead, KY
HOLDSWORTH, SCOTT \'ersailles„ KY
HOLLAND, MCKIE Jenkins. KY
HOLLID.Al, A, Gays Creek. KY
HOWARD, MEREDITH Noctor. KY
HOWARD, PATTY Salyerss ille. KY
HUDSON, STEPHEN Baxter. KY
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HUGLE, KAREN
HYDEN, CATHY
INSKO, ALANA
IRVIN, ERICK
JACKSON, JONATHAN
JACKSON, LISA
JAYNES, LADONNA
JOHNSON, DARLENE
JONES, CHERYL
JONES, KATHERINE
JONES, NAOMI
KEELY, LIVINGS
KEMPER, MARY
KESSINGER, MICHAEL
KIDD, LOIS
KILKEARY, KATHRYN
KING, SONY^
KINSELLA, K^REN
KREMER, DENINE
LAKES, REBECCA
LEE, BETH
LEEVER, JUDY
LEMASTER, RENEE
LEON, SYLVAIN
LINDSEY, CHRIS
LITTRELL, TRACY
LOGAN, JACQULE
LOVELAND, TAMMY
LOVENSHEIMER, TONM
LRMINH, PATRICK
MACK, DEANNA
MADDEN, KAREN
MAGGARD, STEPHANIE
MALONE, STEPHANIE
MALOTT, ELIZABETH
MARKSBERRY, TERRI
MASON, KIMBERLY
MASSMAN, JENNIFER
MAXEY, TAMMY
MATTOX, BOBBIE
MAY, CLAIRE
MAYNARD, MARIA
MAYNE, GEORGINA
McADAMS, ANGELA
McBRIDE, MARY
McBURNEY, CLIFF
McCHESNEY, MARGARET
McCllLLUM, GINGER
McFARLIN, VICTORIA
McGAUGHEY, PAMELA
McGEE, SUSAN
McGUIRE, TRAGI
McHALE, TINA
McQUEEN, ALISA
Burlington, KY
Barbourville, KY
Lexington, KY
Louiiville, KY
Grayson, KY
Barbounille, KY
Richmond, KY
Richmond, KY
Ludlow, KY
Waco, KY
Richmond, KY
Louisville, KY
Berea, KY
Louisville, KY
Coopersville, KY
Annapolis, MD
Union, KY
Louisville, KY
Louisville, KY
Lexington, KY
Manchester, KY
Cincinnatii, OH
Grayson, KY
Marlyle Roi, France
Harrodsburg, KY
Albany, KY
Lexington, KY
Richmond, KY
Covington, KY
Dayton, OH
Paris, KY
Amburgey, KY
Monticello, KY
Grayson, KY
Cold Spring, KY
Glencoe, KY
Lexington, KY
Cold Spring, KY
Whitesburg, KY
Cynthiana, KY
Winter Garden, KY
Lovely, KY
Richmond, KY
Vanceburg, KY
Richmond, KY
Corbin, KY
Frankfort, KY
Cincinnati, OH
Ashland, KY
Frankfort, KY
Beattyville, KY
Franklin, OH
Cincinnati, OH
Waynesburg, KY
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The Ravine is a scenic spot for photographers
MESSICK, CATHY Campbellsville, KY
METCLAFF, PAMEU Lexington, KY
MEYER, I.INDA Louisville, KY
MEYERS, PVM Middleiboro, KT
MIDDLETON, JEREL Richmond, KY
MILfiV, ANNETTE Campbellsville, KY
MIR.^CLE, SH.WN Stanford, KY
MOI.I.ETTE, DEBORAH Ashland, KY
MOORE, JODl Drv Ridge, KY
MOORE, KIMBERLY Miami, FL
MOORE, SCOTT Shelbs-ville, KY
MORGAN, ANNETTE Libert^, KY
MORGAN, SATICA Richmond, KY
MORRIS, DANNIA Nicholasville, KY
MORRISON, KIMBERLY Cincinnati, OH
MORROW, MARY Bronston, KY
MORTON, DONNA Brandenburg, KY
MORTON, SAMUEL Brandenburg, KY
Ml ELLER, SANDY Covington, KY
Ml LLINS, LELIA Cromona, KY
NEDROW, KIMBERLY
NELSON, JENNIFER
NOEL, JIXIA
F.\NZAM, GIANCARIO
PARRENT, SARAH
PAWS.Vr, SHATO
PEARCE, ANGELIQIIE
PERRY, LYNDA
PHELPS, SHEILA
PL.\TNER, Jl'UE
Richmond, KY
Somenet, KY'
Harrodsburg, KY'
Hobe Sound, FL
Frankfort, KY
Ft. Thomas, KT
S. Charleston, OH
Whitley Cit}, KY
Brodhead, KT
Richmond, KY'
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PORTER, CLAIRE
PRICE. MARLA
PRYOR, WALTER
Pl'RSIFlLL, AMY
PYBAS, NATALIE
RATLIFF, LADON
RATTEREE. JENNIFER E.
REARDON, JENNIFER
ROGER, ANDREA
ROSS, MICHELLE
RUDDER, SHERRI
RUSSELL, LORI M.
SAMMONS, AMY
S.WCHICK, CHRIS
S.AYLOR, LANNY L.
SCHIMPELER, WHITNEY
SCOTT, DEBRA
SEALSCOTT, SHELLY A.
SH.^CKLEFERD, REBECCA R.
SHEEKS, DANID
SHEETS. JEFF T
SHIELDS, LORI
SIMPSON, DAWN
SLEDGE, MILTON L.
SMITH, DONNA
SMITH, KELLY
S.MITH, \ ICKY
SNOOK, PEGGIANNA
SOLDER, TRACY ANN
SPARKS, JENNIFER
SPENCER, GLENNA
SPURR, RHONDA
STACY, \ ICKl LYNN
STAMPER, MYRA LYNN
STARK, MELODY
STEWART, JENNIFER
STIDHAM, JOSEPH
STONE, LAURIE LYNN
THOMAS, GEOFFREY A.
THOMPSON, VICKIE R.
TRIMBLE, KELLI
TR.tfLOR, PAUL
TRIPLETT, LISA A.
TOWNSEND, JAMES
TUREK, JENNIFER R.
VELTEN, MARY JO
VEST, JEANNINE RENEE
VOWELS, TAMBRA SUE
WAITS, JEANNA
WAKELAND, KATHY
WALLACE, ANGIE M.
WALLS, TAMMIE
WALTON, MILDRED
WARD, TAMI LYNN
Louisville, KY
London. KY
Louisville. KY
Middlesboro. KY
Mt. X'ernon. KY'
Lookout. KY'
Myrtle Beach. SC
Cincinnati, OH
Richmond. KY
Lancaster. KY
London, KY
Springtield, KY
S. Williamson, KY
Lagrange, KY'
Richmond, KY
Louisville, KY
Williamstown, KY
Ouincy, MI
Harlan, KY
Richmond, KY
Frankfort, KY
Barbounille. KY
Winchester, KY
Louisville, KY
Stanford, KY
Midway, KY
Manchester, KY
Bagdad, KY
Nicholasville, KY
Lexington, KY
Owingsville, KY
Bedford, KY
Paris, KY
Beattyville, KY
Bedford, KY
Richmond, KY
Hazard, KY
TaylorsviMe. KY'
Burlington, KY
Mouthcard. KY
GreensbuiTg. KY
Wurtland. KY
Ajenkins. KY
Winchester, KY
Westmont, IL
Cold Spring, KY
\'erona, KY
Pine Grove, KY
Wilmore, KY
Pikeville, KY
Louisville, KY
Indianapolis, IN
Richmond, KY
Richmond, KY
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WESLEY, CARLA
WESLEY, Jl'LlE
WETHINGTON, KIMBERLY
M HALEY, JAMES
\MlArLEY, \L\RSHA
wmTAKER, GREG
W HITE, JACKIE
w nrrEHOi SE, jeri ann
WHITTAKER, LEIGH
WILCOX, JE.NMFER
WILLIAMS, ANGELA
WILLIAMS, SANDRA
WILSON, BONME
WINN, SAMANTHA
WISELMAN, ELLEN
WOLFINBARGER, PETER
WOODS, BRIAN
WORKMAN, LESLIE
Liberty, KY
Science Hill, KY
Crittenden. KY
Richmond, KY
CampbelUville, KY
Mt. Sterling, KY
Science Hill, KY
Georgetown. KY
Richmond, KY
Ft. Thomas, KY
Louisville. KY
Cox's Creek. KY
Woodbine. KY
Brandenburg. KY
Surfside, FL
Hamilton, OH
Louisville, KY
Louisville, KY
WRAl, MICHELLE
YANDA. LAURA
YOl NG. CHRISTOPHER
YOWELL, EARLENE
ZMl'RK, REBECCA
Cold Spring, KY
Wellsville, KY
Springfield, OH
Newport, KY
Newport, KY
A Sigma Nu enjoys the weather while read-
ing the Eastern Progress.
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ADLEV, MARK Lexington, KY
ALEXANDER, MELISSA Berea, KV
ALLEN, LORIE London, KY
ALLEN, RONALD Louisville. KY
ANDERSON, THERESA Louisville. KY
ASHBV, REBECCA Smithfield, KY
BAEHL, ANN MARIE Springfield, OH
BAILY, DAISY Owingsville. KY
BALDWIN, LISA Denver, KY
BARGO. SHERI Union, KY
RENNET, KIMBERLY Gausdale, KY
BENTON, SARAH Danxille, KY
BLAND, CHRISTY Campbellsville, KY
ROGCS, SABRA Frankport, KY
BOLES, ROBERT Albany, KV
BO\\LIN, TONY Albany, KY
BREEDI.ON E, LINDA Jeffersonville, OH
RROADDl S, MICHELLE Louisville, KY
BROOKS, BETH Berea, KY
BROOKS, JENNY Williamsburg, KV
BROOKS, TAMMY Pineville. NY
BRYANT, ANGIE Danville, KY
BICHEB, LANCE Ludlow, KV
BUCK, CHRISTOPHER Cincinnati, OH
BITS, TRACI Eubank, KY
BLRT, JENNIFER Somerset, KY
BIRTON, DONNA Stanford, KY
BURTON, JENNIFER Winsor, KY
BYRD, CTIERRI Georgetown, KY
CAIN, RENEE Buckhorn, KY
CAMPBELL, RAKDELL Booneville, KY
CARROLL, CONNIE
CA\ IN, JOHN
CERNEK, CHRISTINE
CHARLES, STACEY Beaver, PA
CHILDERS, LEE ANN Hellier, KY
CLUTTERBUCK, MISS Columbia. KV
COFFEY, FRANK Monticello, KV
COFFEY, SUSAN Edmonton, KV
COLEMAN, SUSAN Harrodsburg, KY
COLLINS, RAYMOND Bulan, KY
CONN, STEPHANIE Tampa, FL
CONWAY, ANGELA Frankfort, KY
COOK, MICHELLE Lawrenceburg. KY
COWHERD, AMY Greensburg, KY
COX, ANGIE Ferguson, KY
COX, JOYCE ANN Richmond, KY
COX, LINDA Stearns, KY
COX, STEVEN Richmond, KY
COYNE, SUSAN Louisville, KY
CRIBBETT, SALLY Monroe, OH
CRAVEN, KATHERINE Covington, KY
CURRENS, CHARLIE Versailles, KY
CURTIS, TAMMY Winchester. KY
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DAI.rON. MELISSA Callellsburg, KY
DAMRON, BOBBI Winchester, KY
DAMS, LYNN Shelbyville, KY
DAMS, WENDY River, KY
DAY, BETH Inine, KY
DAY, MICHELLE Lancaster. KY
DEATON. STEVE Jackson, KY
DECKER, NL\RY Horse (;a\e, KY
DEMPSEY, KRISTA Frankfort, KY
DISNEY, ORRIS Louisville, KY
DODSON, DELYLA Mcinticello, KY
Dl NNE, BARBARA Harrodsburg, KY
Dl'RM, JENNIFER Ft. Thomas, KY
EATON, THERESA Corbin, KY
EDWARDS, LAURA Anchorage, KY
ELLIOTT REED Rockholds, KY
ELLIS, SHERRI Campbellsville, KY
FARRIS. MELODY Winchester, KY
FEGENBl'SH, JEFF Shelbyville, KY
FISHER, CASSIE Georgetown, OH
FLETCHER, CONNIE Beattvville, KY
FOSTER, LISA Somerset, KY
FREDRICKS, JEANNEAN London, KY
CABRARD, MELONY McKee. KY
Students enjoy themselves at the annual
President's Picnic.
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GILPIN, VICTOMA Stanford, KT
CORDON, SAM Ft. Wayne, IN
GRIMSLEY, MICHELLE Greenfield, OH
GROSS, DEMA Jackson, KY
HAAS, TAMMY New Richmond, OH
HACCARD, MARK Corbin, KT
HAMBLIN, BETH Ir^'ine, KY
HAMILTON, DIANA Ashland, KT
HAMM, AMY Mt. Vernon, KY
HARRIS, SANDRA Sitka, KY
HARSHMAN, PEGGY Winchester, KY
HERRON, JEANNE Campbellsville, KY
HIGHLAND, SHERRY W. Alexandria, OH
HOLMES, HOLLI Louisville, KY
HOWARD, KIM Florence, KY
HUBER, LYNNE Owlngsville, KY
JACKSON, HENRY Davenport, lA
JACKSON, VANDA Manchester, KY
JETT, KIMBERLY Jackson, KY
JEWELL, JEANNETTE Corbin, KY
JOHNSON, ALAN Louisville, KY
JOHNSON, JILL Port William, OH
JOHNSON, JILL M. Antioch, IL
JOHNSON, RENEE Sardis, KY
JONES, JEANNE Ghent, KY
JONES, KAREN Waco, KY
JUTZ, LISA Louisville, KY
HDD, TINA Beattyville, KT
KIMBLE, HOPE Falmouth, KY
KING, JONATHAN Danville, KY
KING, KAREN Payneville, KY
KING, KATHY Lancaster, KY
KING, KELLY Danville, KY
KITCHEN, ANGIE Grayson, KT
LANE, STEPHEN Bonnieville, KY
LEATHERS, DAWN Stanford, KY
LEDFORD, LISA Stanton, KY
LEE, TONIA Albany, KY
LEMONS, ANGELA Jackson, KY
LILE, COREY Horse Cave, KY
LINVILLE, WAYNE Richmond, KY
LLOYD, RICHARD Bellevue, KY
LOWISH, DAWN Cincinnati, OH
LUKANOV, ANGELA Richmond, KY
LUTTRELL, ARETHA Windsor, KY
LUTTRELL, DENISE Kenvir, KY
LYKINS, TONY Owingsville, KY
LYONS, JAMIE Ashland, KY
MANBY, RITA Middletown, KY
MANUEL, CHERYL Owingstown, KY
MARCUM, AMY London, KY
MARIHUGH, AMY Cincinnati, OH
MATTINGLY, ANITA Bardstown, KY
McCREARY, JEANNETTE Bedford, KY
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Hacky-sac is popular among many students.
MOSS, LISA K. Mooreneld, KY
MIRRAY, K.WHY Milford, OH
Ml RPHY, RENA Richmond, KY
MET2CER, K.\RA M. Louisville, KY
MILBY. ROXANN Magnolia, KY
MILBY, KELLI Greensburg, KT
MILLER, UNDA Ml. Vernon, KT
MINK, LORI Livingston, KY
MITCHELL, ELIZABETH A. Versailles, KY
MONTGOMERY, IC4REN CAMILLE Stanford, KY
MOORE. KRISTY C. Warsaw, KY
MONTGOMERY, REGINA Jeffersonville, K"Y
MORRISON, SHERRI Georgetown, KY
McLaren, slsan j. Stanford, KY
McLILMORE, KIMBERD' D.
McQlXEN, BETH
neal, amy M.
nealis, rae je.an
NEEU", DONAA C.
NETHERLANT), MARY
NORMS, P.A.M
ONEILL, JULIE A.
FELILLO, LORE
PENISTON, JANETTE
FENN, ANISSA
PERKINS, TANYA M.
Winchester,
Covington,
Harrodsburg, KY
Holton, IN
London, KY
Canipbells\ille, KY
Albany, KY
Richmond, KY'
Louisville, KY
Bedford, KY
Owenton, KY
Barditown, KY'
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PETERS, CAROLE JO Owenton, KY
PETERSON, APRIL L. Richmond, KY
PHELPS, PHOEBE Winchester, KY
PHELPS, TIFFANY Winchester, KY
POYNTER. MICHELLE Ferguson, KY
PROBl S, LAI RA Louisville, KY
PI ROOM, CARLA J. Harrodsburg, KY
QITNLAN, ROBIN Bowie, MD
RAINS, PAULA Corbin, KY
RAZOR, ALICE L. Sharpsburg, KY
REDENOl R, KEITH A. Louis\ille, KY
RICE, MELISSA F. Prestonsburg, KY
RITCHIE, ROGER Winchestei-. KY
ROBINSON, RICK London, KY
ROl'SH, TIA Lexington, KY
RUTHERFORD, ABBE MARIE Sardinia, OH
SCHALAKKE, SHEILA R. Munfordville, KY
SCHOULTZ, CINA Berea, KY
SCHR.M; KIM Cincinnati, OH
SCOTT, JENNIFER LYNN Versailles, IN
SEARS, WILLIAM E. Woodbine, KY
SEEDERS, TONY Stelbyville, KY
SEIBERT, RY\N L. Ft. Thomas, KY
SHEPARD, KELLY Corbin, KY
SHEPPERD, CLAUDETTE Somerset, KY
SHULER, RONALD Inine, KY
SIMMONS, LEE ANNE Campbellsville, KY
SIMS, SHERRIE LYNN Worthington. KY
SMITH, AMY LU Stanford, KY
SMITH. DENISE a. Willliamstown, KY
SMITH, K.AREN DEVON Hazard, KY
SPOONAMORE, HOLLY L. Danville. KY
SPURLOCK, RACHEL Pikeville, KY
STACY, ERIN Loveland, OH
STEVENS, STEVIE D. Richmond, KY
STEWART, SUSANNE Richmond, KY
STICKLEY RENAE L. .Arcanum, OH
STILES, PATTY C. Louisville, KY
STIVERS, TERESA Owenton, KY
STOVER, BARBARA Albany, KY
SUTTER, LISA Union. KY
SUTTON, LORI TYLER Frankfort, KY
TAYLOR, JANE A. Parkers Lake, KY
TAYLOR, REJEANNA B. Richmond, KY
THOMPSON, DERIK Radcliff, KY
THOMPSON, DERON A. Bellevue, KY
THOMPSON, MYRON Q. Taylorsville, KY
TIEMAN, LORI ANN Hoiton, IN
TRENT, DONNA M. Hazard, KY
TRUAX, JULIE A. Jeffersontown, KY
TURNER, TRACY Springboro, OH
TUSSEY, DEANA M. Richmond, KY
VITITOE, RACHEL L. St. Paris, OH
WAITS, TERRI Waddy, KY
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WALSH, JOANNA Richmond, KY
WARE, DEBRA Liberh, KY
WATSON. DOIGLAS Richmond, KY
WATSON. MICHELLE Lexington, KY
W EST, KELLY Louisville, KY
WETHINCTON, NLARCL\ Libem, KY
WHITE. SHANIA Corbin. KY
W KITE, SHERRY Corbin, KY
W HITIS, LISA Somerset, KY
W lECAND, JOSEPH Florence, KY
WIHEBRINK. JOHN Herron, KY
W ILKENINC. DLANE Osgood, IN
W ILKINSON, LAITU Indianapolis, IN
W ILLIAMS, CYNTHIA Stephensport, KY
W ILSON, MARK Fleasureville, KY
W INKLE. JARROD Irvine, KY
WINKLE. JEFF Ludlow, KY
W INKLE. JOHN Ludlow, KY
WITT. DIANA Waddy, KY
W OLFE, ANGELA Campbellsbui?, KY
WOODS, DEANNE Louisville, KY
WRIGHT BETH Louisville, KY
WYZARD, KRISTi- New Albnay, IN
YOl NG. LESLIE Nicholas, KY
Mary Decker, Susan Coffey, and Caria Ray are amused by their student I.D.'s.
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A
Aaron, Sandra Kay 259
Abell, Lori Michelle 245
Abell, William F. 199
Abernalhy, Karen 345, 32
Abraham, Mathew 87
Acker, Daniel J. 245
Acker, Jane Ellen 192
Adair, Rebecca Lynn 231
Adams, Daniel 210
Adams, E. Todd 210
Adams, Estella 266
Adams, James 245
Adams, Michael Wayne 245
Adams, Nycoe Ann 230
Adams, Stacey Renee 245, 206, 176
Adams, Thomas 216
Adkins. Mar\' Susan 245
Adley. Mark Andrew 272
Albrinck, Sandy 259
Akers, Wesley Jay 259
Akins, Veronica Sue 242
Alcorn, Sandra Kay 259
Aldridge, Barbara 245
Aldridge, Robert 245
Alexander, Jacquelyn 245
Alexander, Jeffrey 245
Alexander, Melissa C. 272
Alexander, Michelle 245
Alexander, Rex 259
Allen, Cherriee 266, 202
Allen, Francelia 266
Allen, Dawn Jeaneall 245
Allen, Marti Veto 242
Allen, Pamela Jane 245
Allen, Robert 266
Allen, Robin Rene 259
Allen, Ronald Todd 272
Allen, Sandra D, 245
Allen, Sharon Kay 257
Allen, Shawn 245
Allen, Wanda S. 178
Altman, James H. 242
Amburgey, Douglas 259
Amburgey, Tanya Sue 231
Amburgy, Rodney Carl 245
Amdemariam, Naomi 87
Anders, Judy Kay 245
Anders, Timothy T. 175
Anderson, Darla Yvon 259
Anderson, Freda Gay 245
Anderson, Gayla Sue 245
Anderson, James C. 245
Anderson, Jeffrey 259
Anderson, Kimberly D. 212
Anderson, Theresa 272
Anderson, Theresa L. 245
Andrews, Robert Lee 245
Ankeny, Cathy Ann 245
Ansted, Kathryn 214
Anthony, Catherine A. 245
Aranas, Eileen 266, 81
Archer, Michele D. 259, 214
Armstrong, Suzanne L. 165
Ashby, Rebecca Susan 272
Asher, Deborah Ann 202
Asher, Denise 214
Atcher, David M. 245. 216
Atchison, Douglas 216
Atkins, Todd Lawson 242
Atwood, Robert Alan 216
B
Bailey, Jack C. II 245
Bailey, Daisy Marie 272
Badger, Dennis L. 245
Baehl, Ann Marie 272
Bailey, Kevin Dale 259
Bailey, Margaret 259
Baker, Brandon 147
Baker, Caria Antione 259
Baker, Carol Gail 266
Baker, Connie Sue 245
Baker, Joy Marlene 245
Baker, Michael 210
Baker, Pamela 242
Baker. Pamela 242
Bailiff, Clyde B. 259
Baird, Donna M. 242
Baldwin, Brent 210
Baldwin, Lisa 27*2
Bale, Garnetta 212
Bales, April 242
Ball, Tonya Kaye 245
Ballinger, Nancy 245
Banks, Connie Jean 245
Banks, Jeffrey 24.5, 167
Barber. Kimberly .Ann .31
Barber, Lincoln Lee 242
Bargo, Sheri Lynn 272, 202
Barker, Julie Ann 259
Barker, Kathy Lane 245, 195
Barker, Shellie 266
Barlow, Wendy Leah 245
Baron. Julie 245
Barnes. .Angela G. 259
Barnes. Carrie Lee 245
Barnett, Benjamin J. 242
Barnett, Jeffrey 199
Barnett, Tammy Lou 245
Baron, Julie Ann 245
Barrett. Billie J. 245
Barrett. Joe Eugene 259
Bates, Beth Ann 259
Bates, G. Hunter 245, 192
Bauer, Thomas 242. 216
Baum. Man Melissa 259
Bauman. Christopher 259
Baumann. Gretchen 176
Baumann. Patricia 259
Baumgartner. Teri 23
1
Baxter. Ellen 242. 212
Baxter. Lori Lee 174
Beams. Baptista Ann 259
Beasles. Budds Lee 245
Beasley, Melissa 255
Beasley, William 245
Beatty, Kimberly Ann 259, 231
Beatty, Misty Shawne 195
Beck, Lesley Ann 259
Beckett, Melissa 231
Beckman. Mai-y Beth 214
Beecher. Lance 272
Beeler. Cynthia 231
Begley. Shannan 206
Begley. Stephen Paul 245
Belcher. Melissa 245
Bell, Floyd B. 24
Bell, John David 199
Bell, Lisa Lynn 245
Bellamy, Jeffrey 174
Bellamy, Jeffrey D. 259
Bellamy, Kelle Gene 246
Bellew, Melissa Dell 112, 246, 192
Bellm, Brad Earl 217, 216
Bellucci, Kimberly A. 206
Benedict. Sherri 165
Bennett. Carol .Ann 259
Bennett. Kimberley 272
Benton. Man R. 259
Benton. Sabra 272
Bernardy. Wendy 179
Bernier. Leslie 212
Berthold. Dudley 246. 174
Bentley. Kelli Ann 266
Bertram. Tracy 206
Bertrand. Thomas 259
Bickett, Melissa Ann 206
Biley, Doug 259
Binion. Cheryl Ann 259, 255
Birch, Kimberly Ann 259
Bird. Christopher 266
Bird. Julie Lynn 206
Bischoff. Shannon 81. 231
Bishop. Brian David 222
Bishop. Charles 222
Bisig. Daniel Robert 242
Blackburn. Robert Scott 266
Blaine. Joseph 246
Blair. .Angela Jane 246
Blair. Jeff 246
Blair. Kenneth 266
Blair. Melissa Ann 195
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Thoms. Brian 263
Thornbury. Dan \V. 244
Thornton, Harriett A. 195
Thni-pe, Stephanie 214
Thrasher, Lisa Ann 256
Tice, Melissa Anne 191. 202
Tieman, Lori Ann 276
Tillett. Lori Ann 265
Tillman, Katherine E. 256
Tingle, Tracy Renee 256
Tinsley, Tracy Renee 206
Tipton, Melissa Dawn 256
Tobinson, Nancy 212
Todd, Georgia F. 256
Todd, Regina 182. 81
Todd, Robert C. 147
Todd. Susan Marissa 256
Tolson. Ethan G. 256
Townsend, James 270, 2
Tracy, Jill Denise 212
Trayior. Paul Eric 270
Trent. Donna 276
Tribble. Lee A. 244
Trimble, Kelli 270
Triplet!, Lisa Ann 270
Truax, Julie Ann 276
Truav, Todd 265
True. Audrev Lynn 256
Tucker. Beckv I-ynn 217
Tuckei". Courtis Lee 222
Tudor, I,isa Margaret 265
Tudor, Rebecca Janet 265
Torek. Jennifer 270
Turner, Denise Renee 212
Turner, James 174
Turner, Lesley Marie 265, 202
Turner. MaiT Ailecn 256
Turner. Melinda 192
Turner, SheriA Ann 265
Turner, Sigel S. 257
Turner, Tonya Renee 276
Tui-pin, C:hailes 216
Tussey, Deana Marie 276
Tussey, Lee Anne 212
U
I'belhart, Beth Ann 79
I'belhart. Su/anne 195
Ihl, Heidi L. 257
L'Irey, Scott Matthew 157, 158
I'nkraut. Mai-v Lynn 202
I'pchurch, Kelly 257
\ance, Steven Nelson 175
\'anhoose, Jennifer D. 257
\'anhoose, jimmy D. 257
\anhoose, I'ammv B, 257
N'anlandingbam. 257
\'an/aiil, Brian Kevin 265
\'arne>, Kevin W. 174
\aughan, James 265
Veach, Dereathu J. 195
Veeneman. Joseph 216
Vegso. Edward Allan 244. 17
Velten. Marvjo 210. 206
Verdnvv, Stephen John 257
\'est, Jeannine Rene 270
\etter. Deandi'u L\nn 257
\'ice, Liessell Ann 265
X'inceiit. KimbeiK 257
\ ititoe, Rachel 276
\on Holle, Paul 257
Vurselh, Eric Karl 222
Votteler. Trevor 216
\owels, Tambra Sue 270, 177
W
Wathsniith. Doiuild 157
\\'aiui(infi. C:ind> Rae 214
Wajincr, Jfiinifcr 244
\\as>laH. Nkiili- I.Du 163
\Vail>. Daniil U«i> 216
\Vait>. Jcaiina Yvoiini: 270
U'aitN. Tfiii Ijiiic 276
WakcOand, Kalhv Lyiiii 270
WaikL-i, CiTslal Lviin 257
WalktT, Melisia Ann 257, 192, 202
Walki-r, Riibtrt 216
Wall, ReBina K. 257
Wallace, Angda 270, 202
Wallace, Brian Eugene 210
Wallace, David 257
Wallace, Keilh R. 222
Wallen, Jamie I,>nn 257
«all%, C:haile% F. 244
Walls, Tanimie L\nne 270
Walsh, Joanna Maiie 277
Walter, David Michael 176
Waller, Man Beth 265, 231
Walters, Christy 206
Walton, Kellv 214
Walton, Melissa 257
Walton, Mildred 270
Ward, Kimberlv M. 257, 212
Ward, Tami Lvnn 270
Wardwell, Shea R. 157
Ware, Deborah Lee 277
Warndorf, Michelle M. 244
Warner, Jody R. 2.57
Warner, Ricky 257
Warnke, Blanche 244
Watson, Douglas 277
Watson, Michael E. 277
Way, Melissa Anne 265
Webb, Gregory Lynn 257
Webb, Julie Carol 214
Webb, Maisha Leigh 257, 179
Webster, Thomas Jude 257
«eddle, Paula Faye 265, 1S2
Welenkcn, Eric 257
Welker, Bradley 157
Wells, Amy Katherine 192, 174
Wells, Janice Lee 195
Uells, Kimberly 257
Wells, Lisa 202
Wells. Matthew Scott 216
Wells, Mitzi Layne 257
Wells, Ragina Lee 257, 202
Wesley, Caria Faye 271
Wesley, Dennis Wayne 271
Wesselman, Krista 265, 212
West, Diana Rae 257
«est, Edward Wayne 257
West, Kelly Dionne 277, 177
West, Ijiura R. 257
West, Michael Ray 257
West, Stephen Ashley 210
West, Tanya Ann 244
Westerfield, Mary 265
Wethington, Kimberly 271
Wethingtfui. Marcia E. 277
Wetr, Mike 265
Weyrich, Tony T. 157
Whaley, James 27 1
Whatley, Marsha Kaye 271
Wheeler. Melissa 244
Whitaker, Diane 257
Whitaker, Gregory 271
White, Amy Catherine 163, 212
White, Barn Lynn 257
White, Cathy Angel 257
White, Donna Jean 257
White, Jackie Lynn 271, 231
White, Julie Michell 202
White, Karen Leslie 265
White. Kim Marie 257
White. Randy 157
White. Robert Andrew 257
White. Shann 257
White. Shanua R. 277. 70
White, Sherry 277, 70
White, Shonda Sue 265
White, Tina .\L 257, 179
White, \icky Lynn 257, 212
\\'hite, N'irginia 206
Whilehouse, David 257
Whitehouse, Jacqueli 271
Whitely, Nancy 244
Whitis, Lisa Ann 277
Whitlock, Mark 179
Whittaker. Elizabeth 271
Whitten, Linda Marie 244
Wiberding, .Alice 214
Wickersham, Mark 257
Wickline, Robin Lynn 214
Wiegand, Joseph R. 277
Wiese. David 257, 192
Wihebrink, James 222
Wihebrink, John H. 277
Wilcov, Jennifer 271, 214
Wilhelm, f:herii Ann 265
Wilkerson, Richard N. 222
Wilkinson. Bridget A. 265
Wilkinson, Laura .\nn 277
Williams, .Angela 271, 177
Williams, Brenda S. 257
Williams. Cvnthia 277
Williams. Donna 257
Williams, Doris 249, 244. 191
Williams, Jeri Louis 207
Williams, Jim 222
Williams, Jodi Lynn 206
Williams, Kevin Neal 257
Williams. Lisa .\nn 245
Williams, Lynda 245
Williams, Michael 174
Williams, Michele 231
Williams, Phillip 257
Williams, Rhonda 257
Williams, Sandra Lee 271
Williams, Teonla 257
Williamson, Elizabeth 245
Williamsiui, Kimberly 265
Willis, Andrew 257
Willis, Angela M. 206
Willis. Angle 167
Willis. Julie Anne 207. 206
Willoughby, Jonathan 216
Wills, Angela 265
Wills, Julia Saint 265
Wilmot, Matthew 257, 174
Wilson, Bonnie Sue 271
Wilson, Charles 265
Wilson, Christine 257
Wilson, David Carl 257
Wilson, Jennifer 179
Wilson, Karen 257
Wilson, Kevin Eric 245
Wilson, Kevinn I,;imont 245
Wilson, Kimberly 214
Wilson, Laurie ,(ngel 202
Wilson, Lori Ann 231
Wilson, Luanne l')2
Wilson, Mark Alan 277
\\'ilson, Rodney Wayne 25S
Wilson, Ruth Denise 265
Wilson, Susan Lynn 265
Wilson, Susia 231
Wilson, Valerie Rose 265, 231
Wilson, William 147
Winkle, Jarrod Lee 277
Winkle, Jeflrev 277, 14
Winkle, John Kelly 277. 14
Winn, Samantha Marie 271. 212
Winscher. Emilv J. 258
Wise, Angela Renee 231
Wise, Pamela Kay 25S, 163, 212
Wise, Tammy Denise 258
Wiselman, Ellen Beth 271
Wiseman, Claude Can 191
Witt, Dana Kaye 277
Witt, Jennifer Leigh 265
Witt, Sherrie 258, 176
WoRord, Brian 216, 217
Wolf. Michele Ann 258
Wolfe. Angela M. 277
VNolRnbarger, Peter 271
Uolford. Eric Alan 258
«oltenberg, Deborah 212
Wong, Ravniond 26.5, 193, 87, 176, 18
Wood, Matthew Lee 139, 138
Wood. Melinda J. 195
Woods. Brian Stephen 271
Woods, Deanna Lee 277
Woods, Deanne Lvnn 177
Wooldridge, Michael 216
Woolfolk, Barbara J. 258
Workman, Lesli Paige 271, 219
Worley, Kim L. 245
Worley, Tami 258
Worthington, Patrick 179
Wrav, Michelle Ann 271, 214
Wren, Reva Jov 258
Wright, Beth .-(nn 277
Wright, Bobbi Jo 265
Wright. Chelland Roy 258
Wright, Deanna Renee 258, 212
Wright, Edwina Lvnn 265
Wright, Kathy 26.5
Wright. Michelle 265
Wright. Pathersa 265
Wright. Wanda 265
Wyzard. Kristy 277
Vaden. Darren Curtis 265
Yadon. Julietta .Ann 265
Yanda. L^iura Jean 271
Yeoman. Heather 191
Yocum. Jennifer Rene 177
York. Alice 231
York, Mitsue Alice 118, 258
York, Mona Quinn 258
Young. Donna Ramona 258
Young, Fayette M. 245
Young, John C. 271
Young, Lee Michele 258
Young. Leslie 277
Youngworth, Ja.son 222
Yowell, Earlene 271
Zeck, Sally 258
Zianno, Joseph 265
Zimmerman, Michael W. 216
Zirkelbach, Christine 2.58, 231
Zi\. Michelle Lea 265
Zmurk, Rebecca .\nn 271
Zolia, Sarah Thomas 265
Zwahlen, Man Evelyn 245
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Although the lights have dimmed and the stage is
dark, the players will long remember the events that
fashioned the year.
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' / 1 m Editor s Notes
Looking back, it seems as though the year has gone by like a flash. It was full
of important and memorable events. Unfortunately, condensing all of them
into 288 pages was next to impossible.
My staff and I spent hundreds of hours producing a book that we hope
depicts the year as you saw it. I owe a world of thanks to these people. Through
their dedication and determination, they proved that a small staff can be just
as efficient as a large one.
I present to you, the students, the 1989 MILESTONE in hopes that it meets
your expectations. I wish you all the best.
Sincerely,
Beth A. Minks
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